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PREFACE 

Research in combustion science is becoming one of the most challenging fields of ad
vanced engineering. Combustion is a subject that exhibits both fundamental and applied 
characters and includes theoretical and experimental aspects. Therefore it involves some 
of the most advanced research fields, e.g. gas dynamics, turbulence, stability, thermo
chemistry and chemical kinetics. At the same time, it offers stimulating problems in nu
merical analysis and applied mathematics. 

As a matter of fact, the interaction of fluid motion with the thermodynamic changes 
associated with chemical reactions is a difficult problem, especially when unsteady phe
nomena have to be analysed. For instance, detailed reaction schemes involve a number 
of chemical species of the order 10 to 1 00 and about 30 to I 000 elementary reactions. 
In addition, many of these reactions represent very rapid relaxation processes so that the 
reaction system introduces very stiff source terms in the balance equations for the chemi
cal species. As a consequence, fully resolved numerical simulations of multidimensional 
combustion problems are far from being routine. Nevertheless, in recent years the theo
retical basis of combustion phenomena and the capability of numerical prediction of the 
relevant flow fields have been impressively developed. 

A special kind of combustion is called detonation. Detonation waves are high speed 
combustion waves in which very fast chemical reactions take place. In the fifty years 
since Zel 'dovich, von Neumann and Do ring independently formulated treatments of det
onation, many workers have contributed to further understanding of the process. In many 
applications detonation waves are described by a system of first order hyperbolic conser
vation laws with source terms, the so-called reactive Euler equations. 

From a numerical point of view, detonation waves are interesting since they have a 
discontinuous structure including a strong compression shock. This leads to many well
known numerical problems. However, a new and interesting problem is the treatment 
of the source terms (the chemical reactions). Especially, since the time scale associated 
with the flow is several orders of magnitude larger than typical time scales of the chemical 
reactions in general. Consequently the source terms lead to a stiff system of equations. 
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In this thesis we like to develop a detonation capturing method, which describes the 
global behaviour of the detonation wave, without describing all physical details. To this 
end space grids and time steps are used appropriate for the fluid dynamics but not for the 
rapid chemical reaction. Certainly, in this situation any information about the detailed 
structure of the detonation wave is lost. On these coarse grids the detonation wave is 
represented as a gas dynamic discontinuity of zero width. For these kind of problems it 
is possible to obtain completely wrong numerical detonation wave speeds and what we 
should demand is that the method produces a sharp resolution of the detonation wave at 
the correct location (the numerical detonation wave should propagate with the correct 
speed). 

Although this is a mathematical thesis, I also included some physics in order to present 
a more complete picture. This thesis studies some problems occurring in the theory of 
detonation waves and hopefully, it reflects some of my enthusiasm about this subject. 

At this place I would like to thank some people for their contribution to my work. 
First, I would like to thank dr.ir. Jan ten Thije Boonkkamp and dr. Rik Kaasschieter for 
their stimulating support during the last four years. They advised me and collaborated 
with me on many occasions. Furthermore, I am grateful to dr.-ing. Rupert Klein from the 
R.W.T.H. Aachen. He generously shared with me many of his interesting ideas and he 
taught me many aspects of the theory of detonation waves. His enthusiasm constantly 
served as a stimulation to me. I also thank prof.dr. Mattheij for the constructive criti
cism, the helpful comments and the support during my Ph.D .. Naturally, I would like 
to thank all my friends and colleagues for their support, advice and collaboration. I am 
especially grateful to Judith. Her patience, care and support were very important to me 
and helped a lot in writing this thesis. Finally, I thank my roommate Peter Ferket for the 
endless discussions about mathematics, politics and soccer which made my stay at the 
T. U .E. much more pleasant and interesting. 

Arco Berkenbosch Eindhoven, August 1995. 



1 
INTRODUCTION 

Detonation waves are high speed combustion waves in which very fast chemical reactions 
take place. In practice the time scales of the chemical reactions are very small compared 
with the time scale of the flow and in many practical cases we cannot afford a sufficient 
resolution of the chemistry. The main goal of this thesis is to develop a numerical method 
that captures the detonation wave correctly, without solving the chemistry in detail. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we describe some typical 
properties of detonation waves and briefly present the underlying physical model. Fur
thermore, we present the basic assumptions of this thesis. Section 1.2 has a more gen
eral nature. We discuss general hyperbolic conservation laws and especially the possible 
nonuniqueness of solutions. The main goals of this thesis are described in Section 1.3. 
Finally, in Section 1.4 we outline briefly the contents of this thesis. 

1.1. DETONATION WAVES 

1.1.1. General Remarks 

The rapid and violent form of combustion called detonation differs from other forms in 
that all the important energy is transferred by strong compression waves, with negligible 
contributions from other processes like heat conduction, which are important in flames. 
The leading part of a detonation front is a strong shock wave propagating into the fresh 
mixture. This shock heats the material by compressing it, thus triggering a chemical re
action, and a balance is attained such that the chemical reaction supports the shock (see 
Figure 1.1 ). In this process fuel mass is consumed I 03 to I ()6 times faster than in a flame, 
making detonations easily distinguishable from other combustion processes. In a detona
tion wave the energy is converted very rapidly. For example a serious gaseous detonation 
converts energy at a rate of 1010 Watts per square meter of its detonation front [26]. 

The most easily measured characteristic property of a detonation is the propagation 
speed of the front into the explosive. The front of a detonation wave initiated at one end 
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of a large-diameter tube of explosive material is found to approach a nearly plane shape 
and a constant propagation speed. Thus it seems reasonable to assume that a limiting 
speed exists, and that in the limit the chemical reaction takes place in a steadily prop
agating zone in the explosive [26, 66]. A mathematically tractable problem related to 
physical reality eventually is that of a plane, steady detonation. It is generally assumed 
that the solution of this problem describes detonation experiments for a situation when 
the length approaches infinity. Therefore, experiments designed for validation of the the
ory are usually measurements of a set of long cylinders of different diameters initiated at 
one end. Subsequently, the results are 'extrapolated' to infinite diameter. Unfortunately, 
to our knowledge no other problem, not even the seemingly simple problem of a spher
ically expanding detonation, is studied experimentally in a proper way yet, so a direct 
validation (without extrapolation to infinite size) is not possible [2, 26, 43, 45]. 

Density/Pressure of the mixture 

Reaction zone Shock wave 

~ / 

Figure 1.1. Schematic diagram of the detonation wave travelling through a tube 
and the corresponding density/pressure profile. 

A socially and politically sensitive application of detonation research is the safety of 
nuclear reactors. During an accident thousands of kilograms of hydrogen can be released 
into the containment atmosphere, from an oxidation reaction of the metal shells of the 
reactor fuel elements with the cooling water. In this process a huge amount of the highly 
explosive hydrogen-air-steam mixture is formed. If this detonates, it will blow apart 
any existing reactor containment. Therefore, realistic computations for the hydrogen
air-steam system are desirable and currently of great interest. For this system detailed re
action schemes involve a number of chemical species of the order 10 to I 00 and about 30 
to 1000 elementary reactions. In addition, many of these reactions represent very rapid 
relaxation processes so that the reaction system introduces very stiff source terms in the 
balance equations for the chemical species. As a consequence, fully resolved numeri
cal simulations of multidimensional detonation problems are far from being routine. All 
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chemical reactions used as examples in this chapter, are taken from the hydrogen-air
steam detonation [66, 71]. 

1.1.2. The One-Dimensional Model 

The one-dimensional model involves simple considerations of the shock front and a reac
tion zone travelling with the same speed behind it. The propagation speed is supersonic 
relative to the gas ahead of the front. Furthermore, the speed depends on the nature of 
the fuel and the composition of the detonable medium, but generally lies in the range 
1.5 to 4.0 km/s. The original model proposed by Chapman and Jouguet, to be called the 
CJ model from now on, incorporates an energy input term in the conventional Rankine
Hugoniot analysis [26, 85]. It is related to the propagation speed of the front, through 
the assumption that the composition of the products corresponds to equilibrium at the 
temperature and density in the flow behind it. The model is commonly used to produce 
reliable predictions of global propagation speeds, measured under conditions in which 
thermal and viscous losses are negligible. 

There have been frequent attempts to verify the CJ model experimentally, the major
ity comparing the propagation speed of detonations to the theoretical value. In Table 1.2 
we compare the propagation speeds measured in a 1 00 mm diameter tube to the speeds 
predicted by the CJ model. The measured speeds are consistently lower than the theo
retical values [66]. This might be expected if losses to the wall are taken into account. 
The CJ model gives no insight into the internal structure of detonation waves. Indepen
dently from each other, Zel'dovich, von Neumann and Doring developed a model which 
explains the internal structure of detonation waves, the so-called ZND model. The orig
inal ZND model is based on the concept of the leading shock wave producing a flow of 
the required density and temperature to trigger exothermic reactions at a short distance 
behind the shock, depending on the losses in this region (see Figure 1.1) [26, 66, 85]. 

Mixture Observed speed (m/s) Theoretical speed (m/s) 

4Hz +Oz 3344 3425 
3H2 +02 3156 3197 
2H2 +02 2825 2853 
Hz+02 2320 2333 
Hz +202 1909 1941 
Hz +302 1691 1759 

Table 1.2. Comparison of the experimental propagation speed of the detonation 
front and the propagation speed of the detonation front predicted by the CJ model 
[22]. 

The ZND theory does not give any clues concerning stability of such travelling waves. 
As it turns out these waves are, in many cases, dynamically unstable; small perturbations 
of the wave structure grow in time, causing the original planar front to wrinkle and the 
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originally constant wave speed to change with time. Phenomena of detonation instabili
ties have attracted a substantial experimental and theoretical effort. For a brief review or 
a reader's guide to some parts of this material, we refer to [75]. In this thesis we assume 
that a detonation wave propagates and actually survives for some time. This assumption 
is crucial and it is closely related to the question of stability [10, 11, 38]. 

It appears from Figure 1.1 that the main exothermic reaction starts immediately be
hind the shock; however, this is not very realistic. In practice it takes some time be
tween on the one hand the shock compression and on the other hand the onset of exother
mic chemical reactions. This time is called the ignition delay time t;gn. The exother
mic reactions are generally associated with the recombination of radicals and atomic 
species. Moreover, in general there are three different types of reaction steps involved in 
the chemical reaction. First, there are initiating steps such as dissociation of molecular 
species, e.g. 

H2 + M -+ 2H + M, 

where M is some particle. The initiating steps are followed by a set of reactions such as 
chain-branching steps in which the reaction results in the production of a larger number 
of active species, e.g. 

H + 02 -+ OH + 0. 

There are also recombination steps responsible for the major portion of heat release, in 
which radicals and atomic species are recombinated, e.g. 

H + OH + M -+ H20 + M. 

Hence, during the ignition delay time t111n, initiating and chain-branching steps are per
formed. Experiments show that t1g11 is 1 - 10 JlS at the temperature and the density of the 
flow behind a shock propagating with a speed that is typical for a detonation wave. In 
turn, these times suggest that the separation of the leading shock and the main reaction 
zone in gaseous mixtures is typically in the range of 1 10 mm. The exponential depen
dence of the different reaction rates on the temperature of the gas mixture is generally 
expressed in terms of the activation energy (roughly speaking the energy that is neces
sary to initiate the reaction). This activation energy is high for initiating steps such as 
dissociation, lower for the attack of radicals on molecular species and approaches zero 
for recombination steps. More realistic expressions, representing the ignition delay time 
t;gn for chain reactions, generally involved in detonations, have been introduced in the 
model in order to estimate the separation between the shock and the reaction zone. In 
Table 1.3 we summarize the previous results. 

Reaction step Activation energy Heat release 

initiation high negligible 
chain-branching low low 
recombination negligible high 

Table 1.3. Different types of reaction steps and the corresponding activation en
ergy and heat release. 
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1.1.3. Basic Assumptions in this Thesis 

In practice the time scales of the chemical reactions are very small compared to the time 
scale of the fluid dynamics. Therefore, a sufficient resolution of the chemistry cannot 
be afforded in general. In this thesis we will study and develop numerical methods for 
space grids and time steps appropriate to resolve the fluid dynamics but not for the rapid 
chemical reactions. Especially we are interested in the global behaviour of the detonation 
wave, so quantities of interest are the propagation speed of the front, the pressure behind 
the reaction zone, etc. The three basic assumptions we make are that 

(i) molecular diffusion, thermal conduction and viscous effects are ignored; 

(ii) the detonation wave is one-dimensional; 

(iii) the gas is a binary mixture in which only one chemical reaction takes place. 

Assumption (i) is physically realistic, since detonation waves are propagating so fast that 
molecular diffusion, thermal conduction and viscous effects are usually unimportant, and 
therefore they may be ignored [26, 85]. 

One-dimensional models (assumption (ii)) allow for a convenient framework for dis
cussing the properties of the detonation front itself and can be developed further to indi
cate the mechanisms governing detonation limits. However, they fail to give any guid
ance on the complex interactions of detonations with confinement. In order to under
stand these interactions, the multi-dimensional nature of detonations must be consid
ered. However, most of the numerical methods currently in use are heavily based on 
one-dimensional methods, generalized by "dimensional splitting" or similar techniques. 
For this reason it is useful to study and develop one-dimensional numerical methods. 

Finally, in practical applications assumption (iii) is unrealistic. As noted before, in 
general a lot of chemical species and a lot of chemical reactions are involved. In order 
to keep our problem mathematically tractable we restrict ourselves to binary mixtures. 
Recall that we are not interested in a sufficient resolution of the chemistry. Moreover, 
global properties, like the propagation speed of the detonation wave, are assumed to be 
completely determined by the initial chemical composition, pressure and temperature of 
the mixture. So, we consider the one-step reaction in which a reactant n (unburnt gas) 
is converted into a product P (burnt gas). For this one-step reaction we use a relatively 
high activation energy and a large heat release (see Table 1.3). 

Although physically not very realistic, the one-dimensional model studied in this the
sis is interesting for testing and analysing numerical methods. Clearly, the model is in
adequate as a full test problem for any numerical method for detonations. However, a 
study of this problem suffices to analyse some of the difficulties that may arise in the 
more complicated detonation models. 

1.2. HYPERBOLIC CONSERVATION LAWS 

Many (practical) problems in science and engineering involve conserved quantities and 
lead to hyperbolic conservation laws. Hyperbolic conservation laws can be formulated 
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as a system of first order partial differential equations. The Euler equations of gas dy
namics are an important example of hyperbolic conservation laws [59]. Moreover, one
dimensional detonation waves are in general described by the Euler equations of gas dy
namics, completed by the balance equations for the various species (see (2.21) below). 
These latter equations include source terms describing the chemical reactions. The com
plete system of equations is called the reactive Euler equations and is a system of first 
order hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms. Other examples arise in meteo
rology and astrophysics. 

Exact solutions of conservation laws are hard to find in general, and therefore we 
have to devise and study numerical methods to approximate their solutions. Of course 
the same is true, more generally, for any nonlinear partial differential equation, and to 
some extent the general theory of numerical methods for nonJinear PDEs applies to sys
tems of conservation Jaws also. However, apart from practical considerations, there are 
two other reasons for studying numerical methods for hyperbolic conservation laws in 
particular. First, there are special difficulties associated with solving hyperbolic conser
vation laws (e.g. shock formation) which must be dealt with carefully when developing 
numerical methods. Methods based on naive finite difference approximations may be
have well for smooth solutions, but can give poor results when discontinuities are present. 
Secondly, a great deal is known about the mathematical structure of these equations and 

. their solutions [ 49, 79]. This theory can be used to develop special methods to overcome 
some of the numerical difficulties arising from a more naive approach. 

Many difficulties are caused by the fact that hyperbolic conservation 1aws may have 
discontinuous solutions. For instance detonation waves have a discontinuous structure 
including a strong leading shock front (see Figure 1.1). Obviously, discontinuous so
lutions do not satisfy the PDE in the classical sense at all points, since the derivatives 
are not defined at the discontinuities. Therefore, we have to define what is meant by a 
solution in this case. The general form of a conservation law is an integral equation and 
the PDE is derived by imposing additional smoothness assumptions on the solution. The 
crucial fact is that the integral equations are valid even for discontinuous solutions. In 
order to allow discontinuous solutions of the PDE also, we consider weak solutions. It 
can be shown that a function is a solution of the original integral equation if and only if 
it is a weak solution of the PDE [79]. 

Unfortunately, weak solutions may be nonunique for a given set of initial data. If 
our conservation law models the real world, then there clearly exists one "physically rel
evant" weak solution and we must have some mechanism to characterize it. Hyperbolic 
conservation laws often arise in models of physical processes ignoring the effects of var
ious dissipative mechanisms. In more accurate models, these mechanisms make their 
appearance felt by the presence of higher order derivatives in the equation multiplied by 
small coefficients, e.g. relating to small viscous effects. In the limit, i.e. when these 
coefficients approach zero, the solution of the higher order equation should converge to 
the solution of the system of first order conservation laws. Hence the unique, physically 
relevant weak solution is, roughly speaking, defined as the stable limit of this vanishing 
viscosity mechanism [47, 49, 79]. 

The vanishing viscosity method has some direct use in the analysis of conservation 
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laws, but is clearly not optimal since it requires studying more complicated systems of 
equations. This is precisely what we tried to avoid by introducing the inviscid equations 
in the first place. For this reason we like to find other conditions which can be imposed 
directly on weak solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws in order to pick out the phys
ically relevant solution. 

In nonreactive gas dynamics the entropy is constant along particle paths in smooth 
flows. The entropy jumps to a higher value as the gas crosses a shock discontinuity. It 
follows from the second law of thermodynamics that the entropy never jumps to a lower 
value. This gives the extra condition, the so-called entropy condition, which picks out 
the correct weak solution in gas dynamics. For the ZND model for detonation waves, 
the relevant weak solution is characterized by Jouguet's rule, which says that the flow in 
a front attached frame of reference is supersonic in the unburnt gases ahead of the wave 
and subsonic or sonic in the burnt gases behind the wave. 

For general hyperbolic conservation laws it is often possible to impose an extra con
dition upon the solution, such that a physically relevant solution is obtained. As in gas 
dynamics this condition is called the entropy condition. 

Armed with the notion of weak solutions and an appropriate entropy condition we 
can define mathematically a unique solution to the system of conservation laws that is 
the physically correct inviscid limit The entropy condition is very important, since it 
turns out that numerical solutions may approximate nonphysical weak solutions. 

1.3. THE SCOPE OF THIS THESIS 

The main objective of this thesis is to develop a reliable numerical method to approxi
mate the ZND solution of the one-dimensional reactive Euler equations. As remarked 
before, the reactive Euler equations are a system of hyperbolic conservation laws with 
source terms. Many methods have been derived for one-dimensional hyperbolic conser
vation laws, for example finite difference methods, streamline diffusion finite element 
methods [42], spectral viscosity methods [90], front tracking methods [13, 76, 77, 87] 
and Glimm's method [79, 80]. In this thesis only finite difference methods will be con
sidered. 

When solving the reactive Euler equations numerically, we encounter problems 
which are absent in nonreacting flows. Apart from the increase in the number of equa
tions, one of the main numerical problems occurs in the treatment of the source terms 
(the chemical reactions). Modern numerical methods, based on the solution oflocal Rie
mann problems, have been very successful in nonreacting fluid dynamics (see Chapter 4 
and 5). However, generalizing these methods to reacting flows is very complicated since 
it involves the solution of local Riemann problems for conservation laws with source 
terms [3]. The problem is even more complicated by the kind of reactive flow problems 
posed by detonation waves. For detonation waves, the time scale associated to the flow 
is several orders of magnitude larger than typical time scales of the chemical reactions, 
in general. Consequently the source terms lead to a stiff system of equations. 

A natural and relatively easy way to solve conservation laws with source terms is a 
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time splitting method [84]. At each time level in a time splitting methods we alternate 
between solving the homogeneous conservation law without source term (i.e. the fluid 
dynamics) and solving the conservation laws without convection (i.e. the chemistry), 
giving a system of (stiff) ordinary differential equations (see Chapter 6). Time splitting 
methods are especially interesting for detonation waves, since we can deal with the fluid 
dynamics and the chemistry in a different way. By decomposing the problem we can use 
a high quality method for the homogeneous conservation laws and for the (stiff) ordinary 
differential equations. 

In this thesis, we are rather interested in the global behaviour of the detonation wave 
and not so much in physical details. Moreover, since we consider a regime where deto
nation combustion occurs on length scales that are much smaller than the characteristic 
geometrical length scale, the detonation wave can be interpreted as a gas dynamic dis
continuity of zero width. We like to develop a detonation capturing method, which pro
duces a sharp representation of the detonation wave at the correct location. To this end, 
we study and develop numerical methods for space grids and time steps appropriate for 
the fluid dynamics but not for the rapid chemical reaction. Moreover, if the global be
haviour is correct, adaptive refinement of the spatial mesh may be used to describe any 
details of the detonation wave [ 1 0]. However, in this thesis we do not pay any attention 
to adaptive refinement and restrict ourselves to the global behaviour of detonation waves. 

The goal of this thesis is to study some important aspects of simulating the global be
haviour of detonation waves numerically. Therefore, we may like to study the following 

(i) numerical methods for homogeneous hyperbolic conservation laws; 

(ii) numerical methods for (stiff) ordinary differential equations; 

(iii) numerical methods based on time splitting; 

(iv) capturing one-dimensional detonation waves for stiff combustion chemistry. 

We briefly comment the points above. 

(i) Numerical methods for homogeneous hyperbolic conservation laws. 
When solving a hyperbolic conservation law numerically, we expect a finite difference 
discretization to be inappropriate near discontinuities (where the differential equation 
does not hold). Indeed, if we compute discontinuous solutions by standard methods for 
smooth solutions, we typically obtain poor numerical results (see Chapter 4). If we use a 
first order method, the results turn out to be smeared in regions near the discontinuities. 
On the other hand, standard second order methods introduce dispersive effects around 
the discontinuity leading to large oscillations. 

Since the PDEs make sense away from discontinuities, one possible approach is to 
combine a standard finite difference method in smooth regions with some explicit pro
cedure for tracking the location of the discontinuities. This approach is usually called 
front tracking [13, 76, 77, 87]. In one space dimension it is often a viable approach. In 
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more space dimensions the discontinuities typically lie along curves (in 2D) or surfaces 
(in 3D) and in realistic problems there may be many surfaces that interact in complicated 
ways as time evolves. Although front tracking is still possible, it becomes much more 
complicated and will not be discussed in this thesis. 

Ideally, we would like to have a numerical method which will produce sharp approx
imations of discontinuous solutions automatically, without explicit tracking. Methods 
that attempt to do this are called shock capturing methods. An example of a shock cap
turing method is the high resolution method [5, 28, 32, 34, 56]. The main goal in point 
(i) is to develop and study high resolution methods and to elaborate many theoretical as
pects (see Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). 

(ii) Numerical methods for (stiff) ordinary differential equations. 
In this thesis we do not want to go in details of the chemistry involved, so we do not pay 
attention to solving stiff ODEs numerically. As noted before, in general the time scale 
of the chemical reaction is very small and an explicit numerical method would imply a 
severe time step restriction. Therefore, we should solve the ODE by an implicit numeri
cal method. On the other hand, since we are not interested in chemical details, the ODE 
may often be simplified such that it can be solved exactly. In the latter case we do not 
need a numerical method at all and point (ii) may be omitted. 

(iii) Numerical methods based on time splitting. 
In splitting methods we alternatingly solve the fluid dynamics and the chemistry in each 
time step. At first glance it may appear to be less satisfactory than a standard method, 
since in practice the fluid dynamics and chemistry are strongly coupled. Therefore, the 
main question is how well the splitting method approximates the exact solution at each 
time level. The main goal of point (Hi) is to develop a splitting method which is easy 
to implement and has a sufficient order of accuracy. Furthermore, we like to study how 
splitting methods may be used in developing numerical methods for hyperbolic conser
vation laws with source terms (see Chapter 6). 

( iv) Capturing one-dimensional detonation waves for stiff combustion chemistry. 
Obviously this is the main objective of this thesis and therefore the most important aspect. 
We like to develop and analyse a numerical method with the following properties: 

• at least second order accuracy in smooth parts of the flow; 

• a sharp resolution of the discontinuities without excessive smearing or oscillations; 

• numerically stable with the usual time step and mesh width restrictions; 

• approximating the physically relevant weak solution. 
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Similar to nonreacting flows, methods with the accuracy and resolution properties as 
above are ca1led high resolution methods. The first three properties are fulfilled rela
tively easy. The first two are fulfilled by using a second order time splitting method in 
combination with a high resolution method for the homogeneous conservation law and 
a second order method for the ODE. Some typical results are given in Figure 1.4. If the 
chemistry is solved by an appropriate stiff ODE solver, then the third property is also 
fulfilled. The difficulties entirely arise from satisfying the last property. For fast reac
tions the numerical detonation wave may be completely wrong, since the reaction takes 
place at the wrong location [ 16, 58]. In fact the numerical solution approximates a wrong 
(nonphysical) weak solution. The computed solution consists of a fake detonation wave, 
followed by a slower propagating fluid dynamical shock wave (see the wrong solution 
in Figure 1.4). 

Exact pressure profile Wrong solution 
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Figure lA. The exact detonation wave predicted by the ZND model (solid line) 
and the numerical detonation wave (dashed line). The numerical results are ob-
tained with methods described in Chapter 8. 

We emphasize that we are interested in capturing detonation waves on coarse meshes. 
Hence, we like to develop a method producing the correct detonation speed, even if the 
reaction zone merely occupies a tiny fraction of the numerical mesh width. Certainly, in 
this situation the inner structure of the detonations is not represented and what we should 
demand is that the method produces a sharp representation of the detonation wave at the 
correct location (see Chapter 7 and Chapter 8). 
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1.4. THE CONTENTS OF THIS THESIS 

In this section we briefly outline the contents of this thesis. 
In Chapter 2 we present the general system of equations modelling a one-dimensional 

reacting gas flow and describe the assumptions made to obtain the reactive Euler equa
tions. Furthermore we derive the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations linking the up
stream and downstream conditions of travelling combustion waves. The Rankine
Hugoniot equations play an important role in the mathematical formulation of the ZND 
model. The ZND model assumes that the detonation wave consists of a leading shock 
wave producing a flow with a temperature high enough to initiate a chemical reaction. 
This leading shock wave is followed by a reaction zone propagating with the same speed 
(see Figure 1.1). For the ZND model the only relevant detonation waves turn out to be 
characterized by Jouguet 's rule, which says that the flow in a front attached frame of ref
erence is supersonic in the unburnt gas ahead of the wave and subsonic or sonic in the 
burnt gas behind the wave. In the former case, one speaks of a strong or overdriven det
onation wave, while a wave with sonic outflow is called a Chapman-Jouguet detonation 
wave. Hence, Jouguet's rule is used to characterize the physically relevant weak solution 
(see Section 1.2). 

Chapter 3 has a more general setting. We introduce one-dimensional hyperbolic con
servation laws and define weak solutions. These weak solutions are not unique in general 
and the entropy condition is presented in order to define the unique physically relevant 
weak solution. Finally, the Riemann problem is introduced, i.e. a hyperbolic conserva
tion law with initial data consisting of two constant states. The Riemann problem plays 
an important role in many numerical methods and is therefore studied in detail in this 
chapter. We obtain the analytical solution of the Riemann problem for the nonreactive 
Euler equations. This solution is used later on to solve the reactive Euler equations nu
merically. 

In this thesis we solve the reactive Euler equations with a time splitting method. In 
this splitting method we altematingly solve the fluid dynamics and the chemistry. Many 
important properties of the full problem are determined by the fluid dynamical part, 
which is described by a homogeneous conservation law. Therefore, we study numeri
cal methods for homogeneous conservation laws in detail in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In 
Chapter 4 some basic numerical concepts are introduced, such as discrete conservation, 
discretization error, consistency, convergence and stability. Furthermore, we present the 
Lax-Wendroff theorem. This well-known theorem shows that if a sequence of approx
imations converges, then the limit is a weak solution. In this chapter we present some 
straightforward methods showing the typical behaviour of first order methods (smearing 
of the solution around the discontinuities) and standard second order methods {oscilla
tions around the discontinuities). Furthermore, we present the numerical version of the 
entropy condition. This condition is used to ensure that the numerical solution converges 
to a weak solution satisfying the original entropy condition (and thus the physically rel
evant weak solution). Finally, we discuss the first order methods of Godunov and Roe 
for systems of homogeneous conservation laws. 

In Chapter 5 a theory is presented, which, under certain assumptions, guarantees con-
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vergence of a method. It turns out that one class of convergent methods consists of mono
tone methods. However, monotone methods are only accurate of at most order one. The 
main objective of Chapter 5 is to develop high resolution methods for the homogeneous 
conservation law. High resolution methods are methods which are at least second order 
accurate for smooth solutions and yet resolve discontinuities quite well (without exces
sive smearing or oscillations). The main idea behind any high resolution method is to 
attempt to use a high order method, but to modify the method around discontinuities, 
thereby increasing the amount of numerical diffusion. In this chapter we consider two 
types of high resolution methods for scalar problems, namely flux limiter methods and 
slope limiter methods. The slope limiter methods are extended to nonlinear systems of 
equations. 

In Chapter 6 we return to nonhomogeneous conservation laws. We discuss time split
ting methods for hyperbolic conservation laws with source terins. Splitting methods ap
proximate the exact solution at discrete time levels. We describe the general idea and 
present two well-known splitting methods. We show that these methods are first and sec
ond order accurate in time, respectively. Furthermore, by also using a spatial discretiza
tion we obtain numerical methods based on splitting methods. Finally, we discuss the 
local discretization error for those numerical methods and compute the order of accu
racy. 

As remarked before, for fast reactions (or large mesh widths) the numerical solution 
of the reactive Euler equations may approximate the wrong (nonphysical) weak solution. 
For studying numerical methods, the reactive Euler equations are often too complicated. 
Therefore, we introduce in Chapter 7 a simplified detonation modeL This model relates 
to the reactive Euler equations in a similar way as Burgers' equation to the ordinary Eu
ler equations. We observe the same difficulty of approximating nonphysical solutions 
for the simplified detonation model. For this model it is illustrated that nonphysical so
lutions are always weak detonation waves. This is used to obtain a simple criterion which 
ensures that, even for relatively large mesh widths, the numerical solution approximates 
the physically relevant weak solution. Furthermore, a high resolution method is devel
oped for the simplified detonation model and the numerical results of this method clearly 
illustrate that all properties of point (iv) in Section 1.3 are satisfied in for this model prob
lem. 

Finally, in Chapter 8 we consider the numerical solution of the reactive Euler equa
tions. We extend the criterion of Chapter 7 and present some numerical results illustrat
ing the use of this criterion to exclude nonphysical weak solutions (i.e. weak detonation 
waves). Furthermore, we describe a high resolution method based on the second order 
splitting method of Chapter 6 and the slope limiter method of Chapter 5. We present re
sults showing that all the properties, mentioned in Section 1.3, are fulfilled. Finally, for 
the sake of completeness we make some remarks on front tracking, since front tracking 
methods are often used to solve the numerical difficulty of approximating incorrect weak 
solutions. 



2 
THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL 

REACTIVE EULER EQUATIONS 

In simulations of the flow of a reacting gas mixture, chemical reactions between the con
stituent gases need to be modelled together with the fluid dynamics. Problems of this 
form arise, for example, in combustion. The basic equations of combustion theory are 
the conservation equations for reacting gas flow together with chemical kinetics. These 
equations represent the conservation of mass, momentum and energy of the total mixture 
and the change of composition of the gas mixture due to reaction. 

A considerable simplification of these equations is possible if we restrict ourselves 
to one-dimensional detonations. Since detonation waves are propagating with very high 
speeds, molecular diffusion, thermal conduction and viscous effects are usually unimpor
tant, and therefore can be ignored. If effects of walls, heat sources and external forces are 
also ignored, we essentially obtain the Euler equations of gas dynamics, which are com
pleted by the continuity equations for the various species. These latter equations include 
source terms describing the chemical reactions. The total system of equations is often 
referred to as the reactive Euler equations. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we give the general system of 
equations modelling a one-dimensional reacting gas flow. In Section 2.2 we describe the 
assumptions made in order to derive the reactive Euler equations. Furthermore, a dimen
sion less formulation of the Euler equations is derived in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4 we 
obtain the well-known Rankine-Hugoniot equations. These equations relate the upstream 
and downstream conditions of travelling combustion waves. Finally, in Section 2.5 we 
consider the ZND model, which describes the travelling wave solution (and in particular 
the detonation wave solution) of the reactive Euler equations. 

2.1. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL CONSERVATION 
EQUATIONS FOR REACTING GAS FLOW 

Consider a tube filled with a gas mixture consisting of N different chemical species, de
noted by M; (i = I, 2, ... , N), in which M chemical reactions take place. We assume 
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the species to be continuously distributed in any control volume. 
Suppose the gas mixture is uniformly distributed across the tube, so there is varia

tion in one direction only; therefore, we can restrict ourselves to one space dimension. 
Further assume that a combustion wave is propagating in the positive x-direction. This 
combustion wave consists of a zone involving chemical reactions, heat conduction, mass 
diffusion and viscous effects (see Figure 2.1 ). Ahead of the combustion wave there is a 
mixture of reactants which are in equilibrium. In the combustion wave the gas is burning 
and all reactants are entirely converted into products such that at the end of the zone the 
mixture consists of products only. All quantities ahead of the combustion wave will be 
identified by the subscript u (the unburnt gas), while all quantities behind the wave are 
denoted by the subscript b (the burnt gas). 

Zone involving reaction, heat conduction, 
mass diffusion and viscous effects 

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the combustion wave travelling through a 
tube. 

For this kind of combustion problems, chemical reactions between the constituent 
gases need to be modelled together with the fluid dynamics. Therefore, we consider the 
conservation equations for reacting gas flow . These equations represent the conserva
tion of mass, momentum and energy of the total mixture and the balance of mass for the 
various species. The latter equations include source terms which describe the chemical 
reactions that take place. 

Below a brief description of the conservation equations for reacting gas flow is given. 
For a more detailed one, see e.g. [85, 96]. For mass density p, mass-weighted average 
velocity u, mass fractions Y;, diffusion velocities U;, reaction rates W;, stress a, specific 
external forces /;, specific total energy E and heat flux q, the one-dimensional conser
vation equations for reactive gas flow may be written as follows [85, 92, 96]: 
overall continuity (conservation of mass) 

a a 
at (p) + ax (pu) = O; (2.la) 

conservation of momentum 

(2.1b) 
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conservation of energy 

and ba1ance of mass for the various species 

a a a 
a/PY;) + ox (puY;) = -ox (pY;U;) + W;, i = 1, 2, ... 'N. (2.ld) 

The reaction rate w; is defined as the mass of species M; created or destroyed by chem
ical reactions, per unit volume and per unit time. Since mass is neither created nor de
stroyed by chemica1 reactions but only converted from one species to another, it is obvi
ous that 

N 

LWj = 0. 
i=l 

(2.2) 

The mass fraction Y; of species M; is given by Y; := p;/ p, where p; denotes the mass 
density of species M;. Clearly, the mass fractions satisfy 

It is customary to write the flow velocity u; of species M; as 

where 

U; = u + U;, 

N 

u .- LYjUj· 
j=l 

(2.3) 

In the equations above, u is the mass weighted flow velocity of the mixture, and U; is 
ca1led the diffusion velocity of species M;. Using the equations above it can easily be 
shown that 

N 

LYjUj = 0. 
j=l 

(2.4) 

The set of equations (2.1) has to be completed by models for U;, w;, a, /; and q. A 
brief description of these physical/chemica1 parameters follows in the next section. 

System (2.1) describes a large class of combustion problems, but is generally quite 
complex. A considerable simplification of (2.1) is possible if we restrict ourselves to 
one-dimensional detonations. Therefore, in the next section several simplifying though 
realistic assumptions are made in order to have a more manageable form of (2.1 ). 
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2.2. DERIVATION OF THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL 
REACTIVE EULER EQUATIONS 

In this section the reactive Euler equations will be derived. We start with the general 
system of equations (2.1) and list the assumptions to simplify (2.1 ). 

The only external force which is usually of importance is gravity. In some low-speed 
combustion problems the gravity is not negligible. However, usually the influence of 
the gravity force is very small, and therefore neglected. We start with the following two 
assumptions. 

Al The externa/forces J; are negligible. 

A2 The mass diffusion caused by pressure and thermal gradients is negligible. 

The mass diffusion caused by thermal gradients is known as the Soret effect. The mole 
fraction X; of species M; is defined by 

WY1 
X; := W; , i = 1,2, ... ,N, (2.5a) 

where W1 is the molecular mass of species M 1 and W is the average molecular mass of 
the gas mixture, given by 

(2.5b) 

Under the assumpttns Al and A2 the diffusion velocities U1 can be determined from 
the Stephan-Maxw ll equations [85, 96] 

N 
'""X,Xi -X1 ~ --(Ui U;), i = I, 2, ... , N, (2.6) 

ox i=t D;1 

where D1j is the so-called binary diffusion coefficient for species M 1 and M i. This dif
fusion coefficient is defined as a proportionality constant which relates the net transport 
of species to the concentration gradient under conditions where the total net transport of 
molecules is zero. Equation (2.6) can be simplified considerably by assuming that the 
binary diffusion coefficients do not differ appreciably. 

A3 All binary diffusion coefficients are equal, i.e. Du = D for all i and j. 

It can be shown that assumption A3 is always satisfied for binary mixtures [96]. From 
(2.3), (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and assumption A3, Fick's law of mass diffusion follows, i.e. 

a 
Y;U; = -D ox Y;. 

For combustion of gases the bulk viscosity is negligible; therefore we assume the fol
lowing. 
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A4 The mixture behaves like a Newtonian fluid for which the bulk viscosity can be 
neglected. 

The stress of the gas mixture is the sum of normal and viscous stress. Under assumption 
A4, u can be written as 

CT = -p + t', (2.7) 

where p is the hydrostatic pressure and t' is the viscous stress. According to assumption 
A4, t' is defined by 

4 a 
T := -f,L-U, 

3 ax (2.8) 

where f.L is the viscosity of the gas mixture. In general f.L is a function of the tempera
ture, the pressure and the mole fractions. Using (2.7) and (2.8), the stress terms in the 
momentum equation and in the energy equation can be reduced to 

a 
-CT ax 

a 
-(uu) ax 

8 4 8 8 
= -axP + 3ax<ttaxu), (2.9a) 

a 4 a a 
--(pu) + --(f,Lu-u). 

iJx 3 ox ax 
(2.9b) 

In many applications the viscous term is not an important mechanism for energy trans
port. 

A5 The viscous term fx(f.Lu#;u) in the energy equation is negligible. 

This assumption implies that (2.9b) simplifies to 

a a 
ax (uu) = - ax (pu). (2.9c) 

If temperature gradients give rise to diffusion velocities (the Soret effect), then con
centration gradients must produce a heat flux. This reciprocal cross-transport process 
is known as the Dufour effect. Since we neglect the Soret effect (assumption A2), the 
Du four effect is also neglected. 

A6 Heat transfer caused by radiation and concentration gradients (known as the Du
four effect) are negligible. 

This implies that the heat flux q of the gas mixture is given by 

a N 
q = -A.

0
xT + p "l:_hiYiUJ> 

j=l 

where T is the absolute temperature of the gas mixture, A. is the thermal conductivity of 
the gas mixture and h; is the specific enthalpy of species M;, which is defined by the 
caloric equation of state 

T 

h; h? + I Cp.;(~)d~. i = 1, 2, ... 'N. (2.10) 

To 
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The parameter h? is the standard heat of formation per unit mass for species Mt at a 
reference temperature T0, and c p.i = c p.i (T) is the specific heat at constant pressure for 
species M 1• 

After substituting the above models into (2.1) we arrive at the following set of equa
tions for a reacting gas flow 

a a 
at (p) + OX (pu) 0, (2.11a) 

a a 
at (pu) + ox (pu

2 + p) = (2.llb) 

a a a N a 
= -(1..-T) + -(pD I> ·-Y·), {2.llc) 

Bx 8x 8x J=l 
1 

ox 
1 

a a . 
= -(pD-Y;) + W;, I= l, 2, .... N. (2.lld) ox ox 

System (2.11) consists of N + 3 equations, however it follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
(2.11 a) is the sum of (2.11 d) for the individual species. Therefore, only N + 2 of these 
equations are independent. The independent variables are: p, u, N -1 mass fractions Yi, 
p, E and T; thus we haveN +4 unknowns. Therefore, two extra equations are required 
to complete the system. These equations are the equation of state and the thennodynamic 
identity. 

A 7 The gas mixture behaves like an ideal gas. 

There are very few combustion problems where this ideal gas law is not effectively true 
and this assumption greatly reduces the complexity of the conservation equations. Under 
assumption A 7 the equation of state becomes 

p = pRT/W, (2.12a) 

where R is the universal gas constant. Furthermore, the thermodynamic identity for an 
ideal gas is given by 

p 
h .- e+

p 

N 

= LY1h1, 
J=! 

(2.l2b) 

where h is the specific enthalpy of the mixture and e the specific internal energy. The 
specific internal energy e is related to the specific total energy E by the relation 

E (2.13) 

The term u2 /2 in (2.13) represents the specific kinetic energy of the gas mixture. Equa
tion (2.12b) defines e as a function ofT and Y1 through the caloric equation of state (2.1 0) 
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and the equation of state (2.12a). The stagnation enthalpy H ofthe gas mixture is defined 
as 

(2.14) 

Let the specific heat c P at constant pressure and the specific heat Cu at constant volume 
for the gas mixture be defined as 

N 

Cp(T, yj, ...• YN) .- L:YjCp,j(T), 
j .. l 

N 

Cu(T,YJ, .•• ,YN) := LYjCv,j(T), 
j=1 

where Cv.i = Cv,;(T) is the specific heat at constant volume for species M 1• If a mixture 
behaves like an ideal gas, then we have 

(2.15) 

AS All chemical species have constant and equal specific heats c P at constant pres
sure. 

Assumption AS is not essential because the important qualitative results to be obtained 
do not depend on this assumption. However, it enables us to elaborate (2.12b) in more 
detail. Using (2.10), (2.12b) and assumption AS, we derive 

N 

h = L Yih~ + cp(T - T0). 

j=1 

Furthermore, we assume the following. 

(2.16) 

A9 The gas is a binary mixture in which only one chemical reaction takes place. 

AlO The chemical reaction is exothermic. 

Of course assumption A9 is often not true. However, the global chemical behaviour of a 
mixture can often be modelled quite adequately by a single reaction. Consider therefore, 
the one-step reaction in which a reactant 'R. is converted into a product P. Note that in 
this case W = W1 W2 and let Y1 = Y denote the mass fraction of the reactant (and 
consequently Y2 = 1- Y). Since N = 2, we have E}=1 hiJYifox = (h1- h2)oYjox. 
Using assumptions AS and A9, the heat release Q of the reaction per unit mass is given 
by [85, 96] 

Q = h~- h~. (2.17) 

Since we consider an exothermic reaction, Q > 0. In general Q depends on the initial 
and final composition of the gas mixture. Equation (2.16), together with assumptions A8 
and A9, and (2.17) gives 

h = QY + CpT. (2.18) 
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where, for convenience sake, we choose h, cpT,. It follows from the latter equation, 
(2.12a), (2.13) and (2.15) that we can also write the thermodynamic identity (2.12b) as 

p (y- l)p(E- !u2 - QY), (2.19) 

where y = Cp/Cv is the specific heat ratio. 
Until now we have not specified how the reaction rates w1 depend on the other vari

ables. Since Y denotes the mass fraction of the reactant we write w := w1 = -w2 (see 
(2.2)). We assume that the one-step reaction is described by the ignition model and the 
law of mass action [92, 96] 

{ 
0, T < T;gn• 

w = -kpY, T 2:: T;11n, (2.20a) 

where T;11n is the ignition temperature and k is the specific rate constant for the reac
tion. If the temperature is below T;g11 no chemical reaction takes place. If we omit the 
ignition model, then a slow chemical reaction will take place ahead of the combustion 
wave, which implies that the problem is ill-posed as x -+ oo. This phenomenon is 
known as the cold-boundary difficulty [96]. Hence, if the ignition temperature satisfies 
Tu < T;gn :::: Tb, then the introduction of this model ensures that the cold boundary diffi
culty does not appear. In practically all realistic cases T;1111 » Tu. This can be thought of 
as being caused by a kinetic competition for radical species, which for low temperatures 
is completely on the side of the radical consuming reactions. In other words, at low tem
peratures the reactions are kinetically quenched, due to a lack of radicals. We assume 
that k satisfies Arrhenius' law 

Ea 
k = A(T) exp{- RT), 

A(T) = BTa. 

(2.20b) 

(2.20c) 

The coefficients A and Ea in (2.20) are called the frequency factor and the activation 
energy, respectively. Further B is some positive fixed constant. 

When we consider combustion waves propagating with high speeds, molecular dif
fusion, thermal conduction and viscous effects are usually unimportant transport mech
anisms. Furthermore, for this kind of reactions the dependence of the frequency factor 
A on the temperature is rather unimportant. Thus, for such reactions the following as
sumptions seem reasonable. 

All The molecular diffusion, the thermal conduction and the viscous effects are neg
ligible ( D = 0,). = 0 and tt = 0). 

A 12 The temperature dependence of the frequency factor in the reaction rate is neg
ligible (a = 0, thus A(T) = A). 

Combining all results and assumptions above, we obtain from (2.11) the reactive Eu
ler equations [26, 85] 

a a 
a/P) + ax (pu) = 0, (2.2la) 
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a a 
at (pu) + ax (pu

2 + p) 0, (2.2lb) 

a a 
-(pE) + -(puE + pu) = 0, (2.2lc) at ax 

a a 
-(pY) + -(puY) at ax = w. (2.21d) 

The system of equations (2.12a), (2.19), (2.20) and (2.21) consists of8 equations forthe 
variables p, u, Y, p, E, T, k and w. 

This section is concluded by introducing two quantities which will be useful later 
on. First, we define the specific entropy S for fixed Y by the first law of thermodynamics 
[18], i.e. 

TdS 
1 

dh- -dp. 
p 

(2.22) 

The entropy variation from a reference state, indicated by the subscript *• is obtained 
from (2.12a), (2.15), (2.18) and (2.22) as 

pjp. 
S-S. = Cv In . 

(pjp.)Y 
(2.23) 

Finally, it will also be convenient to introduce the frozen speed of sound c, which for an 
ideal gas is given by 

(2.24) 

2.3. DIMENSIONLESS EQUATIONS 

Often it is convenient to use dimensionless variables. In this section we like to derive a 
dimensionless formulation of the reactive Euler equations (2.21) together with the ideal 
gas law (2.12a), the thermodynamic identity (2.19) and the reaction rate (2.20). Let 8ref 

be a representative value of a generic variable g, then the associated dimensionless vari
able g is defined by g := gjg,.,1. The mass fraction Y is not scaled since it is dimen
sionless already. 

Let Pref• Uref and Xref be some given reference values of p, u and x, respectively. 
Suppose that Xref is a typical length scale based on the convection of the flow, for in
stance the length of a finite tube (see Figure 2.1) in a laboratory and suppose that Uref 

is of the same order as the speed of the combustion wave. We introduce the following 
dimensionless variables [26] 

E p p 
i> E ·-.- -2- ' .- 2 , .-

Uref PrefUref Pref 

i Uref u u w lref .- 1-, 
' 

w-, (2.25) 
Xref Uref Pref 

x X .-
Xref 
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In (2.25), Eref := u:ef is used as a characteristic total energy, since the kinetic energy 
forms an important contribution to the total energy. Furthermore, the choice of Pref is 
motivated by Bemoulli's law, i.e. Pref := PrefU;ef and tref := Xref /Uref can be inter
preted as a characteristic convection time scale. If the dimensionless variables (2.25) are 
used, then a straightforward substitution into (2.21) shows that the dimensionless reac
tive Euler equations are given by 

a C> a __ > 
ai P + a.x<pu = o. (2.26a) 

a --> a c-2 -> ai(pu + a.x pu + p = 0, (2.26b) 

a_(iJE> + 
0
°_ (iJuE + fou> at x 

0, (2.26c) 

:;<iJYl + a~ (iJuY) = w. (2.26d) 

Let the dimensionless activation energy Ea. the dimensionless heat release of the chem
ical reaction Q and the dimensionless temperature f be introduced as 

- Pref 
Ea := Ea-W , 

Pref 

Q ._ QPref 
.- Pref' 

where the choice of Tref and (Ea)ref is suggested by the equation of state for an ideal gas 
(2.12a) and the choice of Qref is motivated by the thermodynamic identity (2.19). The 
dimensionless equation of state and the dimensionless thermodynamic identity are then 
given by, respectively, 

ii = iJT, 
- I 2 -ii = <r - l)iJ(E - 2u - QY). 

(2.27) 

(2.28) 

Let kref be the rate constant kat a typical reference temperature T. (see (2.20b)). If the 

dimensionless rate constant k is defined as k : = k I k,e 1 , then 

- - 1 I 
k = exp(Ea(-:;;---=-)), 

T. T 
(2.29) 

wherekref Aexp(-Ea/(RT.)) and f.:= T.RPreff(Wp,ef)· In ChapterS we choose 
f. equal to the von Neumann temperature, which is discussed in Section 2.5. Using 
k := kfkref• w wt,ed Pref and (2.20a), the dimensionless reaction rate can be given 
by 

w = { 0, 
-DakpY, 

f < fign• 
f 2:: fign• 

(2.30) 
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where i;8n := T;8nRPretf(WPref) is the dimensionless ignition temperature and the di
mensionless constant Da is defined by 

(2.31) 

The constant Dais referred to as the Damkohler number [85]. Recall that Xref is a typical 
length scale based on the convection of the flow and Uref is of the same order as the speed 
of the combustion wave. Hence, Uref I kref can be interpreted as a characteristic reaction 
length [21, 85]. It follows from tref = XreJIUref and (2.31) that the Damkohler number 
is the ratio of the convection length scale and the reaction length scale [85]. Obviously, 
if Da is small the reaction occurs slowly relative to the specified time scale and if Da 
is large, the reaction zone is thin and the reaction occurs quickly relative to the specified 
time scale tref. 

It will be useful to introduce the dimensionless specific enthalpy ii, the dimension
less stagnation enthalpy ii, the dimensionless specific entropy Sand the dimensionless 
frozen speed of sound c as 

h h Pref 
.- Pref' 

H HPref 
.- Pre ' 

C .- C Pref, 

Pref 
S- SW 

.- R' 

where href• Href and Sref are suggested by (2.12b), (2.14) and (2.22), respectively. Fur
thermore, Cref = J Pref I Pref is motivated by the definition of the speed of sound (2.24). 
It follows directly from (2.15) and (2.18) that 

From (2.14) it follows that 

h = QY + _Y_f. 
y-1 

Also it is easy to see that (2.22) gives 

fds - 1 
= dh - -=dfi. 

p 

(2.32) 

Furthermore, the entropy variation from the reference state s. := W S.l R is given by 
(see (2.23)) 

S-S = -
1
-c 1nL. 

0 y-1 V (ij)Y 

Finally, one can easily verify that (2.24) implies 

c = ff· 
In the remainder it is assumed that all variables are dimensionless, where, for short

ness of notation, the tilde is suppressed. 
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2.4. THE REACTIVE RANKINE-HUGONIOT 
EQUATIONS 

2.4.1. Derivation of the Reactive Rankine-Hugoniot Equations 

We assume that a combustion wave is propagating with a constant velocity s in the pos
itive x-direction of the tube (the direction of the unbumt gas, see Figure 2.1). It is clear 
that s > U 11 and s > ub, since otherwise the wave will never pass the unbumt gas. The 
main goal of this section is to derive equations relating the state of the unbumt gas at the 
downstream side of the tube (x = +oo) with the state of the completely burnt gas, at the 
upstream side of the tube (x = -oo). 

We make the following assumption [18, 26, 96]. 

A 13 The flow is steady with respect to a coordinate system moving with the combus-
tion wave (s > 0 is constant). 

The reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations can also be derived if the flow around the re
action zone is unsteady, i.e. s is not constant. However, for clarity of approach we make 
assumption Al3. According to A13, it is natural to introduce a coordinate system which 
is stationary with respect to the wave. To this end, the variable g is introduced as 

g(x, t} := x- st. (2.33) 

Using (2.33} and assumption Al3 we write g(x, t) = g(x- st) = g(~) for a generic 
variable g. Subsequently, (2.26) can be rewritten as a system of ordinary differential 
equations, i.e. 

d d 
(2.34a) -s-(p) + -(pu) = 0, 

dg dg 

d d 
-s dg (pu) + dg (pu 2 + p) = 0, (2.34b) 

d d 
-s dg (pE) + dg (puE + pu) = 0, (2.34c) 

d d 
(2.34d) -s-(pY) + -(puY) = w. 

dg dg 

Now we are able to obtain the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations. After integrating 
(2.34a) from g -oo to g = +oo, we deduce 

(2.35a) 

where m > 0 is the so-called dimensionless mass flux. Similarly, (2.34b) is integrated, 
which gives, using (2.35a), 

(2.35b) 
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Integrating (2.34c) implies -mEu+ PuUu -mEb+ PbUb. It follows from (2.27), (2.28) 
and (2.32) that h = E - u2/2 + pf p. Using this, together with (2.35a) and (2.35b ), the 
latter equation can be rewritten as 

(2.35c) 

The equations (2.35) are called the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations [18, 26, 85, 96]. 
Integrating (2.34d) gives, using (2.35a), Yu = 1 and Yb = 0 

00 

-m = J w(~)d~. 
-oo 

This provides the requirements 

Wu = Wb = 0. 

It follows from T;gn > Tu, Yb = 0 and (2.30) that the latter equations are always satisfied. 
The equation of state (2.27) 

=.1!!!._ 
PuTu PbTh 

and the thermodynamic relation (2.32) 

y = hu - Q- --Tu = 0, 
y -1 

constitute further relations between the variables at ~ = -oo and ~ = +oo. 

(2.36) 

(2.37) 

The set of states at~ = -oo (with fixed parameters at~ = +oo) for which equa
tions (2.35a) and (2.35b) are satisfied is often referred to as the Rayleigh line. It follows 
directly from (2.35a) and (2.35b) that the Rayleigh line is given by 

(2.38) 

Using equation (2.35a) to express u - s in terms of m and p in equation (2.35c) yields 

1 ( 1 1) hu = - - + - (pb - Pu), 
2 Ph Pu 

where equation (2.38) is used to eliminate m2• Since the velocities have been eliminated, 
the latter equation is a relationship among thermodynamic properties alone. In summary, 
equations (2.35), (2.36) and (2.37) complete the independent relations between the burnt 
and unburnt quantities. If all unburnt quantities (values of all quantities as~ -+ +oo) 
are specified, then these 5 equations completely determine the variables Ub, Ph· Ph· Tb 
and hb. 
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2.4.2. The Hugoniot Curve 

Suppose that all quantities in the unburnt gas are specified. We want to describe the set 
of possible values for the quantities in the completely burnt gas, such that all relations 
given in the previous section are fulfilled. Therefore, the subscript b is suppressed. Since 
Yh vanishes and Q is constant, (2.27) and (2.32) imply that the specific enthalpy h of the 
completely burnt gas can be expressed in terms of 1/ p and p, i.e. h = h(lj p, p). For 
shortness of notation, the specific volume v is introduced as 

V ·- 1jp. (2.39) 

We define the Hugoniot function 'H by 

1 
'H(v, p} := h(v, p)- hu - 2 (v +Vu) (p-p,.), (2.40) 

where (2.32) implies h,. Q + Tur /(y - 1). It is straightforward to see that the equa
tion 'H = 0 defines a curve in (v, p)-space. This curve is called the Hugoniot curve. It 
follows from (2.27), (2.32) and Y,. = 1, Yb = 0 that 

h(v, p)- h,. = -Q + _Y_(pv- PuV,.). 
y-1 

After substituting the latter equation into (2.40) we obtain 

y 1 
1-l(v, p) = -Q + y _ 

1 
(pv- p,.v,.) - 2 (v + v,.) (p-p,.). 

One can easily verify that the Hugoniot curve 'H = 0 can be written as 

2Q - PuV + ~PuVu 
p(v) = .tt!. 

y-l V - Vu 

Furthermore, the Rayleigh line (2.38) is rewritten as 

p(v) = -m2(v- v,.) + Pu· 

(2.41) 

(2.42) 

The intersection of the Hugoniot curve with the Rayleigh Jine determines the final 
thermodynamic state, after m has been obtained from Pu. Uu and s for the particular ex
periment. The value UIJ may then be calculated from (2.35a). In Figure 2.2 the Hugoniot 
curve (2.41) is drawn for y = 1.4 and several values of the heat release Q. 

Since the pressure p and the specific volume v should be positive, we require 

y -1 2Q y + 1 --v,. < V < -+--vu, 
Y + 1 Pu Y -1 

0 < p < 00, 

where the upper bound of v corresponds to the limit p ~ 0. 
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p 

l 

Pu 

Figure 2.2. Hugoniot curves (2.41) with Vu = Pu 
values of Q. 

2.4.3. Various Types of Processes. 

27 

-v 

I , y = I .4 and several 

The intersection between the Hugoniot curve (2.41) and the Rayleigh line (2.42) deter
mines the conditions in the burnt gas. Since m2 > 0, the slope of the Rayleigh line 
is negative and final states lying in the two shaded regions in Figure 2.2 are physically 
meaningless. Each Hugoniot curve is therefore divided into two distinct branches. The 
upper branch, which is given by (2.41) with 

(y- l)Q 
+ Pu < p < 00, 

Vu 
y -1 

< --V < V Vu, 
y + 1 u 

is called the detonation branch. The lower branch, which is given by (2.41) with 

0 < p < Pu• 
Q(y- 1) Vu+.....;_..:...._ __ 

YPu 
< V 

2Q y + 1 
< -+--vu, 

Pu Y- 1 

is called the dejlagration branch. The only acceptable values for vb and Pb are values 
such that the point (vb.Pb) lies on one of these two branches. Combustion waves are 
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termed detonation waves or deflagration waves according to the branch of the Hugoniot 
curve upon which the point {vt>.Pt>) falls. An understanding of the difference between 
detonation and deflagration waves is best obtained by contrasting the characteristics of 
each. Thus, in passing through a detonation wave the gas speeds up, and its pressure 
and density increase {i.e. Pb > Pu and Pb > Pu). On the other hand, in going through a 
deflagration the gas is slowed down and expands, and its pressure decreases (i.e. Pb < Pu 
and Pb < Pu). 

It can be shown that there are at most two points of intersection between the Rayleigh 
line and the detonation branch of the Hugoniot curve. There is a unique slope of the 
Rayleigh line such that it is tangent to the detonation branch. This point of tangency 
(point B in Figure 2.3) separates the detonation branch in two parts and is called the 
upper Chapman-Jouguet point (upper CJ point). Any straight line through (Vu, Pu) with 
a slope less than that of the line through B intersects the Hugoniot curve in two points (the 
steepest dashed line in Figure 2.3). Depending on the final conditions of the detonation 
we can distinguish between three different processes [18, 26, 85]. 

(i) Detonation waves with final conditions on the curve AB are called strong deto
nations. 

(ii) Detonation waves with final conditions at point B are called Chapman-Jouguet 
detonations (CJ detonations). 

(iii) Detonation waves with final conditions on the curve BC are called weak detona
tions. 

There is also a unique slope of the Rayleigh line, such that it is tangent to the de
flagration branch of the Hugoniot curve. This point of tangency (point E in Figure 2.3} 
separates the deflagration branch in two parts and is called the lower Chapman-Jouguet 
point (lower CJ point}. Similarly to detonation waves we can distinguish between three 
different deflagration waves [ 18, 26, 85]. 

(i} Deflagration waves with final conditions on the curve DE are called weak defla
grations. 

(ii) Deflagration waves with final conditions at point E are called Chapman-Jouguet 
deflagrations (CJ deflagrations). 

(iii) Deflagration waves with final conditions on the curve EF are called strong de
flagrations. 

In the remainder we restrict ourselves to detonation waves. Next we elaborate the 
detonation processes in more detail [26, 85]. Let quantities in the completely burnt gas 
behind a strong, Chapman-Jouguet or weak detonation be denoted by the subscripts st, 
C J or we, respectively. It follows from (2.41) and (2.42) that the mass flux mc1 > 0, is 
given by 

2 Pu { 2 ) Q ll m = y- + y -1- + 
cJ Vu v; l + 2YPuVu I 

(y2- l)Q . 
(2.43) 
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p 

I 

Pu 

Vu -V 

Figure 2.3. Different sections of the Hugoniot curve (2.41 ). 

For all m < mCJ there will be no detonation. If m = mCJ, then there will be a CJ deto
nation with 

Pc1 
m2vu + Pu 

= y+1 
(2.44a) 

VCJ 
y(m 2Vu + Pu) 

= 
m2(y + 1) ' 

(2.44b) 

(2.44c) 

If m > me~> then there will be a detonation with 

Pst 
m2Vu + Pu 1 I 2 

y + 
1 

+ y + 
1 
v (m 2vu- YPu) - 2(y2

- 1)m2Q, (2.45a) 

v.<~ = 
y(m2Vu + Pu) 

m2 (y + 1) 

1 
m2(y + l) ./(m2

Vu- YPu) 2 
- 2(y2

- l)m2 Q, (2.45b) 

(2.4Sc) 

in case of a strong detonation and 

Pwe = 
m2

Vu + Pu 1 J 2 2 
y + 1 - y + l v (m2vu- YPu) - 2(y2

- l)m Q, (2.46a) 
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= y(m
2

Vu + Pu) 1 /( 2 )2 2( 2 1) 2Q (246b) 
m2(y + 1) + m2(y +I) V m Vu- YPu - y - m , . 

Uwe = Swe - Vwem, (2.46c) 

in case of a weak detonation. 
Finally, we present, without a proof, some characteristic properties by which we can 

distinguish between the various detonation waves. These properties are referred to as 
Jouguet's rule [18]. Let cu denote the speed of sound ahead of the reaction front and let 
CIJ denote the speed of sound behind the reaction front. 

Jouguet's rule: 
The gas flow relative to the reaction front is 

supersonic ahead of a detonation front (i.e. s- Uu > c .. ), 

subsonic behind a strong detonation front (i.e. 0 < s-ub < cb), 

sonic behind a Chapman~Jouguet detonation front (i.e. s - ub = cb). 

supersonic behind a weak detonation front (i.e. s ub > Cb). 

2.5. THE ZND MODEL FOR DETONATION WAVES 

The Rankine~Hugoniot equations give no insight into the internal structure of detonation 
waves. Independently from each other, Zel'dovich, von Neumann and Doring developed 
a model which explains the internal structure of detonation waves, the so-called ZND 
model [18, 26, 85]. Apart from the assumptions Al~A13, the ZND model also presumes 
the following. 

Al4 A detonation wave travelling with constant speeds has the internal structure of 
an ordinary (nonreacting) precursor fluid dynamical shock wave followed by a 
deflagration wave. 

Al5 The reaction rate is zero ahead of the shock and finite behind the shock. 

The shock wave is assumed to be much thinner than the zone of chemical reaction. Thus 
the shock can be considered as a discontinuous jump. This assumption is physically rea~ 
sonable, since a few collisions in the material will establish a thermal equilibrium be
hind the shock, but many collisions are required for creating enough energy to initiate 
the chemical reaction [26, 85]. Hence, due to a nonreacting shock wave the temperature 
of the unbumt gas Tu jumps to a value larger than T;gn and a reaction is initiated. 

A16 The material emerging from the precursor fluid dynamical shock wave is assumed 
to be in thermochemical equilibrium and is thus described by a thermodynamic 
equation of state. 
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Hence, for a constant composition of the gas mixture, the thermodynamic equations hold. 
We still assume that effects of mass diffusion, thermal conductivity and viscosity are neg
ligible (assumption All) and that the flow is steady with respect to a coordinate system 
moving with the detonation wave (assumption Al2). Assumption A16 implies that the 
Rankine-Hugoniot equations (2.35) should hold between any constant state ahead of the 
shock and any interior point of the reaction zone behind the shock. The Hugoniot curve 
now depends on the extent of the chemical reaction (reactant mass fraction Y), which 
varies continuously from 1 to 0, giving the generalization of (2.41) 

2Q{l- Y) - PuV + ~PuVu 
p(v, Y) = l.±! 

y-l V Vu 

(2.47) 

The Hugoniot curves (2.47) for different values of Y are drawn in Figure 2.4. The 
curve with Y = 0 corresponds to the states where the reaction is completed and all heat 
is released (see Figure 2.2). 

p 

t 
strong detonation 

... Y=O 
Pu ··· ..... ::::: Y= 1 

-v 
Figure 2.4. The Hugoniot curves (2.47) corresponding to the ZND theory. 

I 
I 

The single variable Y completely defines the state as the state point moves down the 
Rayleigh line. First, due to a nonreacting shock wave the pressure and density (and tem
perature) jump to a higher value on the Hugoniot curve p( ·, 1 ), called the von Neumann 
spike (vN spike) [26, 85]. The von Neumann spike is the state immediately behind the 
nonreacting shock wave and would be the final state if no chemical reaction takes place. 
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It is clear that the temperature at the von Neumann spike must lie above the ignition tem
perature. As the reaction proceeds, the state point moves down the Rayleigh line (pres
sure and density decrease) until the reaction is completed and the final state on the Hugo
niot curve p(·, 0) is reached. At each point on the Rayleigh line between the von Neu
mann spike and the final state there is a unique Y determined from the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations. The corresponding values for the pressure p and specific volume v can be ob
tained from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations and the value of Y. It can easily be verified 
that for a CJ or strong detonation 

p(Y) = m
2

Vu + Pu + _l_fJ(Y), 
y+l y+l 

(2.48a) 

v(Y) 
y(m2vu + Pu) 

m2(yl + I/(Y), = 
m2(y + 1) 

(2.48b) 

u(Y) = s v(Y)m, (2.48c) 

where, for shortness of notation, tJ(Y) is introduced as 

(2.48d) 

Note that p(O), v(O) and u(O) correspond to the final states given by (2.44) or (2.45). 
Suppose that at time t = 0 the precursor shock is located at x = 0. Hence, at time 

t the variable~ = x - st measures the distance between the point x and the precursor 
shock. Therefore, g(~) = Ku for all~ > 0 and all variables g. Still the dependence 
of Y on the distance ~ has to be determined. Note that all variables can be expressed in 
terms of Y, and, subsequently, also the reaction rate w. Since we consider a steady flow, 
equation (2.34) should hold. Using (2.34a) and (2.35a), equation (2.34d) implies that the 
mass fraction of the reactant Y is given by the following ordinary differential equation 

d~Y(~) = 

Y(O) = 1, 

w(Y(~)), V~ < 0, 
m 

(2.49a) 

(2.49b) 

where ~ = 0 corresponds to the position of the precursor shock. Note that 
T(Y(~)) :::: T;gn for all~ < 0. Hence, w(Y(~)) is continuous for all~ < 0. In gen
eral, (2.49) can not be solved exactly and the solution must be obtained numerically. If 
we have computed Y, then we can determine all other variables from (2.48). 

Note that for the ZND model the final state is a strong or CJ detonation. There is 
no path from the von Neumann spike to a point on the Hugoniot curve with Y = 0, 
corresponding to a weak detonation. It is obvious from Figure 2.4 that there can also 

. be a shockless steady state solution as the state point moves up the Rayleigh line from 
the initial point (vu, Pu) to a weak detonation point. In the present context the reaction 
rate would have to he finite in the initial state, without a shock to start it (contrary to 
assumption Al5). Therefore, we are only interested in techniques for describing strong 
or CJ detonations [18, 85]. 
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The minimum speed for a detonation wave is the speed Sc1 of a CJ detonation 
[18, 26, 85]. It will be useful to define a quantity which measures the overdrive of a 
strong detonation. Therefore, let the degree of overdrive f be defined by [ll] 

(2.50) 

from which it directly follows that f :=:: l. In practice the degree of overdrive f is not 
a known parameter of the problem. Instead of f, the state of one variable behind the 
detonation wave is given, for example the temperature of the burnt gas. However, in order 
to study the difference between CJ detonations and strong detonations in detail, it will be 
useful to consider f as a given parameter and compute the corresponding states in the 
completely burnt gas. Therefore, suppose that all states ahead of the detonation wave 
are known (the unburnt gas) and let the parameters Da, Ea. f, Q and y be given. First, 
we compute mc1 using (2.43). Subsequently, mc1 and (2.35a) give the speed sc1 of a 
CJ detonation. Using the degree of overdrive f we can compute the detonation speed 
as s = sc1 .Jl. After computing m by (2.35a) and solving (2.49) the complete ZND 
solution is derived (see (2.48)). 

Finally, it is convenient to introduce the half-reaction length L 1p .. The half-reaction 
length is the distance for half completion of the reaction starting from the front of the 
detonation wave [26]. Often L 112 is given and (2.30) is used to compute the correspond
ingDamkohlernumber Da [11, 26]. It is easy to see that (2.49) implies that L 112 is given 
by 

I 

L112 = -m J w~Y) dY. 
1/2 

(2.51) 

In general, the half-reaction length has to be computed by some numerical method, since 
it is not possible to solve the integral above exactly. 

Example 2.1. As an example of the preceding theory we describe the ZND solution of 
the CJ detonation discussed in [10]. Suppose that the dimensionless preshock state is 
given by 

Pu = l, Pu = 1, Uu = 0. 

Furthermore, we take the following parameter values 

Ea = 14, Q = 14, f 1, y = 1.4. 

Finally, L 112 = l and the corresponding Damkohler number Da = 0.6488. We choose 
a relatively small Da, since otherwise the reaction is very fast and the plot of the ZND 
profile is not very clarifying. It follows from (2.35a), (2.43) and (2.44) that the final state 
for the CJ detonation is given by 

Pb = PcJ = 12.756, Pb = Pc1 = 1.6583, Ub = Uc; = 2.1602, 
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where the CJ detonation is propagating with speeds =se, = 5.4419. In Figure 2.5 the 
steady ZND solution is drawn. The pressure reaches its maximum value right behind the 
precursor shock. As mentioned before this value is called the von Neumann spike, which 
in this particular case satisfies p.N = p(l) = 24.512 (see (2.48a)). The von Neumann 
temperature is given by T.N = 5.0509. Furthermore, cb = 3.2817 and, subsequently, 
s - ub = cb, as predicted by Jouguet's rule. 

The maximum of the temperature near the end of the reaction zone can be explained 
by the geometry of the isotherms near the CJ point (see Figure 2.6). The Rayleigh line is 
tangent to the Hugoniot curve at the CJ point. The isotherms are less steep but concave 
upward, so precisely one of them will be tangent to the Rayleigh line somewhere above 
the CJ point [21, 26]. If this point of tangency lies below the von Neumann spike, the 
steady state solution will have a maximum in the temperature. Finally, Figure 2.5 clearly 
shows that the reaction rate w is zero ahead of the shock and finite behind it (as assumed 
in A15). D 
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Figure 2.5. ZND solution of (2.26) with Ea = 14, Q = 14, f = 1, y = 1.4 and 
Da = 0.6488 (L112 = 1). 

Example 2.2. As a second example the ZND solution of a strong detonation is described 
[ 10, 11, 26]. Again, all quantities are made dimensionless with respect to the unbumt gas. 
Hence, the dimensionless preshock state is given by 

Pu = 1, Pu = 1, Uu = 0. 
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Figure 2.6. Explanation of temperature maxi mum in the ZND solution. 

The dimensionless parameters are chosen as 

Ea = 150, Q = 50, f = 1.8, Y = 1.2. 
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Finally, L 112 = 1 and the corresponding Damkohler number Da = 0.6329 · w-1• It 
follows from (2.35a), (2.43) and (2.45) that the final state for the strong detonation is 
given by 

Pb = Pst = 63.680, Pb = Pst = 4.0158, Ub = Ust = 6.8609, 

where the strong detonation is propagating with a speed s = s31 = 9.1359. In Figure 2. 7 
the steady ZND solution is drawn. In this particular case the von Neumann spike satis
fies p.N = p(l) = 75.786 (see (2.48a)). For this particular example the von Neumann 
temperature is given by T.N = 7.8801. Furthermore, Cb = 3.0751 and, subsequently, 
s Ub = 2.2750 < cb. as predicted by Jouguet's rule. 

Figure 2.7 clearly shows that the gas requires considerable heating before the main 
exothermic reaction takes place. This is a consequence of the high activation energy 
and the characteristic exponential (Arrhenius-type) behaviour of the reaction rate (see 
(2.29)). In general, for detonative combustion processes the activation energy is high and 
the exponential term in the reaction rate guarantees the rate to be small even for tempera
tures relatively close to the burnt gas temperature. This important property of detonation 
waves is used later on in developing a reliable detonation capturing method. 0 
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Figure 2.7. ZND solution of (2.26) with Ea = 150, Q 50, f = 1.8, y = 1.2 
and Da = 0.6329 · 10-1 (L112 = 1). 



3 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL 

HYPERBOLIC CONSERVATION 
LAWS 

Many (practical) problems in science and engineering involve conservation Jaws. A spe
cial class are the so-called hyperbolic conservation laws, which can be formulated as a 
system of first order partial differential equations. An important example are the (reactive) 
Eu I er equations of gas dynamics. Other examples arise in meteorology and astrophysics. 
In general it is not possible to derive exact solutions of these equations, and therefore, we 
have to devise and study numerical methods to approximate their solutions. This is done 
in the subsequent chapters. In this chapter we present some mathematical properties of 
one-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The first section is of preliminary nature. We 
introduce one-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws and present two important ex
amples. In Section 3.2 weak solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws are defined. These 
weak solutions turn out to be nonunique and therefore an extra condition (i.e. the entropy 
condition) is necessary to characterize the physically relevant solution. In Section 3.3, 
the Riemann problem for homogeneous conservation laws is introduced and we present 
some characteristic features of the solution. This Riemann problem is important, because 
it forms the underlying physical model for the Godunov-type methods. Finally, in the last 
section we briefly describe the analytical solution of the Riemann problem for the nonce
active Euler equations. This solution is used later on to solve the reactive Euler equations 
numerically. 

3.1. INTRODUCTION 

In the sequel we consider one-dimensional conservation laws with source terms. It is 
assumed that the source terms are only dependent on the solution u. The general form 
of such conservation laws is 

XR 

~~ u(x,t)dx 
dt 

XR 

f(u(x£., t))- f(u(xR, t)) + J q(u(x, t))dx. (3.1) 

XL 
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Let the solution u : IR x [0, oo) -+- /Rm and the flux function f: /Rm -+- /Rm be con
tinuously differentiable and the source term q : /Rm -+- /Rm be continuous. Since (3.1) 
should hold for arbitrary XL and xR. it is clear that u satisfies 

a a 
-u(x, t) + -f(u(x, t)) = q(u(x, t)). ar ax (3.2a) 

This is the differential form of the conservation law. In order to obtain an initial value 
problem we add initial data to (3.2a), i.e. 

u(x, 0) = u0 (x), V x e JR. (3.2b) 

We rewrite (3.2a) as 

a a 
-u(x, t) + A(u(x, t))-u(x, t) at ax q(u(x, t)), 

where A ( u) is the Jacobian matrix off ( u), defined by 

a 
A(u) := -f(u). au (3.3) 

For cases where the Jacobian matrix A(u) is defined for all u e 0 c /Rm we can now 
define a hyperbolic conservation law on 0 as follows [5, 28, 49]. 

Definition 3.1. Let a domain 0 c /Rm be given, such that A(u) is well defined by (3.3) 
for all u e 0. The system (3.2a) is called a hyperbolic conservation law on 0 if there 
exists a real diagonal matrix A(u) and a nonsingular real matrix R(u) such that 

A(u)R(u) R(u)A(u), Vu e 0. 

Here A(u) = diag(A.1(u), A.2(u), ... , A.m(u)) is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues 
of A(u) and R(u) = (r<l)(u), r<2>(u), ... , r<ml(u)) is the matrix of the corresponding 
right eigenvectors of A(u). We assume that the eigenvalues are labelled in nondecreas
ing order, i.e. A.1(u)::: A.z(u)::: ... ::: Am(u). 

We consider two examples. In the first example the inviscid Burgers • equation is in
troduced. This scalar conservation law is probably the simplest model that includes non
linear effects of fluid dynamics. 

Example 3.2 (Burgers' equation). Burgers' equation is by far the most famous scalar 
model problem for hyperbolic conservation laws. In this model equation the flux func
tion f is given by f(u) := !u2• Hence, the initial value problem for Burgers' equation 
is given by 

a a 
-u + u-u = 0, at ax 

u(x, 0) = u0(x). 

(3.4a) 

(3.4b) 
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Consider curves in the x - t plane satisfying the ordinary differential equations 

d 
d/(t) = u(x(t), t), 

x(O) = x 0
• 
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(3.5a) 

(3.5b) 

These curves are known as the characteristics of the equation. Along the characteristics 
u is constant, since 

d 0 f 0 0 0 
-d u(x(t), t) = -u(x(t), t) + x (t)-u(x(t), t) = -u + u-u = 0. 

t ot ax at ox 
Moreover, since u is constant on each characteristic, the slope x' ( ·) is constant by (3.5a) 
and so the characteristics are straight lines, determined by the initial data. 0 

The second example is a very important system of hyperbolic conservation laws, 
namely: the reactive Euler equations (2.26), which are described in Chapter 2. 

Example 3.3 (The reactive Euler equations). Let the vector of conservative variables 
u, the flux vector f(u) and the source vector q(u) be defined by, respectively, 

u := (p, pu, pE, pY)T, 

f(u) := (pu, pu2 + p, puH, puY)T, 

q(u) := (0, 0, 0, w)T, 

(3.6) 

then the reactive Euler equations can be written in the general form (3.2a). For the Jaco
bian matrix A(u) as defined in (3.3), a straightforward computation shows that 

0 1 0 0 

!<r- 3)u2 (3- y)u y-1 -(y -l)Q 
A(u) u<!<r- l)u2

- H) H- (y- l)u2 yu -(y- l)Qu . (3.7) 

-uY y 0 u 

Furthermore the eigenvalues l.k and right eigenvectors r<*l (k = 1, ... , 4) of A(u) are 
given by 

and 
rOl(u) 

r<2>(u) 

r<3l(u) 

(1 ' u - c' H - uc' Y)T, 

(1, u, !u2 , O)T, 

(0,0, Q, I)T, 

r<4>(u) = (1, u+c, H+uc, Y)T. 

(3.9) 

Obviously, the reactive Euler equations are a hyperbolic system of conservation laws. 0 
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3.2. WEAK SOLUTIONS 

The assumption that the solution of (3.1) is continuously differentiable is too strong, 
since in practice discontinuous solutions u of (3.1) also occur [49, 79]. For instance det
onation waves have a discontinuous structure including a strong leading shock wave (see 
e.g. Figure 2.5). This is the reason why weak solutions of the initial value problem (3.2) 
are interesting. These weak solutions are obtained from multiplying (3.2a) by an arbi
trary test function cp E CJ(IR x [0, oo)) (i.e. cp vanishes for lxl + t large) and, subse
quently, partially integrating this equation in space and time. This leads to the following 
definition. 

Definition 3.4. A bounded function u is called a weak solution of the conservation law 
(3.2a) with bounded initial data (3.2b) if 

00 00 I I { u(x, t) :t cp(x, t) + f(u(x, t)) :x cp(x, t) }dxdt = 
0 -00 

00 00 00 -I u 0 (x)cp(x,O)dx- I I q(u(x,t))cp(x,t)dxdt 

-00 0 -00 

forallfunctions cp E CJ(IR x [0, oo)). 

From now on by a solution of (3.2) a weak solution of (3.2) in the sense of Defini
tion 3.4 is meant. It can be shown that a solution of (3.1) is always a weak solution of 
(3.2) [49, 56, 79]. Thus discontinuous solutions of (3.2) are also allowed. Let u have a 
discontinuity along a smooth curve r, i.e. u has well defined limits on both sides of r. 
Let r be given by x = x(t), then the values uL = u(x(t) -0, t) and UR = u(x(t) +0, t) 
are well defined. Suppose the differential equation (3.2a) holds on both sides of r and 
also XL < x(t) < XR for some fixed t ~ 0. Lets = x'(t) be the speed of the discontinu
ity, then 

XR X(l) XR 

:t I u(x, t)dx = ~{I u(x, t)dx + I u(x, t)dx} 

XL XL X(l) 

xm ~ 

I ~u(x, t)dx + I ~u(x, t)dx + (uL- uR)s at at 
XL x(l) 

XR +I q(u(x, t))dx. 

XL 

Thus, (3.1) shows that 
(3.10) 
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must hold at each point on r. Relation (3.1 0) is called the jump condition. In nonre
active gas dynamics the system of equations (3.1 0) is known as the Rankine-Hugoniot 
equations. 

A difficulty is that the weak solutions of (3.2a) turn out to be nonunique for a given set 
of initial data. This is illustrated for Burgers' equations (3.4) in the following example. 

Example 3.5. In this example we consider again the initial value problem for (3.4a) with 
initial data 

0 { -1, u (x) = 1, 
X< 0, 
X> 0. 

(3.11) 

The solution of problem (3.4a),(3.11) is not unique. This problem has a continuous so
lution given by (see Figure 3.1) 

1
-1, 

u(x, t) = xft, 

1' 

X < -t, 
-t < X < t, 
X > t. 

(3.12) 

Moreover, for each a 2: -1, this problem has discontinuous solutions Ua given by 

Ua(X, t) 

1

-1, 

-a, 
= 

a, 

1, 

2x < (-a- 1)t, 

(-a - 1 )t < 2x < 0, 

0 < 2x < (a+ 1)t, 

2x > (a+ l)t. 

(3.13) 

Thus problem (3.4a),(3.11) has a continuum of discontinuous solutions (see 
Figure 3.1). Note that all discontinuities satisfy (3.10) with s = (uL + uR)/2. D 

t t 

t 
X= -t X t 2x =(-a- l)t 

t 
2x =(a+ l)t 

-x -x 
Figure 3.1. Continuous and discontinuous solutions of (3.4a),(3.11) in different 
sections of the x - t space. 

Conservation laws describe physical phenomena and so we must have some mech
anism to characterize the "physically relevant" weak solution. Hyperbolic conservation 
laws often arise in models of physical processes which ignore the effects of various dissi
pative mechanisms. In more accurate models, these mechanisms introduce higher order 
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derivatives in the equation multiplied by small coefficients called viscosity coefficients, 
as in gas dynamics. The consistency of the two models would then require solutions of 
the two sets of equations to be 'close' in some sense. In the limit, as the viscosity co
efficient approaches zero, the solution of the higher order equations should converge to 
the solution of the first order conservation laws. We therefore remark that (3.2a) may be 
obtained, in the limit for IL ~ 0, from the equation 

a a a2 

-u,.(x,t) + -f(u,.(x,t)) = JL"'x
2
u,.(x,t) + q(u,.(x,t)), at ax u 

(3.14) 

with JL the viscosity coefficient (JL > 0). Hence the unique, physically relevant weak so
lution is, roughly speaking, defined as the stable limit of this vanishing viscosity mech
anism [47, 49, 79]. Since the vanishing viscosity method requires studying more com
plicated systems of equations, we like to find other conditions which can be imposed 
directly on weak solutions of hyperbolic conservation laws in order to pick out the phys
ically correct solution. 

In nonreactive gas dynamics the entropy jumps to a higher value as the gas crosses a 
shock discontinuity. It follows from the second law of thermodynamics that the entropy 
never jumps to a lower value. This gives the extra condition, the so-called entropy con
dition, which picks out the correct weak solution in gas dynamics (see the Lax entropy 
condition in Section 3.3.4). For the ZND model for detonation waves, the relevant weak 
solution is characterized by Jouguet's rule, which says that the flow in a front attached 
frame of reference is supersonic ahead of the detonation wave and subsonic or sonic be
hind the detonation wave (see Section 2.4.3). 

For general hyperbolic conservation laws we also impose an extra condition upon the 
solution, such that a physically relevant solution is obtained [47, 79]. As in gas dynamics 
this condition is called the entropy condition. For the sake of completeness we briefly 
describe the derivation of this entropy condition. 

In order to find the general entropy condition it is useful to consider a twice continu
ously differentiable function T/ : mm --l> JR. The function T/ is called convex if its Hessian 
(denoted by 'f/uu) is symmetric positive semidefinite. Thus, for a convex function T} the 
following inequality holds (note that nuu (v) is a m x m-matrix) 

(3.15) 

Next we define the entropy function and the entropy flux. These concepts are used to find 
the entropy condition. 

Definition 3.6. A twice continuously differentiable, convex function 11 : /Rm --l> /R is 
called an entropy function for the conservation law (3.2a), if there exists a continuously 
differentiable function 1/r : mm --j> /R, such that 

a 
Vq(ul au f(u), Vu. (3.16) 

The function 1/r is called an entropy flux. 
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Note that all convex functions serve as entropy functions in the scalar case. A straight
forward computation shows that 

o a 
-11(u(x, t)) + -l/f(u(x, t)) = V11(u(x, t))r q(u(x, t)) at ax 

holds, if u is a continuously differentiable solution of (3.2a). 
The system of equations (3.16) has two unknowns, 11 and Y,. If the system has too 

many equations, then it may have no solution. If the Jacobian matrix A(u) is symmetric 
for all u, i.e. ofifoUj = ofJou;, then there exists a function g : mm -+ IR, such 
that ogjou1 = fi. Now it is clear that 11 and l/1 can be chosen as 17(u) = ! Li u] and 
l/1 ( u) = E 1 u 1 fi - g ( u). In [79] other examples are given for which non trivial solutions 
of (3.16) exist. 

For the solution of the viscous equation (3.14), we can associate the (small but) pos
itive viscosity term with an entropy inequality. If it is assumed that the solution of the 
parabolic equation (3.14) is twice continuously differentiable, then equation (3.16) leads 
to 

a a r o2 r 

01
q(ull) + ox l/f(ull) = ~tVq(ujl) ax2 ull + V11(ull) q(ujl). (3.17) 

Let fP e CJ(IR x [0, oo)) be an arbitrary test function such that q~(x, t) ~ Oforall x e lR 
and t e [0, oo), and assume that the solution ujl in (3.17) is bounded. Using (3.15) and 
(3.17) it is easy to see that 

00 00 

j j { :, 11(ull) + :x l/f(ull)} fP dxdt 
0 -oo 
00 00 

j j { ttV11(Uil)r ::2 ull + V11(ull)r q(ull)} q~ dxdt = 
0 -oo 

/

00

/

00

{ o
2 

0 1 o T } IL ox2 11(ull) - tt(l7uu(ull) ox ull) ox ull + VI](Uil) q(ull) fP dxdt ::S 
0 -oo 

00 00 00 00 

IL j j ::2 11(ull)q~dxdt + j j Vl](ull)rq(ull)q~dxdt. 
0 -oo 0 -oo 

Recall that the physically relevant solution u is defined as, roughly speaking, 
"u = limll~o ut.t"· Next an entropy solution is defined [47, 79]. 

Definition 3.7. A weak solution u of(3.2a) is called an entropy solution if, for all convex 
entropy functions 11 and corresponding entropy fluxes l/1, the inequality 

~n(u(x, t)) + ~l/f(u(x, t)) ::: Vn(u(x, t))r q(u(x, t)) (3.18) at ax 
is satisfied in the weak sense (for all nonnegative test functions). The inequality (3.18) 
is called the entropy condition. 
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In a similar way as we derived (3.1 0) it can be shown that (3.18) is equivalent to the 
condition that 

(3.19) 

holds at every discontinuity of a piecewise continuous solution u. Hence this criterion 
is also often used as the definition of entropy solutions. For more details, see [49, 79]. 

Consider the scalar nonlinear conservation law, i.e. (3.2a) with m = 1. Suppose that 
an entropy function 11 and a corresponding entropy flux 1/t are given by 

q(u(x, t)} = iu(x, t)- zl, 
1/t(u(x, t)) = {f(u(x, f))- /(z)}sgn(u(x, t)- z), 

where z is an arbitrary real number and sgn(x) I for x > 0 and sgn(x) = -1 for 
x < 0. It has been shown by Krushkov that the entropy solution is unique and is charac
terized by these choices for the entropy functions and the entropy ftuxes. Furthermore, 
this unique entropy stable solution is equal to the physically relevant solution [28, 47]. 

Therefore, by analogy with the scalar case, condition (3.18) or (3.19) is often im
posed in order to identify the physically relevant solution. Moreover, to our knowledge, 
there is no detailed analysis of the entropy condition for general systems yet. 

Example 3.8. In this example we consider again the solution of problem (3.4a),(3.ll) 
and we want to derive the unique entropy solution (see Example 3.5). Therefore, we 
consider (3.19) with f(u) = u2j2 and q(u) = u2• Then (3.16) gives 1/t'(u) = 2u2 and 
hence 1/t(u) = 2u3j3. It follows from (3.10) that s = (uL + uR)/2. After substituting 
this into (3.19) we obtain that the inequality 

should hold at every discontinuity of a piecewise continuous solution u. Hence, the only 
allowable discontinuities have uL > UR. After using this for the solutions Ua in (3.13), 
we find that -1 2: -a ::: a 2: 1. Hence, there exists no a such that Ua is an entropy 
solution of (3.4a),(3.11 ). Therefore, the unique entropy solution of (3.4a),(3.11) is given 
in (3.12). D 

3.3. THE RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR 
HOMOGENEOUS CONSERVATION LAWS 

3.3.1. Preliminaries 

In this section the Riemann problem is introduced. The Riemann problem is very impor
tant because it provides the underlying physical model of many numerical methods for 
hyperbolic conservation laws. For instance, the well-known Godunov upwind methods 
use the exact solution of the Riemann problem [40, 56]. 
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Definition 3.9. The Riemann problem/or a homogeneous hyperbolic conservation law 
is the following initial value problem 

with initial data 

a a 
-u(x, t) + -;-f(u(x, t)) = 0 ot uX 

X< 0, 
X > 0, 

where uL E /Rm and uR E /Rm are given constant states. 

(3.20a) 

(3.20b) 

Since (3.20a) is assumed to be a hyperbolic system, the Jacobian matrix A(u) has m 
real eigenvalues J.. 1(u), ... , Am(u) and m linearly independent right eigenvectors 
r<l)(u), ... , r<ml(u). For calculating the solution of the Riemann problem (3.20) the fol
lowing concepts are introduced [49, 79]. 

Definition 3.10. Consider the hyperbolic system (3.20a). Let r<*l(u) be a right eigen
vector of A(u) and Ak(u) the corresponding eigenvalue. The eigenvector r<*> (u) is called 
genuinely nonlinear if 

(Y')..*(u),r<*l(u)) # 0, Vu. (3.21) 

The eigenvector r<kl(u) is called linearly degenerate if 

(3.22) 

Here V)..k ( u) (.f.-)..* ( u), ... , ,1!- )..* ( u)) T and ( ·, ·) denotes the usual inner product 
OU! vUm 

in /Rm. It is assumed that f is twice continuously differentiable, so that Y')..k{u) exists for 
all k. 

Next a theorem is given, which shows whether the eigenvectors belonging to the Eu
ler equations are genuinely nonlinear or linearly degenerate. Its proof is a straightforward 
calculation. 

Theorem 3.11. Consider the nonreactive Euler equations, i.e. (2.26) with w = 0. Let 
the corresponding eigenvectors r<kl(u}, (k I, ... , 4) be given by (3.9). Then r<*l(u} 
is linearly degenerate for k = 2, 3 and genuinely nonlinear fork = 1, 4. 

The solution of the Riemann problem for a nonlinear hyperbolic system is hard to 
find in general. But for certain pairs ( uL, uR) the solution of the Riemann problem can be 
derived easily. In [49, 79] it is proved that, ifuL and UR are sufficiently close, the initial 
value problem (3.20) has a unique solution. Here we only present some characteristic 
features of the solution. In Section 3.4 we briefly describe the solution of the Riemann 
problem for the nonreactive Euler equations. 

In the remainder of this chapter it is assumed that each eigenvector is either linearly 
degenerate or genuinely nonlinear. 
Note that Theorem 3.11 ensures that this assumption is fulfilled for the Euler equations. 
The following theorem describes the general form of solutions of the Riemann problem. 
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Theorem 3.12. Suppose that there exists a unique solution u of the Riemann problem 
(3.20). Then this solution can be written in the similarity form u(x, t) =: u(x/t) =: 
ii(~). 

Proof. Define Ua(x, t) := u(ax, at) with a> 0. Then itiseasilyverifiedthatua(X, t) 
is also a solution of the Riemann problem. Hence, u(x, t) = u(ax, at) for all a > 0, 
sou(x,t) u(x/t). D 

In order to analyse the Riemann problem, the part of a solution associated with a 
single eigenvector is considered. Here different possibilities exist. If the eigenvector 
is linearly degenerate, then a contact discontinuity appears. In the genuinely nonlinear 
case there are two possibilities: first J..(ud < A.(uR) in which case a rarefaction wave is 
found, and secondly, A(ud > J..(uR) in which case a shock wave is found. 

To calculate the contact discontinuity or the rarefaction wave solution, integral curves 
in the phase space are considered. This phase space is simply the m-dimensional space 
containing all valuesofu (u~o u2 , ••• , um)T. In general, starting at each point uL there 
are m curves consisting of points u R which can be connected to u L by a rarefaction wave 
or contact discontinuity. These turn out to be subsets of the integral curves of the vector 
fields r<k>. 

For each right eigenvector r<k> we define an integral curve in the phase space such 
that it starts in some arbitrary given state uL and has the property that the tangent to the 
curve at any point u lies in the direction r<kl. The existence of smooth curves of this form 
follows from smoothness off and hyperbolicity, since r<t> is then a smooth function of 
u. 

3.3.2. Rarefaction Waves 

In this section we briefly describe the rarefaction wave solution of the Riemann prob
lem (3.20). For details we refer to [79]. Suppose that r<k>(u) is a genuinely nonlinear 
eigenvector and A.k(uL) < J..k(uR). Then r<k>(u) can be normalized such that 

For an arbitrary state uL and k E {1, ... , m}, we consider the following initial value 
problem 

I ~ ~(~) = r<k>(u(~)). 
u(O) = UL. 

(3.23) 

Let~R be chosen such thatuR = ii(~R) is well defined and (3.23) holds for all~ E [0, ~R]. 
So ii(~) is a parameterization (for I; E [0, /;R)) of an integral curve in the phase space 
corresponding to the kth eigenvector. Since 

(3.24) 
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it is obvious that .i..k(u(;)) = ; + A~<(uL) for all; e [0, ;R]. Define the function u by 

I UL, 

u(x, t) := u(x/t- Ak(uL)), 

UR, 

xjt < Ak(uL), 

Ak(uL) < xjt < .i..k(uR), 
lk(uR) < xjt. 

(3.25) 

It will be verified that u(x, t) defined in (3.25) is the solution of the Riemann problem 
(3.20). From now on we restrict ourselves to the case lt(ud < xjt < .i..t(uR). The 
cases xjt < .i..t(uL) or x/t > At(UR) are trivial. It is easy to see that 

.i..t(u(x, t)) = .A~c(u(x/t- A.t(uL})) 

= xjt- At(uL) + A.k(uL) = xjt. 
(3.26) 

Therefore, using (3.23) with;= xjt- Ak(uL} and the previous equation, we have 

a a 
-u(x, t) + -f(u(x, t)) ot ax 

a a 
;-u(x, t) + A(u(x, t))-u(x, t) 
ut ax 

X 1 
= - 2 r<k>(u(x, t)) + -A(u(x, t))r<k>(u(x, t)) 

t t 
X 1 

= -2r<k>(u(x, t)) + -A.k(u(x, t))r<k>(u(x, t)) 
t t 

= 0. 

Thus u(x, t) defined in (3.25) is the solution of the Riemann problem with initial states 
(uL, uR) indeed. This solution is called a k-rarefaction wave. An illustration is given in 
Figure3.2. 

In gas dynamics rarefaction waves are often called expansion waves. They represent 
smooth variations of the pressure and the density of the gas. 

t 

t 

u(x, t) = uL u(x, t) = UR 

-x 
Figure 3.2. Characteristics of a k-rarefaction wave solution (3.25) of the Rie
mann problem (3.20). 
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3.3.3. Contact Discontinuities 

In this section we want to derive the contact discontinuity solution of the Riemann prob
lem (3.20). Suppose that r<J:>(u) is a linearly degenerate eigenvector. Let fi(~) be the 
solution of (3.23) and suppose that the value ~R is chosen such that uR = fi(~R) is well 
defined. Since 

d~ At(fi(~)) = (V>..J:(u(;)). r<t>(u(;))) = 0, 

it is obvious that AJ:(fi(;)) = Ak(uL) = AJ:(UR) for all; e [0, ;R]. Hence, Ak(fi) is 
constant along integral curves in the phase space corresponding to the kth eigenvector. 
Of course the value of >..k ( fi) might vary from one integral curve to the next. Define the 
discontinuous function u by 

u(x, t) := { UL, x/t < A.k(uL) = A.k(uR), (3.27) 
uR, xjt > AJ:(uL) = AJ:(UR). 

It will be shown that the function u defined in (3.27) is the solution of the Riemann prob
lem (3.20). For this it suffices to show that the jump condition (3.10) is satisfied. Since 

~{f(fi(~)) 
d~ 

AJ:(fi(~))u(n} = A(fi(~)} d~ fi(~) A.t(fi(~)) ~ fi(~) 
A(fi(g))r<kl(fi(~))- A.k(fi(g))r<kl(fi(g)) 

= A.k(fi(g))r<kl(fi(~))- Ak(fi(~))r<kl(fi(g)) = 0, 

it is easy to see that (3.10) holds with s = Ak(uL) = >..k(uR). Thus u(x, t) defined in 
(3.27) is the solution of the Riemann problem with initial states (uL, uR) indeed. This 
solution is called a k-contact discontinuity. An illustration is given in Figure 3.3. 

t 

l xjt = At(uL) = Ak(uR) 

u(x, t) = uL 

-x 
Figure 3.3. Characteristics of a k-contact discontinuity solution (3.27) of the 
Riemann problem (3.20). 

In gas dynamics a contact discontinuity represents an interface between two fluid re
gions of different densities but equal pressure. Since the contact interface moves with 
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the fluid particles (e.g. Ak(uL) = Ak(uR) = u for the Euler equations), the velocity has 
to be continuous over a contact discontinuity. 

3.3.4. Shock Waves and the Lax Entropy Condition 

Another elementary type of solution of the Riemann problem is given by shock wave so
lutions. Suppose that r 1k> ( u) is a genuinely nonlinear eigenvector and Ak ( uL) > At ( u R ). 

Recall that if a discontinuity propagating with constant speed s has constant values uL 
and uR on either side ofthe discontinuity, then the jump condition (3.10) must hold. Now 
suppose we fix the point llL E /Rm and attempt tO determine the set of all points llR 

which can be connected to uL by a discontinuity satisfying (3.10) for some s. This gives 
. a system of m equations in m + I unknowns: u R and s, leading to a one parameter fam
ily of solutions. In the phase space there exists an integral curve through the point uL 

describing the possible shock wave solutions. For a detailed description of shock wave 
solutions, see [49, 79]. Here only a short description is given, since a detailed descrip
tion does not contribute very much to the understanding of the numerical methods which 
will be discussed. 

Define the discontinuous function u by 

u(x, t) := 
{ 

llL 

UR 

xjt < s, 
xft > s, 

(3.28) 

where the speed of discontinuity s is given by (3.1 0). If the characteristics corresponding 
to At disappear into the shock as time advances, then we call this shock a compression 
shock (see Figure 3.4). If not, then the shock is called an expansion shock. In Exam
ple 3.5 we have described an expansion shock for Burgers' equation connecting the val
ues -ex and ex. In gas dynamics shocks are solutions of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations 
with nonzero mass flow through the shock. Consequently, pressure and normal velocity 
undergo discontinuous variations, while the tangential velocity remains constant. The 
Rankine-Hugoniot equations imply a discontinuous entropy variation through the shock. 
This variation has to be positive, corresponding to compression shocks. It can be shown 
that across expansion shocks the entropy jumps to a lower value, which is not allowed by 
the second principle of thermodynamics [18]. To exclude expansion shocks as possible 
solutions we assume that the following inequalities hold · 

At-! (uL) < s < Ak(uL), 
Ak(uR) < s < Ak+J (uR). 

(3.29) 

These inequalities assert that m - k + 1 characteristics impinge on the curve of discon
tinuity from the left and k from the right, a total of m + 1 (see Figure 3.4). Now the 
jump condition (3. 10) gives m equations connecting the values of the solution on both 
sides of the discontinuity with speed s. If u L :f:. u R, then we may eliminate s from these 
equations to get m - 1 equations between uL and UR. Hence, a total of 2m equations 
are obtained for the 2m variables uL and uR. If the function u defined in (3.28) satisfies 
(3.10) and (3.29), then u is the solution of the Riemann problem. 
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u(x, t) = UL 
' ' 

' ' 
' 
' ' 

' 
' ' ' 

t 

l 

' - ' -- ' -_, 

xjt = s 

u(x, t) = uR 

-x 
Figure 3.4. Characteristics of a k-shock wave solution (3.28) of the Riemann 
problem (3.20). 

This solution is called a k-shock wave (in e.g. [79] it is proved that shock waves may 
occur for the Riemann problem). Condition (3.29) is called the Lax entropy condition. It 
is called an entropy condition since it can be proved that (3.29) holds if and only if (3.18) 
holds [79]. Hence, condition (3.29) is often used to define the entropy solution. 

3.3.5. General Solution of the Riemann Problem 

The theory described in the previous sections can be used to solve the Riemann problem 
(3.20). The Riemann problem can be solved provided lluL- uR 11 is small in some partic
ular norm. The following theorem describes the total solution of the Riemann problem 
(for a proof we refer to [79]). 

Theorem 3.13. Let UL E mm be given and suppose that the system (3.20) is hyperbolic. 
Further assume that each eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix off is either genuinely non
linear or linearly degenerate. Then there exists a neighbourhood n c mm of UL such 
that, ifuR E n, the Riemann problem (3.20) has a unique solution. This solution con
sists of at most m + 1 constant states separated by shocks, rarefaction waves or contact 
discontinuities. 

In the following example the solution of the Riemann problem for linear systems is 
derived [49, 56, 81]. This solution is used in the derivation of Roe's numerical method 
for nonlinear conservation laws (see Section 4.5.3, [74]). 

Example 3.14. Let the flux function f be linear, i.e. f(u) = Au, where A is a constant 
m x m-matrix. Hence (3.20) simplifies to 

a a 
-u(x, t) + A-u(x, t) = 0 
ar ax 

(3.30a) 
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with initial data 

X< 0, 
X> 0, 

(3.30b) 

where llL E mm and llR E mm are given constant states. Since in the linear case all 
eigenvalues of A are constant, all eigenvectors are linearly degenerate. Thus, only con
tact discontinuities appear in the solution. The eigenvectors r<t>, k = 1, ... , m, are lin
early independent and therefore, {rOl, ..• , r<ml} can be used as a basis for mm. A solu
tion of (3.30) can be expressed with respect to this basis, i.e. 

m 

u(x,t) = uL + Lfh(x,t)r<k>, 
k=i 

where flt : lR x [0, oo) --+ lR for all k with 1 ~ k ~ m. Substitution of this expression 
into (3.30a) leads to 

~u(x, t) + A~u(x, t) = t {~flt(X, t) + 'At~flk(x, t)}r<kl = 0. 
ot ax k=i at ox 

Since the eigenvectors are linearly independent, the following equalities should hold 

The general solutions of these equations are given by 

flt(X, t) = fJ2(x- 'Akt), k = 1, ... , m, 

where pf : lR --+ JR. Hence, the general solution of (3.30) reads 

m 

u(x, t) = uL + Lflf(x- 'Att)r<k>. (3.31) 
k=i 

Let the initial states be decomposed as uR- uL 2:::,1 akr<k> and recall the definition 
of the Heavyside function H by H (x) = 1 if x > 0 and H (x) = 0 if x < 0. Then, 

m 

u(x, 0) = UL + H(x)(uR- uL) = uL + l:akH(x)r<t>. 
k=l 

Comparing this equation and (3.31 ), the solution of the Riemann problem (3.30) is ob
viously, 

m 

u(x,t) = uL + l:akH(x-'Att)r<kl. 
k=J 

In Figure 3.5 an illustration is given of the solution of (3.30) with m = 3. 

(3.32) 

0 
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t 

X t 

u(x, t) = uL u(x, t) UR 

--x 
Figure 3.5. The solution given by (3.32) of the linear Riemann problem (3.30) 
withm 3. 

3.3.6. Riemann Invariants 

For the construction of the solution of Riemann problems the so-called Riemann invari
ants are useful; they are defined as follows. 

Definition 3.15. Consider the hyperbolic system (3.20a). Let r<kl(u) be the kth right 
eigenvector of the Jacobian matrix A(u). A k-Riemann invariant is a continuously dif
ferentiable function Wk : mm - m such that 

Note that ifr<kl(u) is linearly degenerate, then the eigenvalue Ak(u) is a k-Riemann 
invariant (see (3.22) ). Forthe construction of rarefaction waves or contact discontinuities 
(3.23) has to be solved. Let ii(~), 0 ~ ~ ~ ~R. be the solution of (3.23). Then 

~ wk(ii(g)) = (Vwk(ii(g)), r<*l(ii(~))) = 0. 

Therefore, a k-Riemann invariant is constant along the curve described by (3.23). If there 
are m - 1 k-Riemann invariants wl, wz, ... , w~-l, with linearly independent gradients, 
then it is easily seen that the curve described by (3.23) is part of the curve described by 

{u E mm I w~(u) = w}(uL), w~(u) = w~(uL), ...• wr-1(u} = wr-1(ud }· 

The following theorem gives the Riemann invariants corresponding with the eigen
vectors belonging to the nonreactive Euler equations. The proof is just a straightforward 
computation. 
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Theorem 3.16. Consider the nonreactive Euler equations, i.e. (2.26) with w = 0. Let 
the corresponding eigenvectors r<t>(u), (k = 1, ... , 4) be given by (3.9). Then the Rie
mann invariants w~ corresponding to the eigenvectors r<k)(u} are given by, respectively, 

w/(u) 
2 

wr(u) = u+--c = s, 
y 1 ' 

w!(u) u, w~(u) = p, 

wr(u) = Y, 

wj(u) = u, w~(u) = p, 

wJ(u) 
2 

w~(u) = u---c, s. 
y-1 

w!(u) = Y. 

3.4. THE RIEMANN PROBLEM FOR THE 
NONREACTIVE EULER EQUATIONS 

A simple example illustrating the interesting behaviour of the solution of a Riemann 
problem is the shock tube problem of gas dynamics. The physical set-up is a tube filled 
with two gases (denoted by G 1 and G2). Initially the tube is divided by a membrane in 
two sections, where in each section only one gas is present. The density and the pressure 
of gas G 1 at the left side of the membrane are larger than the density and the pressure of 
gas G 2 at the right side of the membrane, and the velocity is zero everywhere. If only 
one gas is present, then G 1 and G 2 simply denote two different states for the same gas. 
At time t 0 the membrane is suddenly removed or broken, and the gas flows. It is 
expected that the gas moves in the direction of lower pressure. Assuming that the flow is 
uniform across the tube, there is variation in only one direction and if no reaction takes 
place, then the Riemann problem (3.20) corresponding to the one-dimensional nonreac
tive Euler equations is relevant (i.e. (2.26) with w = 0). The eigenvectors belonging to 
these equations are given in (3.9), where Y is the mass fraction of gas G 2• As described 
in Theorem 3.13 the solution consists of at most 5 constant states separated by shocks, 
rarefaction waves or contact discontinuities. Since >..2(u) = A.3(u) = u, the solution 
consists of 4 constant states denoted by uL. u 1. u2 and UR. A schematic diagram of this 
solution is given in Figure 3.6. 

The first eigenvector rO > ( u) is genuinely nonlinear (see Theorem 3.11 ), so the 1-wave 
is always a rarefaction wave or shock wave, depending on UL and u1. IfuL and Ut satisfy 

and 

2 
uL+--cL 

y -1 
2 

Ut+ --
1
ch 

y-
(3.33) 

(3.34) 
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t 

1-wave t (2, 3)-wave 

u(x, t) = u1 u(x, t) = u2 

u(x, t) ul. 

-x 
Figure 3.6. Schematic diagram of the solution of the Riemann problem for the 
nonreactive Eu I er equations. 

then a )-rarefaction wave exists. This solution is given by 

U = UL,, xjt < UL-CL, 

2 2 

I· 
u+--c = uL+--cL 

y-1 y-l 
s SL UL -CL < xjt < UJ-CJ, 
y = YL 

u-c = xjt 
u = UJ, U1- C1 < xjt. 

(3.35) 

Note that u - c = xjt follows from (3.26). If ul. and u 1 are such that (3.33) holds, 
while uL- cl. > u 1 - C~t then the solution given by (3.35) corresponds to a multivalued 
solution, called a compression wave. Although such a compression wave has no physical 
meaning (the physical solution is a shock wave in this case), it is shown in [69] that by 
allowing compression waves, an approximate solution of the Riemann problem can be 
obtained, which leads to an excellent numerical method for the Euler equations. 

If UL and Ut are such that (3.33) holds and ul. -CL. > u 1 -cl> then a 1-shock wave, 
corresponding to rOl(u) exists. This solution is given by 

u(x, t) = 
{ 

UL. 

UJ 

xjt < s, 
xjt > s, 

(3.36) 

where s is defined by the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (3.10) (with uR = u 1). The the
ory of the nonreactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations (3.10) is completely analogous to 
that presented for the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equations in Section 2.4. For a detailed 
description, see [18, 79]. 

The second and the third eigenvector belonging to the Euler equations are linearly de
generate (see Theorem 3.11). Thus, the (2, 3)-wave is always a contact discontinuity. If 
Ut and u2 are such that u1 = u2 and Pt = p2, then a contact discontinuity, corresponding 
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to r<2>(u), r<3>(u) exists, which is given by 

u(x, t) = 
{ 

U! 

U2 

Xjt < UJ = U2, 

xft > u1 = u2. 
(3.37) 

Hence, it is impossible for gas particles to cross a contact discontinuity. Therefore, at 
the left of the contact discontinuity there is only gas G 1, while at the right only gas G2 
is present (see the mass fraction in Figure 3.7). 

Next, we consider the 4-wave. The fourth eigenvector r<4>(u) is genuinely nonlinear 
(see Theorem 3.11 ), so the 4-wave is always a rarefaction wave or shock wave, depending 
on u2 and uR. Ifu2 and uR are such that 

(3.38) 

and 
U2 + C2 < UR + CR, (3.39) 

then a 4-rarefaction wave, corresponding to r<4>(u) exists. This solution is given by 

u = u2. xft < u2 +c2, 

2 2 

I· 

u---c = UR---CR 
y-l y-l 

(3.40) s = SR u2+c2 < xft < uR+CR, 
y = YR 

u+c = xft 
U = UR, UR +eR < Xjt. 

If u2 + c2 > uR +eR and (3.38) sti11 hold, then (3.40) generates a compression wave. 
Finally, if the pair u2 and uR is such that (3.38) and u2 + c2 > UR +eR hold, then a 

4-shock wave, corresponding to r<4>(u) exists. This solution is given by 

u(x, t) = { 
Uz 

UR 

xft < s, 
xft > s, 

(3.41) 

where s is obtained from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (3.10) (with UL = u2). 
A combination of the equations (3.35)-(3.41) gives the total solution. An example is 

given in Figure 3.7. 
The following theorem describes whether the Riemann problem for the Euler equa

tions has a solution or not (for a proof we refer to [79]). 

Theorem 3.17. Consider the one-dimensional nonreactive Euler equations, i.e. (2.26) 
with w = 0. Let uL and uR be any two states (not necessarily close). Then there is a 
unique solution to the Riemann problem (3.20), if and only if 

2 
UR - UL < --(CL + CR). 

y -1 
{3.42) 
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Figure 3.7. Solution at time t = 1 of a shock tube problem for the one
dimensional nonreactive Euler equations, i.e. (2.26) with w = 0. The initial con
ditions are p(x, 0) = 3, p(x, 0) = 3, u(x, 0) = 0, Y(x, 0) = 0 if x < 0 and 
p(x, 0) = 1, p(x, 0) = 1, u(x, 0) = 0, Y(x, 0) = 1 ifx > 0. 

Theorem 3.17 is a global theorem, in that two states are not required to be close to 
each other (see Theorem 3.13). If (3.42) is violated, then the relative velocities on both 
sides of the membrane are so large that a vacuum is formed. 



4 
FINITE DIFFERENCE 

METHODS FOR 
CONSERVATION LAWS 

Apart from practical applications, there are two other reasons for studying numerical 
methods for hyperbolic conservation laws. First, there are special difficulties associated 
with solving hyperbolic conservation laws (e.g. shock formation) which must be dealt 
with carefully in developing numerical methods. Secondly, a great deal is known about 
the mathematical structure of these equations and their solutions [49, 79]. This theory can 
be used to develop reliable numerical methods. 

In this thesis only finite difference methods will be considered. Methods developed 
using straightforward finite difference discretizations are inappropriate near discontinu
ities, since they are based on truncated Taylor series expansions. A survey of these meth
ods (with applications to the Euler equations) is given in [39, 40]. Another important class 
of numerical methods are the first order Godunov-type methods [24, 36, 53]. These meth
ods use, in some way, the exact solution of the Riemann problem and do not produce os
cillations around discontinuities. However, since these methods are only first order, the 
solutions are smoothed around discontinuities. Therefore, other methods have been de
veloped. A very popular class of methods are the high resolution methods, which are de
scribed in the next chapter. In this chapter we present some finite difference methods for 
hyperbolic conservation laws and elaborate some theoretical aspects. Clearly, this survey 
is not complete. 

This chapter is organized as follows. The first section is of a preparatory nature. Some 
basic numerical concepts are introduced, such as discrete conservation, discretization er
ror, consistency, convergence and stability. Furthermore the well-known theorem of Lax 
and Wendroff is presented and two straightforward methods are discussed for the scalar, 
linear convection equation. In Section 4.2 the modified equation is introduced. The modi
fied equation is useful for studying the behaviour of numerical methods. In Section 4.3 the 
numerical entropy condition is introduced. Finally, in the last section first order Godunov
type methods are discussed. We describe the basic Godunov method and a method devel
oped by Roe [74]. 
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4.1. SOME BASIC NUMERICAL CONCEPTS 

A variety of numerical methods can be developed for conservation laws with source terms 
(3.2). A very natural (and popular) way to solve (3.2) is a time splitting method. In the 
time splitting method we alternate between solving the homogeneous conservation laws 
without source terms, 

a a 
-a u(x, t) + -f(u(x, t)) = 0 

t ax 
(4.1) 

and solving the ordinary differential equations with no space derivatives, 

a ot u(x, f) = q(u(x, t)). (4.2) 

In the following we restrict ourselves to the initial value problem for ( 4.1 ), since it is well
known that many important properties of (3.2a) are determined by the homogeneous part. 
In Chapter 6 we describe the time splitting method in more detail and return to conser
vation laws with source terms. 

When solutions of ( 4.1) are calculated numerically, new problems arise. A finite dif
ference discretization developed for smooth solutions is expected to be inappropriate 
near discontinuities. Indeed, if discontinuous solutions of conservation laws are com
puted using standard finite difference methods, poor numerical results are obtained 
[28, 39, 56). Later in this section a short description of two standard methods is given, 
since they are the starting point for more sophisticated methods. 

For a given time step t.l.t, the discrete time levels t" are defined by 

t" := nt.l.t, n = 0, 1, 2, .... 

For a given mesh width t.l.x, the spatial mesh points x; are defined by 

x; := i t.l.x, i = ... , -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

It will also be useful to define intermediate points 

x;+I/2 = (i + t>t.l.x. 

The finite difference methods we shall consider, produce approximations Ui e /Rm to 
the true solution u(x~o t") at the discrete points (xit t"). The average of u(·, t") on the 
cell [x;-I/Z• Xi+I/2) is defined by 

J 1.1:1+1/2 ui := u(x, t 11 )dx. 
f.l.x Xi-1/2 

(4.3) 

For conservation laws it is often convenient to view Ui as an approximation to this av
erage, since the integral form of the conservation laws describes the evolution in time of 
integrals such as (4.3). As initial data for a numerical method we use a given function 
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u0 = u(·, 0) to define U 0 by cell averages, i.e. U? := u?. In the following it is assumed 
that, for a given constant 't" > 0, the mesh width A.x and time step At satisfy 

At 
-='t". 
Ax 

For the sake of convenience, we construct a piecewise constant function U 6 , for all x 
and t from the discrete values Uf by 

Ut:.,(X, t) := Uf, V (x, t) E [Xi-I/2•Xi+l/2) X [1 11
, 111+1). (4.4) 

Many difficulties for numerical methods for hyperbolic conservation laws are caused 
by the fact that a discontinuous weak solution of (4.1) may occur. It is not surprising 
that a method might converge to a wrong solution, since in general a weak solution is 
not unique. Therefore the discrete solution of problem (4.1) is often required to satisfy 
a discrete form of the entropy condition, as defined in Definition 3.7. More surprisingly, 
a method may converge to a function that is not a weak solution at all. The latter prob
lem is avoided by only considering conservative methods, which are consistent with the 
conservation law (4.1) [50). 

Definition 4.1. Let a (2k + I )-point finite difference method, with 2 time levels, for the 
hyperbolic conservation law (4.1) be given. The numerical method is said to be conser
vative, if the corresponding scheme can be written as 

(4.5) 

where F is a continuous function of the values of V at 2k points, i.e. 

(4.6) 

F is called the numerical flux function. 

Another important concept is the local discretization error. The local discretization 
error D 61 (x, t) is a measure how well the difference equation approximates the differ
ential equation locally (at the point (x, t)). Let the conservative, (2k + I)-point scheme 
(4.5) be written as 

(4.7) 

where Ct:., is a finite difference operator. Using the piecewise constant function U M• as 
defined in (4.4), equation (4.7) can be rewritten in the functional form 

U t:.th t +At) = Cl:!., U 1:!.1(·, t), (4.8) 

where CA, is an operator between two function spaces. We will use the same symbol 
CA, to denote both the discrete and the continuous operator. Note that for a (2k + I)
point method, UA1(-,t) is evaluated at 2k + l points. If now each UA,(·, t) in (4.8) is 
replaced by the exact solution of (4.1 ), then in general the equality will not hold exactly. 
This leads to the following definition. 
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Definition 4.2. Consider a conservative, (2k + I)-point method written in the generic 
fonn (4.8). The local discretization error D ~::.. 1 of this method at the point (x, t) is defined 
by 

D~::.. 1 (x, t) := L { u(x, t + D.t) - (C~::..1 u(·, t))(x) }. (4.9) 

where u is the exact solution of(4.1). 

In the previous definition (C~::..tu(·, t))(x) denotes the value of the function 
C~::,.,u(·, t) at the point x. Note that the local discretization error depends on the exact 
solution u of (4.1). Often u is assumed to be a smooth solution, since Taylor series ex
pansions are used to calculate the local discretization error. Using the local discretization 
error we can define the concept of consistency [56]. 

Definition 4.3. Consider a conservative, (2k +I)-point method. The numerical method 
is called consistent of order p with the conservation law (4.1) in some particular nonn 
11 · 11. if for each timeT > 0 there exists a constant C and a value ko such that 

with p > 0. The method is called consistent with the conservation law (4.1), if it is 
consistent of order p. 

It can be shown (see [28]) that for consistency of a conservative method it is suffi
cient to require the flux function F of the corresponding scheme ( 4.5) to be Lipschitz 
continuous and to satisfy 

F(u, ... , u) = f(u). (4.10) 

The importance of the concepts that are introduced in this section is shown by the 
weU-known theorem of Lax-Wendroff. Lax and Wendroff proved that if we use a conser
vative method and the numerical solution converges to some function u, then this func
tion is a weak solution of the conservation law ( 4.1 ). Before we present this theorem, it 
is explained in more detail what is meant by convergence. 

The global discretization error E~::..1 (x, t) of a conservative, (2k +I)-point method is 
defined for arbitrary x and t as 

E~::..1 (x, t) := U~::,.1 (x, t) - u(x, t). 

With this definition, convergence of a numerical method is defined. 

Definition 4.4. Consider a conservative, (2k + 1)-point method. The method is called 
convergent in some particular nonn 11 • IJ, if 

for any fixed t ::: 0 and for all initial data uo with 11 uo 11 finite. 

The Lax-Wendroff theorem requires convergence with respect to the L1-norm on 
compact subsets. For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to rectangular compact 
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subsets Q C m. x [0, oo), i.e. there exists XL, XR and T such that Q := [xL, XR] x [0, T]. 
The L1 (Q)-norm 11 · lh.n is now defined as 

1T1XR llviii.n := lv(x, t)ldxdt. 
0 XL 

A numerical method is called L~oc -convergent, if it is convergent in the L 1 (Q)-norm for 
all compact Q C m. x [0, oo). Now we can present the theorem of Lax-Wendroff 
[28, 35, 50]. 

Theorem 4.5 (Lax· Wendroff). Suppose the finite difference method ( 4.5) has a Lips
chitz continuous flux function F that satisfies (4.10). Let Vi be a solution of(4.5) with 
given initial values V? = ii?, as defined in ( 4.3). Define the piecewise constant function 
V M as in ( 4.4). Suppose that there exists a sequence IJ..tm -J, 0 for m --+ oo for which the 
limit 

lim Villm(x, t) = u(x, t) 
m~oo 

exists in the sense of bounded, L~oc_convergence, i.e. 

V illm converges towards u in L~oc for m --+ oo. 

Then the limit u is a weak solution of ( 4.1 ). 

The final concept we introduce in this section is stability. For simplicity it is assumed 
that the numerical method is linear, i.e . .C ill is a linear difference operator. Note that ( 4.9) 
can be rewritten in the form 

u(x, t + IJ..t) = (.Cillu(·, t))(x) + IJ..tDil1(x, t). 

Since the numerical solution satisfies ( 4.8), after subtracting these two equations a simple 
recurrence relation for the global discretization error EM is obtained, 

Note that linearity is essential here. The latter equation can be rewritten in the functional 
form 

EM(·, t + IJ..t) = .CMEM(·, t) - IJ..tDil1(·, t). 

The global error Eil1 at timet + IJ..t consists of two parts. One is the new local error 
- IJ..tD ill introduced in the last time step. The other part is the cumulative error from the 
previous time steps. By applying this relation recursively we obtain an expression for 
the global error at time tn 

n 

Eil1(·, tn) = .C~1 Eill(·, 0) - M L .C~~jD ill(-, tj-l ). 
j=l 

(4.11) 
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Here superscripts for Ct:.1 represent powers of the linear operator obtained by repeated 
applications. In order to obtain a bound on the global error, we must ensure that the local 
error DA1(-. ri- 1) is not unduly amplified by applying n- j steps of the method. Note 
that a bound is always with respect to some given norm 11 • n. 

Next, the concept of stability is introduced [56}. 

Definition 4.6. Consider a conservative, (2k + I)-point linear method written in the 
generic form ( 4.8) for arbitrary x and t. The numerical method is called stable in some 
particular norm 11 • 11. if for each time T > 0 there exists a constant C > 0 and a value 
ko such that 

11£~,11 :::; C, Vnll.t :::; T, ll.t < ko 

holds. 

In practice, instead of Definition 4.6, often the von Neumann method for stability 
analysis is used [39, 73]. This method gives necessary conditions for a numerical method 
to be stable. Unfortunately, these conditions are not always sufficient for stability. 

In the remainder of this thesis only conservative numerical methods, which are con
sistent with the conservation law ( 4.1 ), are considered. For hyperbolic conservation laws 
the numerical results near discontinuities are of paramount importance. In the following 
we present two basic examples illustrating the poor behaviour of standard finite differ
ence methods around discontinuities. Discontinuities are smeared out as time evolves, 
or oscillations occur near discontinuities. All these phenomena can be observed in scalar 
problems. Therefore, in the following examples we restrict ourselves to the scalar, linear 
convection equation 

a a 
-u(x, t) + a-u(x, t) = 0. 
at ax 

(4.12) 

Hence, the flux function f : 1R ~ 1R is given by f(u) := au. It can easily be shown 
thatthe exact solution of(4.12) is given by u(x, t) = u0(x -at). We assume that the so
lution u is three times continuously differentiable. We briefly describe two well-known 
finite difference methods: the. basic upwind method (a first order method) and the Lax
Wendroff method (a second order method). Numerical results for both methods are pre
sented in Figure 4.1. It is useful to introduce the Courant number, which is defined by 

ll.t 
u := ar =a-. 

ll.x 
(4.13) 

Example 4. 7 (Basic upwind). Upwind methods depend on the stream direction of the 
fluid. If in (4.12) a > 0, then the information is propagating in the positive x-direction. 
Thus the information in, say, point x; has reached point X;- 1 before. Therefore, in this 
case, it is meaningful to replace aujox by a backward difference. Similarly oufox is 
replaced by a forward difference if a < 0. In both cases oujat is replaced by a forward 
difference. Let a+ and a- be defined by 

a+ .- max(a, 0) ;::: 0, 
a .- min(a, 0) :::: 0, 
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then the basic upwind method is given by 

(4.14) 

This method is stable in the L 1 (0)-norm under the CFL condition [39, 56] 

(4.15) 

If the numerical flux function F is defined by 

F <BU) • +u" + -un 
i+l/2 ·= a ; a i+l• (4.16) 

then it follows immediately that the basic upwind method ( 4.14) is a conservative method, 
which is consistent with the conservation law (4.12). Extensions of the upwind method 
for nonlinear conservation laws are given in Section 4.5. 0 

u 

t 
0.5 

0 

0 

Basic upwind 

I 

~\ 

0.2 0.4 
-x 

u 

t 
0.5 

0 

0 

Lax-Wendroff 

J 
v I 

I 

0.2 0.4 
-x 

Figure 4.1. Exact solution (dashed line) and numerical solution (solid line) of 
(4.12) at t = 0.3 with a= l, fit= 0.002, fix= 0.0025 and the initial condition 
u(x,O)= I ifx <0andu(x,0)=0ifx >0. 

The second order method presented below is based on the Taylor series expansion 

a 82 

u(x,t+iit) = u(x,t) + iit
01

u(x,t) + ~fiP 
012

u(x,t) + 0(iit3
). (4.17) 

Since it is assumed that u is three times continuously differentiable, it follows from 
oufot = -aoufox that 

az 
-

2
u(x, t) at 

Using this equality, equation (4.17) becomes 

a a2 

fita-u(x, t) + fiit2a2
-

2
u(x, t) + 0(At3

). (4.18) ax ax u(x, t +At} = u(x, t) 
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Example 4.8 (Lax-Wendroft). The Lax-Wendroff method results from retaining only 
the first three terms of ( 4.18) and using central difference approximations for the deriva
tives appearing there. Therefore, the corresponding finite difference scheme is 

(4.19) 

The Lax-Wendroff method is stable under the CFL condition ( 4.15) [39]. If the numerical 
flux function F is defined by 

F (LW) - I (U" + U") I (U" U") i+t/2 - 2a i+t ; - 2aa i+t - ; • (4.20) 

then it is obvious that the Lax-Wendroff method is a conservative method, which is con
sistent with the conservation law (4.12). 0 

4.2. DISCRETE CONSERVATION 

The basic principle underlying a homogeneous conservation law is that the total quantity 
of a conserved variable in any region changes only due to the flux through the boundaries 
(note that we assume q = 0). This gives the integral form of the conservation law, i.e. 
(3.1) with q = 0. Notice in particular that if u is constant outside some finite interval 
during the time interval a ~ t ~ b, say u = uL for x ~XL and u = uR for x 2:: XR, then 
integrating (3.1) in time over [a, b] gives 

XR XR I u(x, b}dx = I u(x, a)dx + (b- a}(f(uL)- f(uR)). (4.21) 

For a finite propagation speed this will be the case if the initial data is constant outside 
some finite interval. 

Next we show that a consistent, conservative method will have a form of conserva
tion analogous to (4.21). If u 0 is constant outside some finite interval, so is U" (see (4.5) 
and (4.6)). Consider a (2k + 1)-point method and let n > 0 be fixed, then there exist in
dices It and h such that Uf = uL for all i ~ lt +k-1 and Uf = uR for all i 2:: lz-k+ 1. 
Hence, using this and the consistency of the flux function F (see (4.10)), we obtain 
Fj

1
_ 112 = f(uL) and Fj

2
+112 = f(uR) at timet". We start by substituting j for n + 1 

in (4.5). After multiplying the resulting scheme by 6.x, summing over i and using the 
above we obtain 

/2 /2 

6.x _Lu{ = 6.x _Lu{-1 + 6.t(f(uL) - f(uR)). 
i=lt i=lt 

Summing the equations above over all j with l ~ j ~ n, we see that 

h h 
6.x _EU7 = 6.x _Eu? + n6.t(f(uL)- f(uR)). 

i=lt i=lt 
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Suppose that 
Xtz+l/2 

= I u(x, O)dx, 

Xlt-1/Z 

which will hold for example if we take initial values U? = ii? as defined in ( 4.3). From 
this and (4.21) with a = 0 and b = nM it follows that 

/z Xfl+l/2 

Ax ~U7 = I u(x, t
11 )dx, 

Xt1-112 

for all n small enough to ensure that the solution remains constant in the neighbourhood 
of xf,-1/2 and Xiz+l/2• Using the piecewise constant function U "' as defined in (4.4), 
gives 

XJ2+l/2 Xfz+l/2 I Ut;.r(X, f 11 )dx = I u(x, t11 )dx. (4.22) 

Hence, we have discrete conservation. If a "numerical shock" is propagating at the wrong 
speed, then the integral ofU t;.1 is increasing at the wrong rate and (4.22) is violated [56]. 
Therefore, any shocks we compute must have the correct location. The solution com
puted with a conservative method might have the shock smeared out, but since the inte
gral (4.22) is correct, it must at least be smeared around the correct location. 

4.3. MODIFIED EQUATIONS 

A useful technique for studying the behaviour of numerical solutions is to model the dif
ference equation by a differential equation. Of course the difference equation was origi
nally derived by approximating ( 4.1 ), but as it turns out, the former approximates a differ
ent differential equation to even higher order accuracy sometimes; these are the so-called 
modified equations {28, 39, 56]. 

The modified equation is derived by a two-step procedure [94]. For the sake of sim
plicity, we describe this procedure for the scalar, linear convection equation (4.12) only. 
In this analysis it is assumed that there exists a smooth function U = U (x, t), which is an 
exact solution of a given finite difference scheme (4.8). The first step is to expand each 
term of the given finite difference scheme in a Taylor series expansion around U(x, t). 
Substituting the Taylor series expansions in the scheme gives a partial differential equa
tion which includes an infinite number of both space and time derivatives. 

In the second step, all time derivatives appearing in the previously derived equation, 
are eliminated, with the exception of the a 1 at term. The equation obtained after the sec
ond step, is called the modified equation. This two-step procedure is illustrated for the 
Lax-Wendroffmethod (4.19). 
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Example 4.9. For the Lax-Wendroff method ( 4.19), the first step gives the differential 
equation (using At = u Ax I a) 

a a (j a2 au a2 

atU(x,t) + aaxU(x,t) + 2at.xat2U(x,t)- Tt.xax2U(x,t) 

(1'2 a3 a a3 (1'3 a4 

+ 6a2 e,.x2 <Jt3 U(x, t) + 6t.x2 <Jx3 U(x, t) + 24a3 Ax3 at4 U(x, t) 

au o4 

- -D.x3-U(x t) + · · · = 0. 
24 ax4 ' 

(4.23) 
In the second step we have to eliminate all time derivatives appearing in (4.23), with the 
exception of the a ;at term. Suppose that we want to eliminate, for example, the term 
a2U jat2 in this equation. Therefore, the operator -(M /2)8/ot is applied to (4.23), and 
the result is added to (4.23). The resulting equation has a term -(u Ax/2)82U jatax 
which, in turn, can be eliminated by applying the operator (u tuj2)ofax to equation 
(4.23) and adding the result to the new equation. Similarly, the other time derivatives 
appearing in (4.23) can be removed. Finally, the following equation is obtained 

a a a a3 

at U(x, t) +a ox U(x, t) = '6(u2
- l)Ax2 ax3 U(x, t) + 0(t.x3

). (4.24) 

Equation (4.24) is called the modified equation of the Lax-Wendroffmethod [39, 56]. 0 

In general, for a given finite difference scheme corresponding with (4.12), the pro
cedure described above provides the modified equation 

for a method of order p. The coefficients J.L(j) appearing in the sum denote the coeffi
cients of the j th spatial derivatives. These derivatives do not occur in the original partial 
differential equation and constitute a form of discretization error introduced by the finite 
difference method. 

Example 4.10. The modified equation of the basic upwind method (4.14) for the scalar 
convection equation (4.12) is given by [36, 39, 56] 

0 

For a first order method like the basic upwind method, the modified equation is a 
convection-diffusion equation of the form 
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with a diffusion coefficient Jul.x. The quantity IL tu a2 U (x, t) 1 ax2 is called the numer
ical diffusion of the scheme. To study the behaviour of the numerical solution of these 
two methods, the solution U is developed in a Fourier series. Since linear schemes with 
constant coefficients are considered, it is sufficient to consider only a single Fourier mode 
of this series 

ui;(})(x, t) := exp(i(~x + wt)), (4.26) 

where ~ is called the wavenumber, w is called the frequency and i 2 := -1. Note that 
if~ is large, then (4.26) is a highly oscillatory Fourier mode. These highly oscillatory 
Fourier modes appear around discontinuities. Furthermore, if U~(}) satisfies (4.12), then 
we obtain the dispersion relation w(~) = -a~. Substitution of the Fourier mode into 
the modified equation (4.25) gives 

w(~) = -a~ + JL!::..xi~2 • 

Note that IL > 0 is a necessary condition for stability. If IL > 0 (i.e. if lal < 1 
for the basic upwind method), then especially the highly oscillatory Fourier modes at 
t = 0 are damped as time evolves. Hence, it is expected that the solution of the modified 
equation is smeared out as time evolves (see Figure 4.1 ). This indicates why the basic up
wind method approximate discontinuities in solutions too smooth. In general, first order 
methods have the disadvantage to smear out the solution around discontinuities [39, 56]. 

For a second order method like the Lax-Wendroff method, the modified equation is 
a dispersive equation of the form (see 4.24) 

a a a3 

at U(x, t) + a ax U(x, t) = JL!::..x 2 ax3 U(x, t) + 0(t::..x3
). (4.27) 

The quantity JL!::..x2 83 U (x. t) ;ax3 is called the numerical dispersion of the scheme. Us
ing the same arguments as for the convection-diffusion equation, again a single Fourier 
mode ( 4.26) is considered. If this mode is substituted into the modified equation ( 4.27), 
it is seen that 

w(~) = -ag - JLl::..x2~ 3 • 

Suppose that a > 0. If IL < 0 (i.e. if la I < l for the Lax-Wendroff method), then 
w (~) > -a~. Hence, the (highly oscillatory) Fourier modes propagate with a numerical 
speed less than the exact speed a. Thus, oscillations occur behind the discontinuity (see 
Figure 4.1). If IL > 0, then w(~) < -a~. and the (highly oscillatory) Fourier modes 
travel too fast. Thus, the oscillations are ahead of the discontinuity (for instance if the 
Beam-Warming method is used [56]). Most standard second order methods produce os
cillations around discontinuities. 

4.4. THE NUMERICAL ENTROPY CONDITION 

Suppose that a conservative numerical method converges to some function u. The Lax
Wendroff theorem (Theorem 4.5) does not guarantee that u satisfies the entropy condi
tion (3.18) with q = 0, and there are many examples of conservative numerical methods 
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which converge to weak solutions and yet violate the entropy condition. In this section 
we look for conditions which guarantee that the limit function u is an entropy solution 
of the conservation law. Therefore, a numerical variant of Definition 3. 7 with q = 0 is 
given [28, 36, 56). 

Definition 4.11. Let \11 be a function of the values ofU at 2k points, i.e. 

\11 is called the numerical entropy flux. It is assumed that the numerical entropy flux is 
consistent with the entropy flux 1/1, i.e. \11 is Lipschitz continuous and 

\ll(u, ... , u) = 1/l(u). 

Then a conservative numerical method is called an entropy consistent method if, for all 
convex entropy functions 71 and corresponding entropy fluxes 1/1, the inequality 

(4.28) 

is satisfied. 

In the next section we will study an upwind method for which the discrete entropy 
inequality (4.28) can be easily proved. The following theorem shows the importance of 
the concepts which are introduced in this section. It is a simple extension of the Lax
Wendroff theorem and is proved in [28, 36). 

Theorem 4.12. Consider the conservative finite difference method (4.5) and suppose 
that all the assumptions of Theorem 4.5 hold. Furthermore, suppose that (4.5) is an en
tropy consistent method. Then the weak solution u is an entropy solution of(4.1). 

Note that we need the entropy condition to exclude nonphysical expansion shocks, 
across which the entropy jumps to a lower value. If a certain amount of numerical dif
fusion is added to the numerical method around discontinuities, then entropy consistent 
methods are obtained, at the cost of smearing out the physical discontinuities [61, 89]. 
Hence, expansion shocks are excluded. In the next chapter we discuss high resolution 
methods. The main idea behind these methods is to attempt to use a high order method, 
but to modify the method and increase the amount of numerical diffusion around discon
tinuities. We expect that these methods do not produce expansion shocks. In the scalar 
case, there exists an easier requirement for a numerical method to converge to the entropy 
solution [28, 67]. 

Definition 4.13. Consider a conservative, (2k + 1 )-point finite difference method with 2 
time levels, which is consistent with the scalar conservation law ( 4.1 ). If the correspond
ing numerical flux F1+1; 2 of the method satisfies 

(4.29) 

for all u between U1 and U;+1, then the method is called an E-method. 
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The following theorem is proved by Osher in [67] and clarifies why E-methods are 
useful. 

Theorem 4.14. Suppose that the conservative difference method ( 4.5) is consistent with 
the conservation law (4.1). If the method is an E-method, then the method is convergent 
in the sense of bounded, L~oc -convergence and its limit is the unique entropy solution of 
the scalar conservation law ( 4.1 ). 

E-methods have the following important disadvantage [28, 67]. 

Theorem 4.15. An E-method is consistent of at most order one. 

4.5. GODUNOV-TYPE METHODS 

4.5.1. Introduction 

An important class of numerical methods for hyperbolic conservation laws are the Go
dunov-type methods. Godunov suggests to solve Riemann problems forward in time. So
lutions of Riemann problems are relatively easy to compute, give substantial information 
about the characteristic structure and lead to conservative methods, since they are them
selves exact solutions of the conservation laws and hence conservative. The previous 
reasons are, among others, important reasons why Godunov methods are quite popular. 
In first order Godunov-type methods, the numerical solution is assumed piecewise con
stant in each mesh cell [x;_112 , x;+J/2) and at each time level tn = niJ..t. The evolution of 
the solution to the next time level tn+l results from the wave interactions originating at 
the boundaries between adjacent cells. The cell interface at Xi+J/2 separates two constant 
states U; at the left and U;+J at the right hand side, thus the resulting local interaction 
can be resolved exactly, since the initial conditions at the time tn correspond to the Rie
mann problem (3.20). As was shown in Section 3.3, this problem has an exact solution 
consisting of constant states separated by shocks, contact discontinuities or rarefaction 
waves (see Theorem 3.13). The new piecewise constant approximation at time tn+l is 
then obtained by averaging over each cell, the exact solution of the Riemann problem. 

However, the computational costs to obtain this exact solution are high in general 
[28, 56, 81 ]. Therefore, approximate Riemann solutions are considered in order to reduce 
the computational work. The approximate Riemann solver to be described in this section 
is developed by Roe [74]. Another popular approximate Riemann solver is introduced 
by Osher [69]. However, we will restrict ourselves to Roe's solver. 

Since we shall apply the theory of Section 3.3, it is assumed that each eigenvector is 
either linearly degenerate or genuinely nonlinear. 
Only conservative methods are considered. Such methods are completely determined by 
their numerical flux function (see (4.5)). Therefore, we restricts ourselves to the compu
tation of the numerical flux function for all the considered methods. 
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4.5.2. Basic Godunov Method 

Three steps are involved in the basic Godunov method in order to calculate the numerical 
solution at time level tn+I from the known numerical solution at time level tn [40]. 

In the first step the numerical solution U? is used to define a piecewise constant func
tion iJn by 

(4.30) 

At time tn this function is equal to the piecewise constant function U a1 which has al
ready been introduced in (4.4). Unlike U att the function U? will not be constant for 
tn :5 t < tn+l. Because of the piecewise constant approximation of u, the Godunov 
method is first order accurate in space. 

In the second step we use iJn ( ·, tn) as initial data for the conservation law 

a - a -
-Un(x, t) + -f(Un(x, t)) = 0, 
at ax 

(4.31) 

which we solve exactly to obtain iJn(·, t) for tn < t :5 t"+1 • This initial value problem 
can be solved exactly over a short time interval because the initial data iJn ( ·, tn) is piece
wise constant, and hence defines a sequence of Riemann problems. The exact solution, 
up to the first time when two waves from neighbouring Riemann problems interact, is 
obtained by simply "piecing together" these Riemann solutions. Hence, in the second 
step we compute the solution of the local Riemann problem at each cell interface. Let 
the Riemann problem at the cell interface Xi+I/2 be given by (see (3.20)) 

with initial data 

~v~+I/2 (x, t) + _!_f(v~+I/2 (x, t)) = 0 
at ax 

n ( n) { U?, 
Vi+l/2 X, t = un 

i+l' 

X < Xi+l/2• 
X > Xi+l/2· 

(4.32a) 

(4.32b) 

Note that v?+ 112 (x, tn) = iJn(x, tn) for all x E [xi-1/2• Xi+3f2). Let the solution of (4.32) 
be denoted by (see Section 3.3) 

n ( ) (R)(X - Xi+l/2 un un ) 
Vi+l/2 X, t =: V ; i' i+l ' t- rn (4.33) 

for all t > tn. We assume that adjacent Riemann problems do not interfere as 
tn :5 t :5 tn+ 1 • If the inequality 

~tl.l..lmax < ~~X 

holds, where l.l..lmax = max(l.l..d, l.l..2l •... , l.l..mD. then this assumption is fulfilled [40] 
and so iJn is given by 

(4.34) 
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Finally, in the third step the approximate solution U?+l at time level t"+1 is defined 
by averaging the exact solution U" at time t"+1, thus 

Xi+l/2 

U?+l := ~X I V"(x, tn+l)dx. (4.35) 

Xi-l/2 

Note that in this latter equation two different Riemann problems are involved. Using 
(4.33) this equation can be rewritten as 

l!;.xf2 0 

U'.'+l = 1 I v<R>(L· u~ U~)dy + _I_ I v<R>(L· U'.' U'.' )dy (4.36) 
I f!:.X f!:.t' 1-I' I f!:.X f!:.t' I ' t+l 

0 -~/2 

with respectively y = x- Xi-l/2 in the first integral, and y x - Xi+t/2 in the second 
integral. The values computed in ( 4.35) are then used to define a new piecewise constant 
function iJn+I {see (4.30)) and the procedure is repeated. 

The numerical flux F<0 > of the Godunov method can be computed from an integral 
form of the conservation Jaw ( 4.31 ). Since U" is the exact solution of { 4.31) with initial 
data (4.30), it is easy to see that 

Xi+l/2 Xi+l/2 tn+l I iJn(x, tn+l)dx = I V"(x, t11 )dx + I f(U 11 (X;-l/2• t))dt 

Xi-1/2 Xi-l/2 t" 
,.+1 

-I f(U"(Xi+l/2• t))dt, 
,. 

by integrating {4.31) in space and time. After dividing by t:.x, using (4.30) and (4.35) 
this equation reduces to 

t"+l ,,.+l 

U7+
1 = U7 - 'C { ~~ I f(U"(xi+t/2• t))dt L I f(U"(Xi-1/2· t))dt}. 

,. ,. 
Hence, the Godunov method can be written in the conservative form (4.5) with the nu
merical flux 

1n+l 

F (G) F(G) (U" U" ) . i+l/2 = i+l/2 i' i+l .= 1 I -- f(U11 (Xi+t/2• t))dt. 
t:.t ,. 

Using (4.33) and (4.34), it is easy to see that the integrand in the above equation is inde
pendent of t. Therefore, the numerical flux can be rewritten as 

F (G) - f( (R)(O· U 11 U" )) 
i+l/2 - V ' i ' i+l • (4.37) 
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If every Riemann solution v<R> is an entropy solution, then it can be shown that the Go
dunov method is an entropy consistent method [36, 56]. From ( 4.37) it directly follows 
that the Godunov method is consistent. Thus, all hypotheses of Theorem 4.12 are satis
fied and therefore, if the method is convergent in the sense of bounded, L~oc -convergence, 
then the limit is an entropy solution of ( 4.1 ). 

Example 4.16. In this example we consider Burgers' equation as described in Exam
ple 3.2. Using Section 3.3, it is easy to see that the corresponding Riemann problem has 
the following solution. IfuL < uR. then the solution is a rarefaction wave which is given 
by 

xft < Ut., 
UL < X/t < UR, 
UR < Xjt. 

(4.38) 

In Example 3.5 a rarefaction wave is given with UL = 1 and uR = 1 (see (3.12)). If 
Ut. > uR, then the solution is a shock wave propagating with speeds = i<uL + uR) 
(see (3.10)). This solution is given by 

_ (R) X. ·-I UL, U(X,t)- U (-,U[.,UR) .-
t UR, 

xft < s, 

xft > s. 
(4.39) 

Note that the scalar flux function in (3.4a) is f(u) = iu2• Using this and (4.37) it is not 
difficult to see that Godunov's numerical flux is given by [40, 53] 

U;" < 0, U;"+1 < 0, 

Uf > 0, U;"+ 1 > 0. 

If ur and U;".H have opposite signs, then the numerical flux is given by 

Ut < 0 < U;"+p 
U;" > 0 > U;"+ 1 

U;" > 0 > U;"+t 
and sf+112 > 0, 
and sf+1/ 2 < 0, 

(4.40a) 

(4.40b) 

wheresf+112 := i<U;" + U;"+ 1) is the propagation speed of the shock wave. D 

4.5.3. Roe's Method 

The basic Godunov method requires the solution of Riemann problems ( 4.32) at every 
cell interface at each time step. Although in theory these Riemann problems can be solved 
exactly, doing so in practice is expensive and typically requires some iterative method for 
solving nonlinear equations [79]. 

A popular approach to decrease the computational costs of the basic Godunov method 
is to solve an approximate Riemann problem at the cell interfaces instead of ( 4.32). Note 
that in the basic Godunov method U7+1 is defined by averaging the exact solution iJn at 
time rn+J (see (4.35)). Now U" is replaced by an approximate solution (Jn, which is ob
tained by "piecing together" approximate Riemann solutions, just as U" is defined for 
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the exact Riemann solutions (see (4.34)). Therefore, consider the following Riemann 
problem at the cell interface Xi+t/2 

with initial data 

:/'l+l12 (x, t} + :}<v'/+112(x, t)) = o 

An ( n) { Ui, 
Vi+l/2 X, t = un 

i+l• 

X < Xi+I/2• 

X > Xi+l/2· 

(4.41a) 

(4.4lb) 

Here f is an approximation off. Let the solution be denoted by (see Section 3.3) 

•n ( ) •(R}{X -Xi+!/2 un un ) 
Vi+l/2 X, t =:V ; i' i+l • t- 111 

for all t > 111
• If we assume that adjacent Riemann problems do not interfere as 

t 11 
.:::::: t !: rn+l, then the global approximate solution iJn is given by (see (4.34}) 

iJn(x,t) = v:'t 112(x,t), V(x,t) E [x;,X;+J) X [t11 ,t11+1]. 

Subsequently the approximate solution Uf+I at time level tn+l is defined by averaging 
iJn at time t 11+1, thus 

(4.42) 

Xi-1/2 

Since in the latter equation two different Riemann problems are involved, equation ( 4.42) 
can be rewritten as (see (4.36)) 

~p 0 

U'.'+l = _1_ f .y<Rl(.L_. un U~)dy + _1_ I 
, &x &t' •-1' , &x 

.y<Rl(L· u~ u~ )dy (4.43) ,O.t' ,, t+l 

0 -Axf2 

with respectively y = x - x;_ 112 in the first integral, and y = x xi+l/2 in the sec
ond integral. If the solution v:'t-112 of the approximate Riemann problem (4.41) has the 
following property [36, 56] 

Xi+ I I v;+l/2(x, tn+l)dx = ~&x(Uf + U7+1) + Atf(U'/) - &tf(U'/+1), (4.44) 

Xi 

then (4.43) is conservative with the numerical flux function F given by 

Xi+l/2 

:F := f(U~) - _1_ j .y<R>(x- xi+l/2. u~ u~ )dx + Ax u~. 
i+l/2 I At At ' I ' t+l 2At I 

(4.45) 

X; 
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It follows from ( 4.44) and ( 4.45) that ( 4.43) is consistent with the conservation law ( 4. I). 
In [36] conditions are given such that (4.43) is an entropy consistent method. 

A popular approximate Riemann solver is due to Roe [74]. The idea is to determine 
vj+l/2 by solving a linear system of conservation laws. Therefore, let r be given by 

f(Vj+ 112(x, t)) := A(Uf, Uf+1)vj'+11ix. t), 

where A(Uj, Uj'+1) is a constant m x m-matrix. Thus, the Riemann problem(4.41) can 
be rewritten as 

X < Xi+l/2• 

X > Xi+l/2• 

Roe requires that the matrix A has the following properties: 

(i) IfUj, Ui+t ~ ii, then A(Uj, Uj+1) ~ A(ii) smoothly; 

(ii) A(U/. Ui+t)(Ui+t - Uj) = f(Uj+,)- f(Uj); 

(iii) A(Uj, Uj+1) is diagonalizable with real eigenvalues. 

(4.46a) 

(4.46b) 

Condition (i) is necessary to recover the linearized algorithm from the nonlinear version 
smoothly. Condition (ii) has two effects. First it ensures the method to be conserva
tive (i.e. (4.44) is satisfied) and secondly, in the special case that Ui and Ui+t are con
nected by a single shock wave or contact discontinuity, the approximate Riemann solu
tion agrees with the exact Riemann solution [56, 74]. Finally, condition (iii) is clearly 
required for the problem to be hyperbolic and solvable. 

Instead of the original Riemann problem ( 4.32), Roe considers a linear Riemann prob
lem ( 4.46), hence, the approximate Riemann solver recognizes only contact discontinu
ities [40]. Moreover, condition (i) guarantees that the method behaves reasonably for 
smooth solutions, since 11Ui+1 - Ufll = O(Ax) implies that the linearized equation 
(vf+l;2), + A(Uj+1 )(vi+t/2)x = 0 is approximately valid. It is natural to require that the 
linear system ( 4.46a) agrees with the linearization in this case. Since {ii) guarantees that 
the method behaves reasonably around an isolated discontinuity, it is only when a Rie
mann problem has a solution with more than one strong shock or contact discontinuity 
that the approximate Riemann problem will differ significantly from the exact solution. 
In practice this happens infrequently (near points where two sbocks collide, for exam
ple). 

It is very easy to construct A (Ui, U/+1) such that condition (i) is satisfied [74]. Con
dition (iii) can be easily checked a posteriori. The difficulty arises entirely from condi
tion (ii). In [36] it is shown that for a general system with an entropy function, a com
plicated averaging of the Jacobian matrix can be used for A. This shows that a matrix A 
exists which satisfies the conditions (i)-(iii), but unfortunately, it appears that the com
puted matrix is too complicated to use in practice. Fortunately, for special systems of 
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equations it is possible to derive suitable matrices which are very efficient to use relative 
to the exact Riemann solution. For example in [74] a suitable matrix A is derived for tbe 
Euler equations and in [56] a matrix is derived for tbe isothermal Euler equations. In tbe 
following it is assumed that a matrix A(Ui, Ui+1) exists satisfying conditions {i)-(iii). 

Condition (iii) implies tbat there exists a real diagonal matrix A (Uj, U;'_H) and a 

nonsingular real matrix R (Uj, Uj+ 1 ) such tbat 

A(Uj, Ui'+l)R(Uj, Ui+l) = R(Uj, Ui+l)A(Uj, Ui+l). 

Here A(Uj, Ui+J) is the matrix of the eigenvalues of A(Uj, Uj+l), where the eigenval

ues are labelled in increasing order, and R (Ui, Uj+ 1 ) is the matrix of the corresponding 

right eigenvectors of A (Uj, Ui+ 1 ) • Hence, 

~+ A ~ A 

J..k.i+l/2 = max(J..t.i+l/2• 0) 2: 0 and J..k,i+l/2 = min(J..k.i+l/2• 0) :;:: 0. (4.47) 

Since all eigenvectors are linearly independent, the initial states Uj and Ui+t of (4.46) 
can be decomposed as 

(4.48) 

where &t.i+l/2 E IR for all k with I :;:: k :;:: m. The solution of {4.46) is tben given by 
(analogously to (3.32)) 

m 

v<R>(x, t) = Ui + L &k.i+l/2H(x Xi+l/2- ~k.i+l/2(1- t"))r~~l/2' 
k=l 

for all t > t". After substituting tbis solution into (4.45), Roe's numerical flux is derived 

m 

F (R) F(R) (U" U" ) . f(U") + ",_ ~ A(k) 
i+l/2 = i+l/2 ; • i+l ·= ; L..., "'k.i+l/2ak.i+l/2ri+l/2' (4.49) 

k=l 

Roe's method may include a physically inadmissible expansion shock. This is a direct 
consequence of the admission of an expansion shock in the underlying approximate Rie
mann solution. Harten and Hyman proposed a modification of the numerical flux func
tion for a transonic expansion which excludes expansion shocks [28, 40, 53]. 
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Example 4.17. In this example again Burgers' equation (3.4a) is considered, with a so
lution given by (4.38) or (4.39). Let s;+l/2 := !<Ui + U/+1) (see Example 4.16). Note 

that A(u) = u and let Ai+l/2 be defined by 

It is easy to see that the conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. For j(u) = fu 2 equation (4.49) 
becomes 

F/:l12(Ui • Ui+l) f(U?) 2 + (sF+l/2)-(U/+l - un, 
where (s/+1/ 2)- = min(s~112 , 0) :::; 0. Using this, it is not difficult to see that Roe's 
numerical flux for Burgers' equation is given by [40, 53] 

s;+l/2 < 0, 

s~l/2 > 0. 
(4.50) 

The numerical flux function deviates from the Godunov flux function (4.40) only in the 
case of a transonic expansion wave. In [53] it is shown that in this case Roe's method 
replaces the transonic expansion wave by an expansion shock. D 

Example 4.18. In the last example of this section Roe's method is applied to the shock 
tube problem for the one-dimensional nonreactive Euler equations (i.e. (2.26) with 
w = 0). For every pair (Ui, U?+1) the matrix Ai+l/2 is given by [74] 

0 1 0 0 

!<r- 3)u2 (3- r>u y-1 -(y- l)Q 

Ai+l/2 = u<!<r- I)u2
- fl) fj <r -l)uz ru -(y I)Qu ' (4.51) 

-uf' y 0 u 

where the quantities u, fi and Y are defined as 

u = 
(4.52) 

Note that ( 4.51) shows a very remarkable result, the matrix A;+ 112 is identical to the Jaco
bian matrix A(u) given in (3.7). In order to derive the eigenvectors and the eigenvalues 
of the matrix A;+1; 2 the following quantity is useful 

A2 
A u A 

(y- l)(H- "2- QY). (4.53) 
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Now the computation of the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors is straightforward. They 
are given by 

it.i+l/2 = u - c, iz.i+t/2 = u, i3.i+l/2 = u, i4.i+l/2 = u + c (4.54) 

and 
A(l) 
ri+l/2 = (1, u c, fl UC, f}T, 

·(2) (1 • I •2 O)T 
ri+l/2 'u' 2" • ' 
·(3) = (0, 0, Q' ll. ri+I/2 

(4.55) 

r)~1 12 = o. u+c. fl+uc, Y)r. 

Hence, for every pair (Uf, Uf+1) Roe's numerical flux F~f~ 12 at the cell interface Xi+J/2 

is derived in three steps. The first step is the computation of the quantities defined in 
(4.52) and (4.53}. In the second step the eigenvalues (4.54) and eigenvectors (4.55) are 
computed. Finally, in the third step, (4.48) is used to compute al.i+I/2• a2.i+I/2• a3.i+t/2 

and a4.i+I/Z· The computation of Roe's numerical flux (4.49) is now straightforward. 
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FigtJre 4.2. Numerical results for Roe's method (4.49); exact solution (dashed 
line) and numerical solution (solid line) of (2.26) with w = 0 at time t = 1 with 
At = 0.002, A.x = 0.02 and the initial conditions p(x, 0} = 3, p(x, 0) 3, 
u(x, 0) 0, Y(x, 0) = 0 if x < 0 and p(x, 0) = 1, p(x, 0) = 1, u(x, 0) = 0, 
Y(x,O) I ifx > 0. 
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The numerical results in Figure 4.2 clearly illustrate that Roe's method is a first order 
method, since the discontinuities are smeared out. D 



5 
HIGH RESOLUTION 

METHODS 

The Lax· Wendroff theorem (Theorem 4.5) does not say anything about convergence of a 
method. We only know that if a sequence of approximations converges, then the limit is a 
weak solution. In this section we will present a theory, which under certain assumptions, 
guarantees convergence of a method. It turns out that one class of convergent methods 
are the so-called monotone methods. However, it can be shown that monotone methods 
are consistent of at most order one. 

In the previous chapter we observed that first order methods give poor accuracy in 
smooth regions of the flow. Moreover, discontinuities tend to smear out heavily and are 
poorly resolved on the grid. These effects are due to a large amount of numerical diffu
sion in first order methods (see Section 4.3). In contrast, second order methods give good 
results in smooth regions of the flow. However, oscillations may occur around disconti· 
nuities. Hence, some numerical diffusion is still needed to give nonosci1latory disconti· 
nuities and to ensure convergence, but first order methods (like monotone methods) tend 
to diffuse too much. 

In this chapter we will study some high resolution methods. This term applies to meth
ods which are at least second order accurate for smooth solutions and yet resolve discon
tinuities quite well. The main idea behind any high resolution method is to attempt to use 
a high order method, but to modify the method around discontinuities, thereby increasing 
the amount of numerical diffusion. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we present a form of non
linear stability that allows us to prove convergence for a wide class of practical methods. 
Furthermore, the important monotone and total variation diminishing(TVD) methods are 
introduced. In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3 two classes of high resolution methods are in
troduced which are quite popular. We consider flux limiter methods for nonlinear scalar 
conservation laws in Section 5.2. Finally, slope limiter methods are discussed in Sec
tion 5.3. We describe the basic idea for a scalar, linear conservation law and present one 
possibility to extend the slope limiter method to nonlinear systems of conservation laws. 
Section 5.3 is concluded with numerical results of a slope limiter method applied to the 
one-dimensional nonreactive Euler equations. 
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5.1. MONOTONE AND TVD METHODS FOR 
SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS 

Until now, we have not discussed whether a method converges. In this section we will 
give a theory from which convergence can be established [28]. This theory has been 
completely successful so far however, for scalar problems only. To our knowledge, for 
general systems of equations with arbitrary initial data, no numerical method has been 
proved to be convergent, although convergence results have been obtained in some spe· 
cial cases (see e.g. [20]). 

Obviously, the scalar case has limited direct applicability to real·world problems. 
However, many of the most successful numerical methods for systems have been de
veloped by first inventing good methods for the scalar case (where the theory provides 
good guidance) and then extending them in a relatively straightforward way to systems 
of equations. The fact that we can prove they work well for scalar problems is no guar
antee that they will work at all for systems, but in practice this approach has been very 
successfuL 

So, consider the nonlinear scalar conservation law 

a a 
atu(x,t) + axf(u(x,t)) = 0. (5.1) 

Let a(u) be defined by a(u) := f'(u). To calculate solutions of (5.1) numerically, we 
consider only conservative, (2k + 1)-point finite difference methods with 2 time levels, 
which are consistent with the conservation law (5.1) {see Section 4.1 ), i.e. 

{5.2) 

Let the function U~;.1 be defined by (4.4), then the numerical scheme can be written as in 
(4.8), i.e. 

(5.3) 

Let T > 0 be a given constant. First some new concepts are introduced. For a given 
function u = u(x, t) the total variation over (0, T] is defined by 

T +oo 

TVT(u) := limsup~~~iu(x+8,t)-u(x,t)idxdt 
e~O 8 

0 -oo 
T +oo 

+ limsup ~~ J iu(x, t + 8)- u{x, t)idxdt. 
ej,O 8 

0 -oo 

(5.4) 

The total variation over [0, T] of the function U At is derived after substituting this func· 
tion into (5.4) with T = N 6.t for some integer N, which gives 

N-1 +oo 

TVT(Ut.,) = L L {A.tiUH-1 -U;"I + 6.xiU;"+1 -U;"I}· 
n=O i=-oo 
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Analogously to (5.4), the one-dimensional total variation at timet is defined by 

+oo 

TV(u(·, t)) := limsup ~ j lu(x + 8, t)- u(x, t)ldx. 
.. ~o 8 

-oo 

(5.5) 

The total variation of the function U At at time tn is defined by substituting this function 
into (5.5}, which gives 

+oo 

TV(Uilr(·.n> = L IU~l un 
i=-00 

To guarantee convergence, we need some form of stability. Note that linearity of the 
numerical method is essential for the stability concept defined in Definition 4.6. In this 
section we consider two forms of nonlinear stability that allow us to prove convergence 
results for a wide class of practical methods. Another form of nonlinear stability is in
troduced by Einfeldt in [23]. We start by introducing an L00-stable method [28]. 

Definition 5.1. Consider a conservative, (2k + 1)-point method written in the generic 
form (5.3) for arbitrary t. The numerical method is called L00-stable, if for each time 
T > 0 there exists a constant C and a value ko such that 

holds. 

Another important form of nonlinear stability is TV-stability [28, 33). 

Definition 5.2. Consider a conservative, (2k + 1)-point method written in the generic 
form (5.3)for arbitrary t. The numerical method is called TV-stable, if for each time 
T > 0 there exists a constant C and a value ko such that 

(5.6} 

holds. 

The following theorem shows the importance of the stability concepts which are in
troduced in this section. The proof is given in [28, 33). 

Tbeorem 5.3. Suppose that the finite difference method (5.2) is an entropy consistent 
method with a Lipschitz continuous flux function F that satisfies ( 4.1 0). Let ur be a 
solution of(5.2) with given initial values up = u?, as defined in (4.3). Define the piece
wise constant function Uil1 as in (4.4) and suppose that the method is L 00-stable and 
TV-stable. Then the method is convergent (for D.t -+ 0) in the sense of bounded, L~oc
convergence and its limit is the unique entropy solution of(5.1). 

In the remainder of this section we assume that (5.1) has initial data u(x, 0) = u0(x) 
with finite total variation. An easy way to ensure that condition (5.6) is fulfil1ed, is to 
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require that the total variation is nonincreasing as time evolves, so that the total varia
tion of U l!.t at any time t > 0 is bounded by the total variation of the initial data. This 
requirement gives rise to the following definition [33, 56]. 

Definition5.4. The numerical method (5.3) is called a total variation diminishing method 
(abbreviated TVD method) if 

for all grid functions U M (., tn). 

An important argument to consider TVD methods is that the exact solution to the 
scalar conservation law (5.1) has also this TVD property [33, 56]. Any weak solution of 
(5.1) satisfies 

TV(u(·, t 2)) ~ TV(u(-, t 1)), V t 2 ~ t 1
• 

If a TVD method is used, then the following inequalities hold 

TV(UI!.1(·, tn)) ~ TV(Ua,C 0)) ~ TV(u~. 

for all n ~ 0. Since the initial function u0 is assumed to have a finite total variation, (5.6) 
holds and the method is TV-stable. If the initial data u0 has a compact support, then the 
whole sequence un has a compact support (see (5.2)). For a numerical solution un, we 
can write 

+oo 

- ur L(Uj+l - Uj) 
j=i 

so that 

IIU!!.,(·, tn)IIL..,(IR) :S TV(Ua,(-, tn)) :S TV(u0). 

Therefore, if the initial data of a TVD method has compact support and bounded total 
variation, then the method is TV-stable and L00-stable and, subsequently, convergent. In 
[28, 32] some examples of TVD methods are given. 

It has been shown earlier that one difficulty associated with numerical approxima
tions of discontinuous solutions is that oscillations may appear near a discontinuity. It 
can be proved that the exact solution does not have these oscillations. More precisely, if 
u is a weak solution of the scalar conservation law (5.1) with initial data u0 with finite 
total variation, then u has the following monotonicity preserving properties as a function 
oft [32]: (i) no new extrerna in x are created; (ii) the value of a local minimum is non
decreasing and the value of a local maximum is nonincreasing. We emphasize that we 
only consider scalar problems here. Since the exact solution has this property, it seems 
natural to require that the numerical solution has this same property [28, 56]. 

Definition 5.5. The numerical method ( 5.3) is called monotonicity preserving if the fol
lowing statement holds. If u0 is monotone (either nonincreasing or nondecreasing), then 
U at(-, t) is also monotone for all t > 0. 
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In [28, 81] it is shown that a linear (2k + I)-point finite difference scheme 

k 

Un+ I _ '"" un 
i - L..., Clj i+j 

j=-k 

is monotonicity preserving if and only if a 1 :=; 0 for all j with -k =:::: j =:::: k. 
Another useful property of the entropy solution of (5.1) is given by the following 

theorem [28, 46]. 

Theorem 5.6. Suppose that u and v are two entropy solutions of (5.1). If 
u(·, 0)- v(·, 0) E Lt(JR) and ifu(·, 0)- v(·, 0) has bounded total variation, then 

(5.7) 

for all t1, t2 with t2 :=; t1 :=; 0. Here 11· Ill denotes the Lt·nonn in the space variable. 

The property (5.7) is called L 1-contraction. In analogy to this, an L 1-contracting 
numerical method is defined as follows [56]. 

DefinitionS.?. The numericalmethod(5.3) is called L1-contracting if, for any two func
tions U t>A·, t11

) and Vt-1(-. 111
) satisfying (5.3)for which Ut-1(·, t 11

)- Vt.tL 111
) has com

pact support, the following inequality holds: 

IIUt.t<-. tn+t)- V.<l,(-, tn+1)lh :::: IIU.<1,(-. t 11
)- V.<l,(·, t")IIJ. 

The last property of the entropy solution of (5.1) that is used is the following [49]. 

Theorem 5.8. If u and v are two entropy solutions of (5.1) with initial data satisfying 
v0 (x) :=; u0(x)forallx, then the solutions uandv satisfy v(x, t) :=; u(x,t)forallx and 
t > 0. 

A numerical method which has the same property is called a monotone method and 
is defined as follows [28, 56]. 

Definition 5.9. The numerical method (5.3) is called monotone if the following state
mentholds 

To prove the monotonicity of a method, it is sufficient to check whether the differ
ence operator £.<11 is a nondecreasing function of each argument [19]. The basic upwind 
method is an example of a monotone method. In [67} it is shown that every E-method 
(see Definition 4.13) is monotone. 

The relations between all the concepts which are introduced in this section are given 
by the following theorem [28, 56]. 

Theorem 5.10. If the numerical method (5.3) is monotone, then it is L 1-contracting. A 
numerical method (5.3) which is L 1-contracting, is always TVD and furthermore, a nu
merical method (5.3) which is TVD, is always monotonicity preserving. 
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These relations can be summarized as 

monotone => L 1-contracting => TVD => monotonicity preserving. 

An easy application of Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.10 shows that a monotone method 
converges. Monotone numerical methods have the satisfying property that we do not 
have to worry about the entropy condition, since a monotone method contains enough 
numerical diffusion to exclude expansion shocks and, subsequently, converge always to 
the entropy solution. The following theorem shows this property [28, 35]. 

Theorem 5.11. If the numerical method (5.3) is monotone, then the method is conver
gent (for !::..t -+- 0) in the sense of bounded, L~oc -convergence and its limit is the unique 
entropy solution of(5.1). 

Although the monotonicity requirement is easy to check and monotone methods al
ways converge to the entropy solution, the class of monotone methods is seriously re
stricted as the following theorem shows (28, 35]. 

Theorem 5.12. A monotone numerical method is consistent of at most order one. 

A monotone method is not accurate enough in regions where the solution is smooth. 
Therefore, TVD methods are used more frequently. To derive a higher orderTVD method 
is not trivial. In [93] it is shown that any 3-point TVD method is at most first order ac
curate. Thus methods with more than 3 points are required to achieve second order ac
curacy. Also in [93] a 5-point TVD method is derived, which is entropy consistent and 
second order accurate in regions where the solution is smooth. 

5.2. FLUX LIMITER METHODS FOR SCALAR 
CONSERVATION LAWS 

In the flux limiter approach, we choose a high order flux (e.g. the Lax-Wendroffflux) 
which works well in regions where the solution is smooth, and a low order flux (e.g. the 
flux from some monotone method) which behaves well near discontinuities. The main 
idea is the hybridization of these two flux functions into a single flux in such a way that 
this single flux reduces to the high order flux in smooth regions and to the low order flux 
near discontinuities. This idea is elaborated in this section. For details we refer to [88] 
and references in there. 

Let a conservative 3-point method be given, which is consistent with the conservation 
law (5.1). The corresponding finite difference scheme is given by (see (5.2)) 

Un+l un (F<E> F<E> ) 
i = i - 'l" i+I/2 - i-1/2 • (5.8) 

where 'l" !::..t I t::..x and F;<;/,2 = F ( ur. Ut.t I) denotes the numerical flux of some ar
bitrary E-method (see Definition 4.13). Recall that every E-method is monotone. We 
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define the following flux differences 

(ofi11
·H/2)+ ·- /(U~t) - F/:{!2• 

(ofi".rttz>- .- F/:i/2 - f(Ui). 
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(5.9) 

Note that (ofi".r 112)+ + (ofi".r 112)- = f(U~1)- f(Ui). These flux differences in turn are 
used to define the local Courant numbers, 

+ ·- (ofi".rttz>+ 
CTi+l/2 .- r n n' ui+I- V; 

(5.10) 
(ofi".rtt2>-

CTi~l/2 .- T 
u,n,.l- ur 

It is not difficult to see that the inequality ( 4.29), which defines an E-method, implies 
[28, 32, 88] 

(5.11) 

Let the foJJowing 3-point finite difference method be given to approximate (5.1) numer
ically, 

Ut+l = ur - (D?+t/2(U;",.1 -Ut) - C?_ 112(Ut- U;''_1)), (5.12) 

where C'/_112 and Dj+112 are data dependent coefficients, i.e. C'/_ 112 = C(Ur, ur_1) and 
Di+t/2 = D(U~ 1 , ur). In [32] the following theorem is proved, which gives sufficient 
conditions for the method above to be TVD. 

Theorem 5.13. If the coefficients in (5.12) satisfy 

then the numerical method (5.12) is a TVD method. 

From (5.9) it is seen that 

(E) 
F;+t/2 

F(E) = 
i-1/2 

. and therefore, one possibility of writing a general scheme (5.8) in the form (5.12) is 

Un+l Un ( - (Un 
i = i - (1i+l/2 i+l 

i.e. taking C'/+1/ 2 = -a;~112 and Di+I12 = CT;~112 • Using (5.11) and Theorem 5.13 it is 
obvious that (5.8) is a TVD method, if it is an E-method and the CFL-like condition 

(5.13) 

is fulfilled. 
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For clarity of approach we first consider the scalar, linear equation (see (4.12)) 

a a 
atu(x,t) + aaxu(x,t) = 0. (5.14) 

Hence, the flux function f : IR -+ IRis given by l(u) := au. Subsequently, the method 
will be extended for non linear equations. Let F;~11~ and F/:1~i denote the numerical flux 
corresponding to, respectively, the Lax-Wendroff method and the basic upwind method, 
both applied to (5.14) (see (4.16) and (4.20)). Furthermore, let a > 0, then it is easy to 
see that 

(LW) F(BU) I (1 )(/(U" ) F(BU)) Fi+l/2 = i+l/2 + 2 - cr i+l - i+t/2 • 

where cr is given by (4.13). Hence, the Lax-Wendroffflux function is composed of the 
first order basic upwind flux plus an additional flux, which is often called an antidiffusive 
flux. Since it is well-known that the Lax-Wendroffmethod is not TVD, we try to remedy 
this by adding only a limited amount of the antidiffusive flux to the first order upwind 
flux, i.e. 

(5.15) 

where the function rp is called a limiter. To detect where the amount of the antidiffusive 
flux is large, we have to measure the "smoothness" of the data in some way. One pos
sibility is to consider the limiter rp as a function of the following ratio of slopes in the 
upwind direction 

+ ur- ur-1 
01+1/2 = U" _ U" · (5.16) 

i+l j 

We want to choose the limiter rp such that the limited antidiffusive flux is maximised, 
while the resulting scheme remains TVD. In the above description we assumed a > 0. 
Obviously, a similar method can be defined when a < 0, by again considering Lax
Wendroff as a modification of the basic upwind method. We can unify these methods 
(for a > 0 and a < 0) into the single formula 

fi"·rt/2 = F/:~~i + rp(O;:;_I/2)~(1- cr){/(U;"+I)- fiC:~i) 
- rp(O;":j_l/2)~(1 + cr)(F;C:t~i- /(U;")). 

(5.17) 

Again we consider the limiter rp as a function of the ratio of slopes in the upwind direc
tion, i.e. oi:;_l/2 (a > 0) is given by (5.16) and 0;4.1/2 (a < 0) is given by 

(5.18) 

Now we return to the nonlinear equation (5.1 ). We take the underlying first order method 
to be an E-method and add both limited positive and negative antidiffusive fluxes. Using 
(5.9) and (5.10) we generalize (5.17) as 

F;"+l/2 = fi<f/12 + rp(O;:;_I/2)~(1 - cri:;_l/2)(of/!.J/2)+ 

- rp(O;+I/2)~(1 + cri+I/2)(8/;"H/2)- • 
(5.19) 
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To detect where the amount of the antidiffusive flux is large in the nonlinear case, the 
limiters are considered as functions of the following ratios [40, 88]: 

._ (1 - at ... J/z)(o//'-1/2)+ 

.- (1 - at+lt2)(o/;"H/2)+' 

{1 + a;-:,._3/2)(8/;~3/2)-
(1 + ai+ltz><ofi~l;2>- · 

If f(u) = au and F/J{12 = F;~~~~. then (5.19) reduces to (5.17). Thus (5.19) is a gener
alization of (5.17) for nonlinear conservation laws. 

The limiter tp is taken to be nonnegative, so that the sign of the antidiffusive flux is 
maintained, i.e. 

tp(O) ::::: 0 V(}. (5.20) 

The numerical method defined by the flux (5.19) is called a flux limiter method. An 
easy calculation, using Taylor series expansions shows that this flux defines a numeri
cal method, which is second order consistent in space if tp = 1 [28]. 

If we wantto apply Theorem 5.13, then the numerical method given by the flux ( 5.19), 
has to be written in the same form as (5.12). One possibility is to take q+112 and DH-112 
as 

+ { I + tp(Ot+-3/2) ()+ )] } 
q+l/2 = -Gi+l/2 1 + 2(1 - Gi+l/2)[ ()+ - tp( i+l/2 ' 

i+3/2 
- { I - q;((};-=_1/2) ( _ ) } 

DH.I/2 = (Ji+l/2 1 + 2(1 + (Ji+l/2)[ (} - (/) (}i+l/2 ] • 
i-1/2 

Suppose there exists a constant cl> with 0 < cl> :::; 2, such that 

I rp{Oit3/2} 

8i~3/2 

If the following CFL-like condition is satisfied (see (5.13)) 

+ 2 
Gi+l/2 - G;-:,._1/2 :5 2 + cfl' 

{5.21) 

then all assumptions of Theorem 5.13 are fulfilled and the method is TVD. If in addition 
to (5.20} it is also required that 

q;(O) = 0 V(} :::; 0, 

then the bound (5.21) reduces to 

0 :5 q;~) :::; cl> V(} and 0 :5 q;((}} :::; <I> VO. (5.22) 

The last condition on the limiter is given by the following theorem [28, 68]. 
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Theorem 5.14. The flux limiter method with flux (5.19) is consistent with the conser
vation law (5.1) provided cp is a bounded function. It is a second order TVD method 
(on smooth solutions with aujax bounded away from zero) provided cp satisfies (5.22), 
cp(l) = 1 and cp is Lipschitz continuous at() = 1. 

Hence the flux limiter method (5.19) is second order and TVD except around extreme 
points (where the limiter cp = 0). In [88] it appears that the best choice for cp is a convex 
combination of 1 and (), i.e. 

cp(()) = 1 + ~(0)(0- 1), 

with 0 ::::: ~(8) ::::: 1 for all 9. Other choices appear to give too much compression, i.e. 
smooth initial data such as a sine wave tend to turn into a square wave as time evolves 
[88]. Note that with this choice of cp the condition cp(l} = 1 is automatically satisfied. 

Example 5.15. Roe chooses cp(O) as large as possible such that all conditions of Theo
rem 5.14 are fulfilled. This limiter is called the superbee limiter and is given by [56] 

cp({)) := max(O, min(l, 28), min(O, 2)). (5.23) 

On the other hand, if we choose cp(9) as small as possible such that all conditions of 
Theorem 5.14 are fulfilled, then we obtain Roe's minmod limiter, which is given by [56] 

cp(9) := max(O, min(O, 1)). (5.24) 

A smoother lirniter function is introduced by van Leer [51] and is given by 

u 

t 
0.5 

0 

0 

191 + {) 
cp(O) := l + 181. (5.25) 

Van Leer limiter Superbee lirniter 

0.2 0.4 
-x 

u 

t 
0.5 

0 

0 0.2 0.4 
-x 

Figure 5.1. Numerical results for method (5.11): exact solution (dashed line) 
and numerical solution (solid line) of (4.12) at t 0.3 with a = 1, tlt 0.002, 
tlx = 0.0025 and the initial condition u(x, 0) = 1 ifx < 0 and u(x, 0) 0 if 
X> 0. 

In Figure 5.1 numerical results are given for the scalar, linear equation (5.14). In 
these results the underlying E-method is simply the basic upwind method and van Leer's 
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limiter and Roe's superbee limiter are used, respectively. Comparing the results with 
the results presented in Figure 4.1, we clearly observe less numerical diffusion around 
shocks for the flux limiter methods. 0 

In [88] some other examples of limiters and the corresponding numerical results are 
given. Two questions remain open: under which conditions are flux limiter methods en
tropy consistent methods and can flux limiter methods be extended to systems of non
linear conservation laws? The flux limiter method does not necessarily converge to the 
entropy solution, since for some peculiar data, expansion shocks may occur. A possible 
remedy consists in adding some extra diffusion when a sonic point occurs in an expan
sion region [28]. We refer to [68], where a particular flux limiter method is described 
for nonlinear systems. Further, in the scalar case it is proved, that this method converges 
to the unique entropy solution. A natural way to generalize a scalar flux limiter method 
to systems of equations is to linearize the nonlinear system. The generalization is then 
obtained by diagonalizing the resulting linear system and applying the scalar method to 
each of the resulting scalar equations [32]. In the next section we describe a high reso
lution method for nonlinear systems, which is based on this idea. 

5.3. SLOPE LIMITER METHODS 

5.3.1. Introduction 

In this section the slope limiter method is described. Methods of this type were first in
troduced by van Leer [51]. A variety of similar methods have been proposed since then 
(see e.g. [30, 40, 80]). In many cases the slope limiter method can be converted into a 
flux limiter method. However, the slope limiter method is more geometric in nature and 
it can be extended to systems of equations in a relatively straightforward way. 

The basic idea of a slope limiter method is to generalize a Godunov method by re
placing the piecewise constant representation of the solution iJn (see (4.30)) by a more 
accurate representation, say piecewise linear. Recall that three steps are involved in the 
basic Godunov method in order to calculate the numerical solution at time level tn+ 1 from 
the known numerical solution at time level t 11 (see Section 4.5.2), 

step 1: use Uj to construct a piecewise continuous function U"L tn); 

step 2: solve the conservation law exactly with initial data U"(·, t"); 

step 3: define the numerical solution U7+1 at time level t"+1 by averaging the result-
ing solution over each mesh cell. 

In the first order Godunov method as described in Section 4.5, U"(-, t 11
) is chosen to be 

piecewise constant (see (4.30)). This procedure is generalized by defining a piecewise 
linear function iJn, instead of a piecewise constant function, i.e. 

(5.26) 
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Here 67 E /Rm is a vector of slopes in the ith cell for each component of U". The slopes 
are based on the data U". Note that if 6~ = 0, then (5.26) reduces to (4.30). One of 
the main problems in obtaining a slope limiter method is the choice of the slopes 67. 
The reconstruction of the first step of the basic Godunov method may be replaced by 
more accurate approximations as well. We can attempt to obtain better accuracy by using 
quadratics, as in the piecewise parabolic method (PPM) of Colella and Woodward [ 17] 
or even higher order reconstructions as in the essentially nonoscillatory (ENO) methods 
[34, 37]. However, we restrict ourselves to piecewise linear functions. 

Remark that the cell average of U"(·, t11 ) over the cell [XI-t/2• xl+t/2) is equal to U7 
for any choice of 67. Since step 2 and step 3 are also conservative, the overall method 
is conservative for any choice of 67. 

In step 2 piecewise linear initial data are used instead of piecewise constant initial 
data. This implies that the Riemann problem cannot be solved exactly in general (ex
cept for linear conservation laws). However, it is possible to approximate the solution 
in a suitable way. One possibility is to approximate the Riemann problem by a two-step 
procedure. The linear profile is used to compute two constant reference states UL and 
uR at each cell interface. These states are used as piecewise constant initial data for the 
Riemann problem at the cell interface, which then may be solved exactly [28, 40, 52]. 
Another possibility is to use the piecewise linear profiles as initial data for the Riemann 
problem at the cell interfaces and, subsequently, approximate the solution of the Rie
mann problem [4]. We will use a method introduced by LeVeque [56]. In this method 
the nonlinear flux function f is replaced by some linear function f in the neighbourhood 
of each cell interface. Subsequently, the resulting linear Riemann problem with piece
wise linear initial data is solved exactly. This type of approximation has already been 
introduced in the discussion of Roe's method in Section 4.5.3. First, we describe the 
slope limiter method for the scalar, linear conservation law (5.14) in more detail. Sub
sequently, the above linearization process is used to extend the method for systems of 
nonlinear conservation laws. 

5.3.2. Scalar, Linear Conservation Laws 

In this section we consider the scalar, linear convection equation (5.14) with a > 0. For 
this linear problem we can perform step 2 exactly, where the exact solution U"(·, t11+1) 

is given by U"(x, t"+1) = U"(x- aD.t, t"). Using this together with (4.35), (5.26) and 
a :::5 1, it is straightforward to see that 

where a is given by {4.13). The numerical flux for the method above is given by 

F;".H/2 = Fi<.:!t~~ + ~a(l-a)D.x~~. 

which has exactly the same form as the flux limiter method (5.15) if we set 

u;1 -U'-' + 
&f = I fl.X I (/l(lJi+l/2>• 

(5.27) 
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In this way the "flux limiter" f11 can be interpreted as a "slope limiter". Furthermore, if 
f11 = 1, then F/~. 112 reduces to the Lax-Wendroffflux function(4.20). This shows that it is 
possible to obtain second order accuracy by this approach. Obviously, a method similar 
to (5.27) can be obtained when a < 0. We can unify both methods (for a > 0 and a < 0) 
into the single formula 

where sgn(x) = 1 for x > 0, sgn(x) = -1 for x < 0 and j is defined by 

. { i +I, J := . z, 
a< 0, 
a> 0. 

It is straightforward to see that the numerical flux of method (5.28) is given by 

F;''tt12 = F/:1~~ + !a(sgn(a)- a)~xoj. 

A possible choice for of is 

I 
Ut- ur-1 (U{:H- ur) a < 0, ~ f/) un un . 

o; = 
X i- i-1 

U;"t.t- ur 'P(Ui- ur-1) a > 0, 
~X Ui'+l - ur ' 

(5.28) 

(5.29) 

(5.30) 

(5.31) . 

in which case the slope limiter method (5.30) reduces to the ftux limiter method (5.17). 
The oscillations which arise with the Lax-Wendroff method (see Figure 4.1) can be 

interpreted geometrically as being caused by a poor choice of slopes, leading to a piece
wise linear reconstruction (Jn(-, tn) with much larger total variation than the given data 
un. Similarly to the flux limiter approach we try to remedy this by choosing an appro
priate limiter fll, which reduces the slope of near discontinuities or extreme points. 

Theorem 5.16. Suppose the initial data of method (5.28) have compact support and 
bounded total variation and define the piecewise constant function U t:.r as in (4.4). If 
the slope 8? is chosen such that 

(5.32) 

holds, then the method {5.28) is a TVD method under the CFL condition (4.15). 

Since steps 2 and 3 are TVD, it is clear that imposing (5.32) in step 1 results in a 
method that is overall TVD. For the proof of Theorem 5.16 we refer to [28]. If van Leer's 
limiter {5.25) or Roe's minmod limiter (5.24) is used, then (5.32) is satisfied. However, 
it is possible to violate (5.32) and still obtain a TVD method, since step 3 tends to reduce 
the total variation and may eliminate overshoots caused in the previous steps. 
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5.3.3. Linear Systems of Conservation Laws 

In this section we want to generalize the scalar flux function (5.30) to linear systems of 
equations. Therefore, let the flux function f be linear, i.e. f(u) = Au, where A is a 
constant m x m-matrix and consider the linear system of hyperbolic conservation laws 

a a 
atu(x,t) + Aaxu(x,t) = 0. (5.33) 

Since the system (5.33) is assumed to be hyperbolic, we have AR = RA, where the 
matrix A = diag(J..J, >..2, ••• , Am) is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of A and 
R = (rOl, r<2l, ... , r<ml) is the nonsingular matrix of the corresponding right eigenvec
tors of A. The natural generalization of (5.30) to linear systems is obtained by diago
nalizing the system and applying the slope limiter method to each of the resulting scalar 
equations. It is straightforward to see that (5.33) is diagonalized as follows 

a a 
-v(x, t) + A-a v(x, t) = 0, (5.34) 
at x 

where vis defined by v := R-1u. Note that (5.34) is a system of m decoupled scalar 
equations. Let the vector Vf = {Vi:;• V£; •... , v,:;.;>r denote the numerical approxima
tion ofv, which is obtained by applying the scalar method {5.28) to each component of 
v,i.e. 

Vk~T 1 
= Vk~i - at(V;i<kl- Vk~j(kH) - !ut(sgn{J...,)- uk)(AxoZ.i<kl- AxoZ.i<t>-1), 

(5.35) 
where Ut := :AtAf/ Ax, o;,; is the slope of V{ in the ith cell and j (k) is defined by (see 
(5.29)) 

j(k) := { ~ + 1, 
l, 

(5.36) 

Sincev = R-1uitseemsnaturaltodefineUfbyUf := L~t vk~ir(k). Aftermultiplying 
(5.35) by r<kl and summing over k we obtain 

m 

U?+l = Uf - r { L [J..k(V:j(k)- vk~j(k}-l)r(k)] 
k=l 
m 

+! L [) .. k(sgn()..k)- uk)(Axo;,i<k>- AxoZ.i<k)-t)r<t>] } 
k=l 

(5.37) 

Using the notation above, it can be shown that for the linear system (5.33), the numerical 
flux of the first order basic Godunov method ( 4.37) is given by [56] 

m 

F (G) ""' , yn (k) 
i+I/2 = L....t "k k.j(k)r • 

k=l 

Now it can be shown that the numerical flux for the method (5.37) is given by 

m 

Ff+t/2 = Fj~~ 12 + ! L lt(sgn(At)- Ut)Ax8Z.j(klr(k), (5.38) 
k=l 
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which is the generalization of the scalar flux function (5.30) to linear systems. The re
maining question is the choice of the slope 8Z.1 ofVZ,.. A possible choice for 8Z,; is (5.31 ), 
i.e. 

{ 

vk~i - vk~i-1 ( v:,i+l - vk~i) 
A (/) yn vn ' 
uX k'- k' I ~n ,1 .•-

uk,i = V" V" V" V" 
k,i+l - k.i (/)( k~i - k.i-,.1 ). 

!ix vk.i+l - vk,i 

(5.39) 

J..k > 0. 

Since all the eigenvectors are linearly independent the states Ui and Ui+J can be decom
posed as 

Uf_H - Uf 

where ak,i+l/2 e lR for all k with 1 ::: k ::; m. Using this, it follows that 
ak.i+l/2 = vk~i+l - vk~i and, subsequently, (5.39) is rewritten as 

n 11 

ak.i-1/2 (ak.i+l/2) 
--qJ --

!ix aZ.i-1/2 ' 
11 11 

ak.i+l/2 (ak,i-l/2) 
--qJ --

!ix a;,i+l/2 ' 
At > 0. 

5.3.4. Nonlinear Systems of Conservation Laws 

(5.40) 

A natural way to generalize the slope limiter method (5.38) to nonlinear systems is to 
Iinearize the nonlinear system. Therefore, the nonlinear flux function f is replaced by 
some linear function fin the neighbourhood of each cell interface. This type of approx
imation has already been discussed in Section 4.5.3. Hence, at each cell interfacexi+l/2• 
we compute an m x m-matrix A1+112 which satisfies the requirements (i)- (iii), as de
scribed in Section 4.5.3. Subsequently, around xi+ 112 , f is replaced by f(u) = Ai+112u. 

Analogously to Section 4.5.3, we denote the eigenvalues of AHI/2 by ik.i+l/2 and the 
corresponding right eigenvectors by r}~112 • 

First of all we remark that Roe's numerical flux function F):~ 12 (see (4.49)) results 
from applying the first order basic Godunov method to the linearized system. Now the 
straightforward generalization of method (5.38) to nonlinear systems becomes 

(5.41) 

where &k.HI/2 := ik,i+ltzlit/ !ix and F~:~ 12 is Roe's first order numerical flux function 
given by (4.49). Since all right eigenvectors are assumed to be linearly independent, the 
states Ui and Uj+1 can be decomposed as in (4.48). Using the coefficients &;,i+l/2 in 
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this decomposition, the slopes 8; 1 are chosen analogous to (5.39), giving 

{ a;,_," (;,;'.,") ik,l+l/2 < 0, .0. rp All ) 

8;. x ak.i-t/2 
(5.42) 

,I .- An "'n 
ak.i+l/2 (ak.i-1/2) 

ik.i+l/2 > 0, .0. rp An ' 
x ak,i+l/2 

where rp is some limiter function satisfying (5.22) and rp(l) = 1. 
Until now we have ignored the entropy condition. Since Roe's method is used, method 

(5.41) may include physically inadmissible expansion shocks and, analogously to the 
first order case, some modification is needed to exclude these expansion shocks [28]. 

Example 5.17. In this example again Burgers' equation (3.4a) is considered, with a so
lution given by (4.38) or (4.39). Let sf+1; 2 := t<Ui + U;"+1) (see Example 4.16). Fur-

thermore, A;+t/2 is defined by Ai+t/2 !<ur + U!'J_1) = sf+112 (see Example 4.17). 

Hence, r1+112 = 1 and ii+l/2 si'+t/2. Using this, it is not difficult to see that numerical 
flux of the slope limiter method (5.41) for Burgers' equation is given by 

F n F(R) + 1 n ( ( n ) A ) A ~~~ 
1+1; 2 = 1+1; 2 'isi+l/Z sgn si+l/2 - ai+l/2 uxuj(k)• 

where F/..fl12 is Roe's first order numerical flux given by (4.50), &1+1/2 := s!'J_112 .0.t/ .O.x, 
j (k) is given by (5.36) and the slopes 8j are computed by (5.42). For Burgers' equation 
(5.42) can be rewritten as (see (5.31)) 

{ 
ur ur_, (uH.~-ur) 

5i'+112 < 0, 
.O.x rp U" - U" ' 

8~ I 1-1 
I 

(U~- U" 1) 
rp cJn - ~~ ' 51'+112 > 0, 

•+I I 

where rp is some limiter function. D 

Example 5.18. In this example the high resolution method (5.41) with slopes (5.42) is 
applied to the shock tube problem for the one-dimensional nonreactive Euler equations, 
i.e. (2.26) with w = 0. Note that numerical results of Roe's first order method applied 
to the Euler equations are presented in Example 4.18. The matrix A~-t 1 ;2 is defined by 

(4.51) and the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A1-tt;2 are given by (4.54) and (4.55), re
spectively. Finally, (4.48) is used to compute au+l/2• a2.1+t/2• a3.i+t/2 and a4.i+t/2· The 
computation of the numerical flux ( 5.41) is now straightforward, if the slopes 8 are de
fined by (5.42). In Figure 5.2 the numerical results are given, where the slopes are com
puted using Roe's superbee limiter (5.23). Comparing the results with Figure 4.2, we 
clearly observe a better resolution of the smooth part of the solution and a sharper reso
lution of the discontinuities. 0 
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Figure 5.2. Numerical results for the high resolution method (5.41) with slopes 
(5.42) and Roe's superbee Jimiter (5.23); exact solution (dashed line) and numer
ical solution (solid line) of (2.26) with w 0 at timet = 1 with At = 0.002, 
Ax = 0.02 and the initial conditions p(x, 0) = 3, p(x, 0) = 3, u(x, 0) = 0, 
Y(x, 0) = 0 if x < 0 and p(x, 0) = 1, p(x, 0} = 1, u(x, 0} = 0, Y(x, 0) = 1 if 
X >0. 
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Method (5.41) with slopes (5.42) is one example of a high resolution method for 
nonlinear systems of conservation laws. Especially, the choice of the slopes and the 
choice of the limiter function strongly depends on the particular problem. We have ex
perienced that our slopes (5.42) works well for one-dimensional detonation waves (see 
Chapter 8). Moreover, for flows with strong discontinuities, Roe's superbee limiter ap
pears to be the best choice for q;. For many problems the high resolution method (5.41) 
with slopes (5.42) is neither the most sophisticated nor the best. However, it illustrates 
many of the basic ideas used in the wide variety of other methods available in literature 
[4, 17, 23, 34, 37, 40, 68]. 
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6 
TIME SPLITTING METHODS 

In this chapter we discuss and analyse time splitting methods for hyperbolic conservation 
laws with source terms. Splitting methods for time dependent partial differential equa
tions have most frequently been studied in the context of spatial splittings [84]. Some 
attention has also been given to splitting or fractional step methods for problems where 
the differential operator is split into parts corresponding to different physical processes, 
which are most naturally handled by different techniques [57]. 

Time splitting methods are often used for detonation waves, where it seems natural to 
deal with the fluid dynamics and the chemistry in a different way [ 10, 16]. In this chapter 
we discuss two splitting methods for hyperbolic conservation laws with source terms. In 
both splitting methods we alternate at each time level between solving the homogeneous 
conservation law without source term (Le. the fluid dynamics) and solving the conserva
tion laws without convection (i.e. the chemistry), giving a system of ordinary differential 
equations. 

Naturally, the main question is how well the time splitting method approximates the 
exact solution at each time level. For dimensional splitting this question has been an
swered in [84]. However, to our knowledge, splitting methods for nonhomogeneous con
servation laws have not been analysed so far. In this chapter we analyse two splitting 
methods. We show that they are first and second order accurate in time, respectively. Both 
time splitting methods approximate the exact solution at discrete time levels t". Subse
quently, using also a spatial discretization, we obtain a numerical version of both splitting 
methods. Finally, we analyse the corresponding discretization errors. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section we describe the general idea 
behind a time splitting method. In the second section two well-known splitting methods 
are introduced. Furthermore, we introduce and analyse the splitting error for both meth
ods. In Section 6.3 we introduce two numerical methods based on the splitting methods of 
Section 6.2. Furthermore, the corresponding errors are discussed and analysed. Finally, 
we present some numerical results illustrating the preceding analysis. 
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6.1. INTRODUCTION 

A variety of numerical methods can be developed for initial value problems for conser
vation laws with source terms (see (3.2)) [3, 9, 12, 58] 

a a 
at u(x, t) + ox f(u(x, t)) = q(u(x, t)), 

u(x, 0) = u 0{x), V x e JR. 

(6.la) 

{6.lb) 

A very natural (and popular) way to solve {6.1) is a time splitting method [57, 84, 91]. 
The basic idea behind splitting methods is to split a complicated problem into subprob
lems, which are easier to handle. Splitting methods are often used for detonation waves, 
where it seems natural to deal with the fluid dynamics and the chemistry in a different 
way [10, 72]. 

Time splitting methods approximate the exact solution at discrete time levels. For a 
given time step A.t, the discrete time levels t11 are defined by {see Section 4.1) t11 := n A.t 
for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The splitting methods we shall consider produce approximations 
ii ( ·, t11

) to the true solution u ( ·, 111
) of ( 6.1) at the discrete time levels tn. 

Before we describe the splitting technique in more detail, we introduce two initial 
value problems, which are used later on. The first problem is obtained by neglecting the 
source term in (6.1) (i.e. q = 0), giving a homogeneous conservation law. Hence, we 
deduce the following initial value problem 

a a at v(x, t) + ox f(v(x, t)) = 0, 

v{x, r 1) = v•'(x), V x e JR, 

(6.2a) 

(6.2b) 

where t'1 = tn for some n ~ 0, in general. Differential equation (6.2a) describes the fluid 
dynamical part of {6.1 a). The second initial value problem is obtained by neglecting the 
convection in (6.1) (i.e. ofjax = 0), giving a system of ordinary differential equations 
for all x. The corresponding initial value problem reads 

a 
-w{x, t) = q(w(x, t)), ar 

w(x, r2) = w•2 (x), 

(6.3a) 

{6.3b) 

for all x e JR. In general, t'2 = 111 for some n ~ 0. However, t'1 is not necessarily equal 
to t'2. Differential equation (6.3a) may be interpreted as the chemical part of (6.la). 

Next we explain the general idea behind the splitting approach. Let the approximate 
solution ii(·, tn) at time level t 11 be given. In the time splitting method, the approximate 
solution ii(·, tn+1) at time level tn+I is computed by solving a sequence of initial value 
problems of type (6.2) or (6.3). The initial value problems occurring in this sequence are 
related to each other and to ii{·, t 11

) via the initial conditions. For example, consider the 
following splitting method to obtain an approximation ii{·, t11+1) (for given ii(·, 111

)) 

{i) solve problem (6.2a) for 111 < t :S tn+l (i.e. t'1 = 111
) with initial data 

v•1 = ii(·, 111
) and denote the solution by v; 
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(ii) solve problem (6.3a) for t" < t :;:: t"+1 (i.e. 'l'2 = t") with initial data 
wrz = v(·, t"+1) and denote the solution by w; 

A detailed description of the splitting method (i)-(iii) is given in the next section. 
The splitting approach is frequently used to solve reacting flow problems. At first 

glance it may appear to be less satisfactory than a standard method, since the fluid dy
namics and chemistry are strongly coupled in our problem (see e.g. (2.26)). However, 
time splitting methods are frequently used, since high quality numerical methods have 
been developed both for systems of homogeneous conservation laws and for (stiff) or
dinary differential equations. By decomposing the problem (6.1) into the subproblems 
(6.2) and ( 6.3), one can take advantage of positive aspects of both methods. Moreover, to 
some extent the underlying mathematical theory may also be carried over. By altemat
ingly applying a high resolution method to (6.2} and a stable (stiff) solver to the system 
of ODEs (6.3), one can easily derive a method with excellent stability properties for the 
full problem. 

Naturally, an important question is how well a splitting method approximates the ex
act solution of (6.1). In other words, we are interested in the error ii(·, t") - u(·, t"). In 
the next section we show that method (i)-(iii) above is first order accurate, i.e. 
llii(·, t") - u(·, t")ll = O(At). Furthermore, we describe in Section 6.2 the so-called 
Strang splitting method for problem (6.1 ). This method is shown to be second order ac
curate, i.e. llii(·, t") - u(-, t")ll = 0(At2). Finally, we describe in the last section how 
time splitting methods can be used in developing numerical methods for (6.1). 

6.2. THE SPLITTING ERROR 

In this section we like to analyse the error ii(·, t") - u(·, t'*) for two particular splitting 
methods. As for the discretization error, it turns out to be useful to define a local error 
first. Therefore, we introduce the local splitting error. The local splitting error DT, (x, t) 
measures how well the splitting method approximates the solution of problem (6.1) lo
cally after a time step At. First, we introduce some notation. We recall that a function 
v E L~oc(/R),ifv E L 1(0)forallcompact0 C JR. LetthesubsetD/ C Vt<'(JR)be 
defined by 

D 1 := { g E L~oc (/R) I (6.2a) with initial data vr1 = g has a uoique solution 
v(·, t) E L;oc (IR) for 'l't < t :;:: 'l't +At}. 

Next, we define an operatorS/,., which relates initial data vr1 E D1 to the solution of 
(6.2) at time 'l'1 + At. The operatorS/,., : D1 -+ L;oc(IR) is called the exact solution 
operator of problem (6.2a) at t = 'l't +At, if 

(6.4) 
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where v(·, -r1 + flt) is the exact solution of (6.2a) at timet = -r1 + flt with initial data 
vr1• Similarly, we define the subset De C L~oe (/R) as 

De := { g E L~0e(IR) I (6.3a) with initial data wr2 = g has a unique solution 
w(·, t) E L~oe(IR) for <2 < t =:; <2 + flt }. 

Next, we define an operator Si1 which relates initial data wr2 E De to the solution of 
( 6.3a) at time -r2 + flt. The operator Si1 : De ~ L~oe ( /R) is called the exact solution 
operator of problem (6.3a) at timet = -r2 + flt, if 

w(·, 'f2 + flt) = s~1 Wr2
' (6.5) 

where w(·, -r2 +llt) is the exact solution at t = -r2 + flt of (6.3a) with initial data wr2 • For 
the sake of convenience We denote the value of S{,v(·, t) at the point X by S{,v(x, t), 
i.e. S~1v(x, t) := (S~1v(·, t))(x). Similarly, we write S~1w(x, t) := (S~1w(·, t))(x). 

We consider splitting methods consisting of some product of the solution operators 
s{, and Si1• As noted before, splitting methods produce approximations ii(·, t") to the 
true solution u(·, t"). Let sr;: : L~0e(IR) ~ L~oc(IR) be some product of the solution 
operators s~1 and sx, then the time splitting method is given by 

ii(·, r + flt) = s:;:: ii(·, r). (6.6) 

It is assumed that S';f is well defined. For example, if we consider the splitting method 
(i)-(iii) of Section 6.1, then sr;: = Si1S~1 . Now sr;: is well defined, provided 
s{, : DJ ~ De. For convenience sake we write s:;::u(x, t) := (S:!::ii(·, t))(x). If 
now ii is replaced in (6.6) by the exact solution of (6.1), then in general the equality will 
not hold exactly. This leads to the following definition (see Definition 4.2). 

Definition 6.1. Consider a splitting method written in the generic form ( 6.6). The local 
splitting error n•,f/ of this method at the point (x, t") is defined by 

D'f:(x, t") := -
1
-{u(x, t" +M) - s:;:: u(x, tn)}, 

flt 

where u is the exact solution of(6.1). 

(6.7) 

Note that the local splitting error depends on the exact solution of (6.1). The global 
splitting error E'f: (x, t) is defined as 

where ii (.' 0) = u 0 and the superscript n fors:;:: represents the nth power of the operator, 
i.e. n times applied. 

It follows from (6.6) and (6.7) that the global splitting error satisfies (rewritten in the 
functional form) 

Espl(· 1n+l) _ S1o1ii(· t") _ S1o1u(· tn) _ fltDspl(· t") 
1!.1 ' - 1!.1 ' 1!.1 ' 1!.1 ' • 
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Now we assume that for some given norm 11 • 11 there exists a constant C ::: 0 such that 

IIS~:uc t")- s~:u(·, t")ll !:: (I + 6tC)IIii(·, t")- u(·, t")ll. (6.8) 

For the operator S~1 the above requirement is fulfilled if q is a Lipschitz continuous func
tion. Using the latter equations, we obtain 

The global error E''t/ at time t"+ 1 consists of two parts. One is the new local error t:.t Ds.i{ 
introduced in the last time step. The other part is the global error from the previous time 
steps. By applying this relation recursively we obtain an expression for the global error 
at timet" 

n 

IIEs.i/(·, t")ll !:: {l + Ct:.t)"IIEs.i{<-.0)11 + t:.t 2_)1 + CMt-iiiD·'f:(·, ti- 1)11. (6.9) 
j=l 

In order to obtain a bound on the global error, we must ensure that the local error 
DS::<-. ti-1) is not unduly amplified by applying n- j steps of the method. It follows 
from (6.9) and (1 + Ct:.t)" !:: exp(Cnt:.t) that (6.8) is a sufficient condition to obtain a 
bound on the global error. Note that a bound is always with respect to some given norm 
11 · 11. Next, the concept of stability is introduced. 

Definition 6.2. Consider the splitting method written in the generic form (6.6). The 
splitting method is called stable in some norm 11 • 11. if for each time T > 0 there ex
ists a constant C ::: 0 and a constant ko such that 

IIS~!g, - s~: g2ll !:: (1 + CM)IIgt - g2ll. V nt:.t !:: T, t:.t < ko 

holds for all useful g,, g2 E L1{'c (/R). 

It follows from (6.9) that for smooth solutions the order of the local splitting error is 
equal to the order of the global splitting error, provided the method is stable. Therefore, 
we study the local splitting error in more detail. Note that the splitting error is indepen
dent ofthe numerical methods used to solve (6.2) and (6.3). As noted before, discontinu
ous solutions of (6.1) may also occur (e.g. detonation waves). For nonsmooth solutions, 
a detailed analysis of a particular splitting method for scalar conservation laws is given 
in [91]. However, to our knowledge, a more general analysis of the local splitting error 
for problems with nonsmooth solutions is still an open problem. In order to analyse the 
splitting error for nonlinear systems, we restrict ourselves to smooth solutions. There
fore, we assume that u, v and ware three times continuously differentiable for all x and 
t, i.e. u, v, w e C3 ( IR x [0, oo)). For ease of notation, in the remainder of this chapter 
the partial derivatives are denoted by subscripts. The analysis of the local splitting error 
is based on the Taylor series expansion 

u(x, t + t:.t) (6.10) 
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Recall that the Jacobian matrix A(u) off(u) is defined by (3.3). Similarly, we define the 
Jacobian matrix B(u) of q(u) by 

a 
B(u) := au q(u). 

For later purposes it will be useful to introduce the m x m-matrix 8A(g) for all g E IRm 
by 

( 

gT (/I)uu ) 

8A(g) := gT ({2)uu ' 

gT (/m)uu 

where f :=Ut. /2 .... , f,)T is the flux function and the m x m-matrix {/j)uu denotes 
the Hessian of fi for j = 1, ... , m. After a rather technical but straightforward compu
tation, it follows from (6.1} that 

u, = -A(u)ux + q(u), 

u 11 = -&A(ux}q(u)- A(u)B(u)ux - B(u)A(u)ux + A2(u)Uxx 

+8A(ux)A(u)ux + A(u}OA(ux)Ux + B(u)q(u). 

Subsequently, we substitute the expressions above for u 1 and u 11 into (6. 10), giving 

u(x, t +At) = u* + At {-A(u*)u; + q(u*)} 

+ ~At2 {- 8A(u;)q(u*)- A(u*)B(u*)u;- B(u*)A(u*)u; 

+A2 (u*)uZx + 8A(u;)A(u*)u; + A(u*)BA(u;)u; 

+B(u*)q(u*)} + 0(At3}, 

(6.11) 
where, for simplicity of notation, we denote the value of the function u at the point (x, t) 
by u*, i.e. u* := u(x, t). Furthermore, using (6.2), (6.4) and v E C3(JR x [0, oo)), it 
can be shown that 

s_;Lvr1(x) = v* - AtA(v*)v; 

+!.6.t2{A2 (v*)vZx + 8A(v;)A(v*)v; + A(v*)i:lA(v;)v;l + 0(At3}, 

(6.12) 
. where v* := vr1(x). Finally, it follows from (6.3), (6.5) and w E C3(JR x [0, oo)) that 

S~1wf2(x) = w* + Atq(w*) + ~At2B(w*)q(w*) + 0(At3), (6.13) 

where w* := wfl(x). Next we like to study the local splitting error for two popular 
splitting methods. 

First, we describe the local splitting error for probably the most obvious splitting 
method. In this case S';f is simply obtained by successively applying S~, and S~, to 
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given data ii(., t") (see method (i)-(iii) in Section 6.1). Hence this particular splitting 
method is given by 

ii(·,t11+1
) s~:u<·,t11 ) := s~,s{,ii(·,t"), (6.14) 

where it is assumed that S{, : Dt ~ De. 8~1 : De ~ Dt and ii(-, 0) e Dt. Forthe 
method above we are now able to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.3. Let t > 0 be given and assume that the initial value problem (6.1) has 
a solution u E C\JR x [t, t + .6.t]). Furthermore, assume that the result after one 
step of the splitting method (6.14) and the final result are also three times continuously 
differentiable on lR x [t, t + .6t]. Then the local splitting error at the point (x, t) of the 
splitting method ( 6.14 ), as defined in ( 6. 7), satisfies 

= -1
-{u(x, t + l\t) - s~,s~, u(x, t)} 

.6t 

= tM{ -aA(u;)q(u*)- A(u*)B(u*)u; + B(u*)A(u*)u;} + 0(.6t2), 

(6.15) 
where u* := u(x, t) and u is the exact solution of(6.l). 

If(6.la)islinear,i.e. f(u) Au,then3A(g) =Oforallg E /R"'. Moreover,ifthe 
matrices A and B(u) commute, then ny:(x, t) = 0(.6t2). Obviously, this is true for 
scalar, linear conservation laws. For these scalar, linear problems it can even be shown 
that the local splitting error of method (6.14) is zero. Equation (6.15) suggests that using 
splitting method (6.14) at each time step .6t of a numerical method will introduce an 
error of magnitude 0(.6/),leading to a method which is consistent of order one. Hence, 
independent of the numerical method which is used to approximate (6.2) and (6.3), the 
splitting method (6.14) is consistent of at most order one. Next we will proof Theorem 
6.3. 

Proof. We start the proof of Theorem 6.3 by introducing the function g E De as 
g := S{1u(·, t). From (6.13) it follows directly that 

SX1S{,u(x, t) g* + .6tq(g*) + tM2 B(g*)q(g*) + 0(.6.t3), (6.16) 

where g* E /R"' is given by g• := S{,u{x, t). Let u• := u(x, t). Since (6.12) holds 
with v* = vr1(x) = u* (i.e. T1 = t), a straightforward Taylor series expansion shows 

q(g*) = q(u*) - .6t B(u*)A(u*)u; + 0(.6t2
) 

and 
B(g*)q(g*) = B(u*)q(u*) + 0(.61). 

Subsequently, we substitute the latter two equations and (6.12), with v• u* u(x. t), 
into (6.16), which gives 

SX, S{, u(x, t) = u* + .6.t {-A(u*)u; + q(u*)} 

+ ttt.t2 { 2B(u*)A(u*)u; + A2(u*)u;,. + aA(u~)A(u*)u; 

+A(u*)3A(u~)u; + B(u*)q(u*)} + 0(.613). 
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If the latter equation is subtracted from ( 6.11 ), . then it follows immediately that ( 6.15) 
holds. This completes the proof. 0 

Strang [84] pointed out that the accuracy of the splitting method (6.14) can be in
creased if we use a slightly different product of the solution operators s~l and s~t· The 
Strang splitting approximates the exact solution u of (6.1) by the following three-step 
splitting method 

w( n+l) slot-( ") se sf se -( ") u ·, t = at u ·, t := 61/2 At at/2 u ·, t • (6.17) 

where it is assumed that Si, : DJ -+ De. S~t/2 : De --+ DJ and ii(·, t") E De for all 
n 2: 0. The latter assumptions imply that S:!:f is well defined. We are now able to prove 
the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.4. Let t > 0 be given and assume that the initial value problem ( 6.1) has a 
solution u E C3(/R x [t, t + .6.t]). Furthermore, assume that the results after the first 
and second step of the splitting method ( 6.17) and the final result ii are also three times 
continuously differentiable on JR x [t, t + .6.t}. Then the splitting error at the point (x, t) 
of the splitting method (6.17), as defined in (6.7), satisfies 

os:; ex. r) (6.18) 

where u is the exact solution of(6.l). 

Also for method (6.17) it can be shown that for scalar, linear conservation laws no 
splitting error error is made. It follows from equation (6.18) that the splitting method 
(6.17) in each time step .6.t of a numerical method will introduce an error 0(.6.t2 ) re
sulting in a method of order two. Therefore, independent of the numerical method used 
to approximate (6.2) and (6.3), the splitting method (6.17) is consistent of at most order 
two. In the following chapters we will discuss, among other things, a numerical method 
which alternates between a high resolution method for (6.2) and a stable (stiff) solver for 
the system of ODEs (6.3), using the Strang splitting (6.17). At a first look a numerical 
method using the Strang splitting ( 6.17) seems to be more expensive to implement than 
a numerical method using the first order method (6.14). In the next section we will see 
that the computational costs of method (6.17) are only slightly higher than that of the 
first order method (6.14). 

Proof. We start the proof of Theorem 6.4 by introducing the function g E De as 
g := Si,S~112u(·, t). From (6.13) it follows directly that 

s~,12S~,s~,12u(x, t) = g* + iMq(g*) + kM2 B(g*)q(g*) + O(M3
), (6.19) 

where g* E mm is given by g* := si,s~t/2u(x, t). In the remainder of the proof 
u• = u(x, t). Furthermore, (6.12) holds with v* = S~l/2u(x, t). Equation (6.13) im
plies that v* satisfies 

v* 
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In order to eliminate the higher order terms in (6.12), we use the equation above, (6.la) 
and Taylor series expansions. A technical but straightforward computation reveals that 

A(v*)v; 

and 

A(u*)u; + &~t{A(u*)B(u*)u~ + 8A(u;)q(u*)} + O(~t2) 

A2 (v*)v;x = A2 (u*)u;x + O(~t), 

8A(v~)A(v*)v! = 8A(u!)A(u*)u; + O(~t), 

A(v*)8A(v~)v; = A(u*)8A(u;>u; + O(~t), 

where v* := S~112u(x, t). After substituting the equations above into (6.12) we obtain 

g* = u* + At {-A(u*)u; + &q(u*)} 

+ ~~t2 {- 8A(u;)q(u*)- A(u*)B(u*)u~ + A2(u*)u!x + 8A(u;)A(u*)u; 

+A(u*)oA(u;)u; + 1B(u*}q(u*)} + O(~t3). 

Using this we deduce 

q(g*) = q(u*) + ~t{-B(u*)A(u*)u; + ~B(u*)q(u*)} + 0(M2
) 

and 
B(g*)q(g*) = B(u*)q(u*) + O(M). 

Subsequently, substituting the latter three equations into (6.19) leads to 

S~112 S;CS~112 u(x,t) = u* + ~t{-A{u*)u; +q(u*)} 

+ &~t2 {- 8A(u!)q(u*)- A(u*)B(u*)u;- B(u*)A(u*)u; 

+A2(u*)u;x + oA(u;}A(u*)u; + A(u*)8A(u;)u; 

+B(u*)q(u*)} + 0(M3). 

Finally, subtracting the latter equation from (6.1 1) implies that (6.18) holds. This com
pletes the proof. D 

Example 6.5. In this example we like to illustrate Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.4. Be
fore we illustrate the order of the splitting methods we remark that the natural norm for 
conservation laws is the L 1-norm 11 · !11, defined for a general function v (x) by 

00 

llvlh := J lv(x)ldx. 
-00 

This norm is natural since it essentially requires only just integrating the function; note 
that the integral form of the conservation law (3.1) often allow us to estimate these inte
grals. 
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As noted before, it follows from ( 6.9) that for smooth solutions the order of the local 
splitting error is equal to the order of the global splitting error, provided the method is 
stable. Next we check for a particular conservation law, whether the order of the splitting 
method (6.14) equals one, as appears from (6.15) and whether the order of the splitting 
method ( 6.17) equals two, as appears from ( 6.18). Therefore, we consider the following 
scalar initial value problem 

a a 
-u + u-u = at ax 

u(x, 0) 

-~tu(1- u)2, 

exp(#LX) V IR --=---, XE • 
1 + exp(~tx) 

(6.20a) 

(6.20b) 

where IL > 0 is some constant. The source term in ( 6.20a) admits two equilibrium states 
as solutions of the underlying characteristic equation, namely: u = 0 and u = 1. The 
state u = 0 is a stable equilibrium state. The exact solution of (6.20) is given by 

( ) 
exp(~t(x - t)) 

U X, t = _ _:_;.;__;_ _ __:_::____ 
1 + exp(~t(x t)) 

Note that limx-¥-oo u(x, t) = 0 and limx-+oo u(x, t) = 1 for all fixed t. Since these 
limits are also valid for the solution of the splitting method ii, the L 1-norm of the global 
splitting error ET/<-. tn) is expected to be finite for all finite n. 

global splitting error IIE~1 (·, tn)lh 

/).t method (6.14) method (6.17) 

1/5 3.01. w-2 s.w. w-4 

1/10 1.52. w-2 1.28. w-4 

1/20 7.69·10-3 3.27. w-s 
1/40 3.91. w-3 8.22. w-6 

1/80 2.02. w-3 2.11. w-6 

Table 6.1. The global splitting error at tn = 1 for the splitting methods (6.14) 
and (6.17) applied to problem (6.20) with 11- = 5, n = 1 I l::.t. 

The results in Table 6.1 clearly illustrate the first order behaviour of (6.14) and the 
second order behaviour of ( 6.17), as was predicted by Theorem 6.3 and 6.4. 0 

6.3. NUMERICAL METHODS BASED ON TIME 
SPLITTING 

In this section we describe a possible way to develop numerical methods for (6.1) based 
on splitting methods. The basic idea is to replace the solution operators S!, and S~, 
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by approximate operators. Let er, : L;oc(Dl) -+ L;oc(Dl) represent the approximate 
solution operator of problem (6.2) at time -r1 + at, i.e. (see (4.8)) 

V t.t(·, -r, +At) = C~, V tu(·, Tt). 

Similarly, let Cf:., : L~"c (R) -+ L~oc (R) represent the approximate solution operator of 
problem (6.3) at time -r2 +At, i.e. 

Here V 1:.1 and W l>.t are piecewise continuous functions (e.g. as (4.4)). Again we con
sider some product of the operators C~, and Cf:.,. We first study the local error of the 
total method. The local error D~: (x, t) measures how well the numerical method ap
proximates the exact solution of (6.1) locally after a time step At. We expect the lo
cal error to be composed of the local splitting error D'J:: (x, t) and the local discretiza
tion errors made by approximating (6.2) (i.e. D~1 (x, t)) and (6.3) (i.e. DA1(x, t)). Let 
c~: : L~oc (R) -+ L~oc(Dl) be some product of the approximate solution operators Cf 
and cc, then the numerical method is given by (see (4.8)) 

(6.21) 

Equation (6.21) is the numerical version of (6.6). Similarly as in the previous section 
we write ctg(x, t) (C~1 g(·, t))(x) for j = J, c, tot. If now U l>.r is replaced by the 
exact solution of (6.1), then the equality will not hold exactly in general. This leads to 
the following definition (see Definition 6.1). 

Definition 6.6. Consider a numerical splitting method written in the generic form ( 6.21 ). 
The local error n~; of this method at the point (x, t") is defined by 

1 
D~;(x, t") := At {u(x, t" +At) - C~; u(x, t")}, (6.22) 

where u is the exact solution of(6.l). 

Note that the local error depends on the exact solution u. Furthermore, we remark 
that if q = 0, the local error can be interpreted as the local discretization error (see Def
inition 4.2). It follows from (6.7) and (6.22) that 

n~;(·, t") = D'J::(·, t") + ~~ {S~: u(·, t") - c~; u(·, t")}. (6.23) 

Since D'J:: is studied in detail in Section 6.2, the analysis in this section is restricted to 
the term (S~Ju(·, t")- c~;u(·, t"))f At. 

The local discretization error D~, made in approximating (6.2a) is defined by 

I n l n et n } Dl>.1(x, t ) := At {v(x, t +At) - l>.t v(x, t), (6.24) 
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where vis the exact solution of (6.2a) with initial data v'' = v(·, t 11
) (i.e. 1'1 = t 11

). Note 
that (6.24) is completely similar to the local discretization error defined in Definition 4.2, 
if a (2k + l )-point method written in the generic form ( 4.8) is used. We define the local 
discretization error D~, made in approximating (6.3a) by 

D~1 (x, 111
) := -

1
-{w(x, 111 + !J.t) - C~, w(x, 111

)}, 
!J.t 

where w is the exact solution of (6.3a) with initial data wr2 = w(·, 111 ) (i.e. T2 = tn). 

The global error E~:(x, t) is defined as 

(6.25) 

where the superscript n for c~: represents the nth power of the operator. 
Again it can be shown that for smooth solutions the order of the local error is equal 

to the order of the global error, provided all operators are stable. Therefore, we study the 
local error in more detail. 

First, we describe the local error for the numerical method based on the splitting 
method (6.14), i.e. 

(6.26) 

For the method above we are now able to prove the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.7. Assume that all the assumptions of Theorem 6.3 hold. Let some norm 
11 • 11 be given and suppose that S~, is stable in this norm, as defined in Definition 6.2. 
Furthermore, assume that Cf:., is consistent of order p 1 with the conservation law (6.2) 
and C~, is consistent of order P2 with the differential equation (6.3) (see Definition 4.3 ). 
Then for each time T > 0 there exists constants C 1. C2, C3 and ko such that the local 
error of method ( 6.26) satisfies 

IlD~:(·, t 11 )11 = -
1 

llu(·, 111 + !J.t) - C~, Cf:., u(·, 111 )11 
!J.t (6.27) 

~ C1!J.t + Cz!J.tP• + C3tJ.tP2, V n!J.t ~ T, !J.t < ko. 

where u is the exact solution of(6.1). 

As we expected, method ( 6.26) is consistent of at most order one. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to use first order operators Cf:., and C~,. In other words, it makes no sense to 
use some high resolution method for er, whenever the first order splitting method (6.26) 
is used. 

Proof From (6.23) and the triangular inequality it follows that 

IlD~:(·, rn}ll < IlD~(·, 111 )11 + ~~ IIS~,S~1u(·, 111
)- C~,.C~,u(·, 111 )11 

< IID~f:(·, t")ll + -1 IIS~,s~,u(·, t11
)- S~,cf:.,u(·, t 11 )11 (6.28) 

!J.t 

+ -1 IIS~,C~1 u(·, t 11
)- C~,C~,u(·, 111 )11. 

!J.t 
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Theorem 6.3 implies that there exists a constant C1 such that 
IlD~:(.. t")ll :S C,D.t. Since S~, is stable and C~, is consistent of order P1t we deduce 

(I+ Cl::.t)-
1 

US{,u(·, t")- C~,u(·, t")ll 
l::.t 

for some positive constants C and C2• Finally, it follows from the consistency of order 
P2 of C~, that there exists a constant C3 such that 

1 sec! n l:J.t 11 1!.1 1!./U(·, t ) 

Substituting the above inequalities into (6.28) gives (6.27). This completes the proof. D 

Subsequently, we replace the exact solution operators S!, and S~, by numerical ap
proximations C~, and C~, in the Strang splitting method (6.17). The numerical method 
based on the Strang splitting is given by [84] 

(6.29) 

The computational costs of method (6.29) seem to be much higher than the computa
tional costs of the first order method (6.26), since three applications of the numerical 
operators are required at each time step rather than two. In practice, however, several 
time steps are combined to yield 

u l!.rC t"+1
) = c~,12 (C~,c~,)" c~,c~,12 u l!.,c O). 

In this form the costs of this method are only slightly higher than that of the first order 
method (6.26), i.e. 

V!!.1(·,t"+ 1
) = (C~,C~1 )"U!!.rh0). 

Only at the beginning and end of the computation (and at any intermediate times where 
output is desired) the "half-step operators" C~,12 must be employed. For method (6.29) 
we proof the following theorem. 

Theorem 6.8. Assume that all the assumptions of Theorem 6.4 be satisfied. Let some 
norm 11. 11 be given and assume that s!, and s~, are stable in this norm, as defined in 
Definition 6.2. Furthermore, assume that C~, is consistent of order p 1 with the conser
vation law (6.2) and C~, is consistent of order P2 with the differential equation (6.3) (see 
Definition 4.3 ). Then for each time T > 0 there exists constants C1, C2, C3 and ko such 
that the local error of method (6.29) satisfies 

un~:<·. t") 11 = L llu(·. t" + l::.t) - c~,/2 c~~ c~,/2 u(·. t")ll 
(6.30) 

where u is the exact solution of(6.1). 
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As we expected method (6.29) is consistent of at most order two. Therefore, it is 
sufficient to use second order operators C{, and£~,. 
Proof We start the proof by using (6.23) and the triangular inequality to obtain 

nn~:<·. t")ll ::s nn:f:<·. t")ll + ~~ n~,12Si,s~,12u(·, t") c~,12C{1C~112u(·. t")ll 
::s nn:t: (-. t")ll + L IIS~t/2sLs~,,2u(·, t") - s~t/2s~,c~,,2u(·, t") 11 

+ 1, ns~,12s~~c~,1zu<·. r">- s~,12C~~c~,12u(·, t">ll 

+ 1
1 
ns~,12C~,c~~12u(·, t")- c~,12C{1C~,12u(·. t")ll. 

(6.31) 
From Theorem 6.4 it follows that there exists a constant Ct such that 
nnr:{·,t")ll ::s cl~t2 . SinceSL and s~, are stable in the sense of Definition 6.2 and 
8~1 is consistent of order p2, it is straightforward to see that there exist constants At. A2 

and A3 such that 

~~ IISXr;2sLs~,,2u(-, t")- sxt/2s{,.c~I/2U(·, t")ll ::s 

<I +At~~> ~~ ns;{,sx,12u<·. r">- sLc~,12u<·. t")ll ::s 

(l + A1 M) (1 + A2~t) 1r us~,12u(·, t")- c~,12u(·, t")ll :::: A3~tPl. 

The stability of s~, and the consistency of order PI of sL imply that the second term at 
the right hand side of ( 6.31) can be estimated by 

L IIS~t/2sLc~,,2u(·, t")- s~t/2.c~,.c~,,2u(·. 111 )11 < 

(1 + At~t) ~~ IIS{,c~,,2u(·. t")- c{,.c~,,2u(-, t")ll ::s c2~tPl' 

where A4 and C2 are positive constants. Finally, we estimate the last term of inequality 
(6.31 ). Since 8~1 is consistent of order p2, there exists a constant A5 such that 

~~ IIS~,12.C~,C~,12u(·, t")- C~,12.C{,C~,12u(·, t")ll ::S As~tPl. 

If we substitute the latter inequalities into ( 6.31) and C3 is defined as C3 := A3 + As. 
then we obtain (6.30). This completes the proof. D 

Example 6.9. In this example we like to illustrate Theorem 6.7 and Theorem 6.8. We 
illustrate the order of the numerical splitting methods (6.26) and (6.29), using the L 1-

norm as described in Example 6.5. As remarked before, for smooth solutions the order 
of the local error n~; is equal to the order of the global errorE~:, provided the numerical 
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method is stable. In this example we check for model problem (6.20), whether the order 
of the numerical method ( 6.26) equals one, as appears from ( 6.27) and whether the order 
of the method (6.29) equals two, as appears from (6.30). 

For method (6.26) we use Roe's first order method (see Section 4.5) and the forward 
Euler method. For method (6.29) we use Roe's second order method (see Example 5.17) 
and the trapezoidal method. In all the results the ratio of l:!.t and l:!.x remains constant. 

global error 11 E:1'J(·, t")llt 

l:!.t method (6.26) method (6.29) 

1/5 1.24. w- 1 7.57. w-2 

l/10 6.95. w-2 2.78 · w-z 
l/20 3.75. w-z 8.35. w-3 

1/40 1.98. w-2 2.25. to-3 

1/80 1.02. w-2 5.79. w-4 

Table 6.2. Global error at tn = I for the numerical splitting methods (6.26) and 
(6.29) applied to problem (6.20) with 11- = 5, n = 1/l:!.t, Llt 1 Llx = 0.5; in method 
(6.26), £~1 is given by Roe's first order method and £'6,1 is given by the forward 

Euler method and in method (6.29), £·t is given by Roe's second order method 
and C"t,., is given by the trapezoidal method. 

In Table 6.2 we take a relatively smali/L, since otherwise we observe the first order 
(second order, respectively) behaviour only for very small time steps. The results in Ta
ble 6.2 clearly illustrate the first order behaviour of (6.26) and the second order behaviour 
of (6.29), as predicted by Theorem 6.7 and 6.8. 0 

In Theorem 6.7 it is shown that method (6.26) is consistent of at most order one. 
Therefore, it is sufficient to use first order operators C ~~ and Cf.,. In other words, it makes 
no sense to use some high resolution method for C~,. whenever the first order splitting 
method (6.26) is used. 

Method (6.29) is shown to be consistent of order two for smooth solutions. Hence, 
the best results are obtained if we combine in (6.29) a high resolution method for C~, 
with some second order (stiff) ODE solver for Sf.,. On the one hand if we use a first 
order method for C~1 , then the second order accuracy of (6.29) is lost (see (6.30)) and 
from a computational point of view it is better to use the first order splitting. On the other 
hand, if we use a third order method for C~1 (or £'6,1), the overall method (6.29) remains 
second order, whereas the computational costs to obtain third order approximations for 
c{l (or £6,/) are relatively high. 

In Chapter 7 we will apply the first order method ( 6.26) and the second order method 
(6.29) to a simplified detonation model (i.e. Burgers' equation with soun.e term). In 
Chapter 8, both methods are applied to the one-dimensional reactive Euler equations 
(2.26). 
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7 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF 

A SIMPLIFIED DETONATION 
MODEL 

When attempting to solve the reactive Euler equations (2.26) numerically, we encounter 
problems which are not present in nonreacting flows. For fast reactions it is possible to 
obtain stable numerical solutions which look reasonable and yet are completely wrong, 
because the discontinuities have the wrong locations. Thus, the numerical reaction waves 
are propagating with non physical wave speeds. These "wrong solutions" turn out to be 
approximations of nonphysical weak solutions. Although this phenomenon has been ob
served by several other authors [3, 16, 31, 58], a detailed analysis of the occurrence of 
wrong wave speeds has not been given so far. 

Since the reactive Euler equations are complicated, it is not surprising that simpler 
qualitative models have been developed. In this chapter the simplified detonation model 
is introduced and studied [60]. This 2 x 2 system of equations essentially consists of 
Burgers' equation completed by an extra equation describing the chemical reaction. The 
chemical reaction is described by an ignition model. In this model there exists an ignition 
value u;1111 such that the reaction rate is large when u ?.: u;811 and zero otherwise. 

We observe the same essential numerical difficulty of approximating incorrect weak 
solutions for low ignition values in the simplified detonation model. However, in most 
practical applications the ignition value is much higher than the value of u in the unbumt 
gas. Our numerical results illustrate that for these ignition values, the nonphysical weak 
solutions will not occur. 

For a scalar model problem the numerical wave speed has been studied in [31, 58]. 
However, we have experienced that for analysing numerical methods the simplified deto
nation model is a much better model problem. In this chapter we present new theoretical 
insights for explaining the strong influence of the ignition value on the numerical solution 
of the simplified detonation model. The incorrect weak solution appears to be a weak det
onation wave followed by an ordinary shock wave. We use this to obtain a simple criterion 
on the ignition value ofthe chemical model, which ensures that even for relatively coarse 
meshes, the numerical solution approximates the physically correct weak solution. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section the simplified detonation 
model is presented. Furthermore, we describe the analogues of the reactive Rankine-
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Hugoniot equations (see Section 2.4) and the ZND model (see Section 2.5). In Section 
7.2 we present a numerical method based on the first order splitting method (6.14), where, 
for the sake of simplicity, we only describe a combination of Roe's method and the back
ward Euler method. Numerical results show the occurrence of nonphysical wave speeds. 
In Section 7.3 we show that non physical solutions are always weak detonation waves. The 
latter property is used to obtain the desired extra criterion which excludes the nonphysical 
weak solutions. Furthermore, we present numerical results showing that the extra crite
rion is a useful one to exclude nonphysical solutions. In Section 7.4 we describe a high 
resolution method based on the second order splitting method (6.17) and present numer
ical results for this method. 

7.1. A SIMPLIFIED DETONATION MODEL 

7.1.1. Introduction 

For studying numerical methods, the reactive Euler equations are often too complicated. 
Therefore, simpler qualitative models for (2.26) have been developed. Although phys
ically not very realistic, these model problems are interesting for testing and analysing 
numerical methods. Clearly, simplified models are inadequate as a full test problem for 
any numerical method. However, a study of these problems suffices to analyse some of 
the difficulties that may arise in more complicated systems. 

The model we study is a 2 x 2 system of equations [25] 

a a I 2 
otu + ox (zu) -Qw(u, Y), (7.1a) 

~y = w(u,Y). at (7.lb) 

In the model above, Y may be interpreted as the mass fraction of the unburnt gas and 
Q > 0 may be interpreted as the heat release of the chemical reaction. If we consider the 
reactive Euler equations, then the reaction rate w depends on the temperature T via the 
Arrhenius' law (2.29). The exponential behaviour of the Arrhenius' law guarantees the 
reaction rate to be exponentially small even for temperatures close to the von Neumann 
temperature. Hence, the reaction rate is very large when the temperature is sufficiently 
high, but negligible for small T. As in (2.29), the reaction rate win (7.1) should be an 
exponential function of u [60]. However, for simplicity, we approximate this by a model, 
in which the Arrhenius' behaviour is idealized to 

w(u, Y) = { ~DaY, U < U;1111 , 

U 2:; U;gn• 
(7.2) 

where u;1111 is the ignition value of the chemical reaction and, similar to (2.30), Da is 
called the Damkohler number. In practically all realistic cases the ignition temperature 
is much higher than the temperature of the unburnt gas. Hence, the ignition value U;gn 

in (7.2) should satisfy u;1111 » uu, where Uu is the value of u in the unburnt gas. Model 
problem (7 .1) is referred to as the simplified detonation model. We emphasize that (7 .1) 
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should be viewed as a qualitative model which incorporates many features of the original 
system of reactive Euler equations. We are not aware of any systematic derivation of this 
model from the full system. A systematic derivation is possible when oY jot is replaced 
by ay fox [16]. However, we have experienced that fortesting and analysing numerical 
methods the numerical behaviour of (7.1) shows more similarity to the reactive Euler 
equations. 

Note that if u, f(u) and q(u) are defined by, respectively, 

q(u) := (-Qw, wl, 

the simplified detonation model (7.1) can be written in the general form (3.2a). For a 
detailed description of this model problem see [60]. For problem (7.1) we can develop a 
theory similar to the theory developed in Section 2.4 and 2.5. This theory turns out to be 
useful for testing and analysing several numerical methods. We start with the analogue 
of the Rankine-Hugoniot equations (2.35). 

7.1.2. The Analogue of the Reactive Rankine-Hugoniot Equations 

In this section we assume that a travelling wave is propagating with a constant veloc
ity s > 0 in the positive x-direction. As in Section 2.4 we call this wave a detonation 
wave. Furthermore, we assume that the flow is steady with respect to a coordinate system 
moving with the detonation wave. All quantities ahead of the detonation wave will be 
identified by the subscript u (the unburnt gas), while the quantities behind the wave are 
denoted by the subscript b (the burnt gas). The variable~ is defined as ~(x, t) := x- st 
(see (2.33)) and thus, (7 .1) can be rewritten as a system of ordinary differential equations, 
i.e. 

We assume u and Y to satisfy 

lim (u(~), Y(~)) (uu, 1), 
~-+00 

lim (u(~). Y(~)) = (ub, 0), 
~...;.-oo 

(7.3a) 

(7.3b) 

(7.4a) 

(7.4b) 

where U 11 + Q < Ub and 0 .S Uu < U;11n .S ub. After integrating (7.3) from~ = -oo to 
~ = +oo and using (7.4) we deduce 

(7.5) 

Consistent with {2.35) the equation above is called the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equa
tion. We like to describe the set of possible values for ub, such that for given Uu, Q and 
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s, equation (7.5) is satisfied. Therefore, the subscript b is suppressed. Let the curve 1i 
and the line n be defined by, respectively, 

'H(u) 

'R(u) 

!u2 
.- 2 ' 

.- s(u - Uu - Q) + ~"=· 
Note that the intersection point of 1i and n determines the final value for Ub. 

'H,n 

l 

Uu + Q -u 

A 

/ 

Figure 7.1. Different sections of the curve 1{ (7.6) (the analogue of Figure 2.3). 

(7.6) 

(7.7) 

It can be shown that there are at most two positive points of intersection between the 
linen and the curve 'H. such that Ub > Uu + Q. There is a unique slope of the linen 
such that it is tangent to 'H. This point of tangency (point Bin Figure 7.1) separates 1i 
into two parts. Any straight line through (uu + Q, u~/2) with a slope larger than that of 
the line through B intersects the curve 1i in two points (the dashed line in Figure 7.1). 
Depending on the final value of ub we can distinguish between three different processes, 
which are called strong, Chapman-Jouguet and weak detonations. 

(i) Detonation waves with the point (ub, uV2) on the curve AB are called strong 
detonations. 

(ii) Detonation waves with the point (ub, uV2) equal to point Bare called Chapman
Jouguet detonations (CJ detonations). 
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(iii) Detonation waves with the point (u0 , uV2) on the curve BC are called weak det
onations. 

We replace Ut. by Ustt uCJ or Uwe in case of a strong, Chapman-Jouguet or weak det
onation, respectively. It follows from (7.6) and (7.7) that sCJ > 0 is given by 

SCJ = Uu + Q + J Q2 + 2uu Q. (7.8) 

For all s < sCJ there will be no detonation. Ifs = sCJ, then there will be a CJ detonation 
with Uc1 = sCJ. Ifs > sCJ, there will be a detonation with 

Ust = s + ./(s- Uu)2 - 2sQ, (7.9) 

in case of a strong detonation and 

Uwe = S - ./(s- Uu) 2 - 2sQ, (7.10) 

in case of a weak detonation. Finally, detonation waves can be characterized by the fol
lowing properties. 

For detonation waves s > uu. 

for strong detonations s < u.<t = ub, 

for Chapman-Jouguet detonations s = Uc1 = U0, 

for weak detonations s > Uwe = Ub. 

The properties above are the analogues of Jouguet's rule (see Section 2.4.3). Again we 
consider Chapman-Jouguet and strong detonations as the only relevant detonations. 

7 .1.3. The Analogue of the ZND Model 

Next we briefly develop the analogue of the ZND theory, as described in Section 2.5. 
Again we assume that a detonation wave travelling with constant speed s has the internal 
structure of an ordinary (nonreacting) precursor shock wave followed by a reaction zone 
(see Assumption A14). Hence the front of a detonation wave is a shock wave which ini
tiates a chemical reaction behind it. Equation (7 .5) should hold between any state ahead 
of the shock and any interior point of the reaction zone behind the shock. The curve 'H 
now depends on the variable Y, which varies continuously from 1 to 0, giving the gen
eralization of (7 .5) 

'H(u, Y) ~u2 - sQY. (7.11) 

The curves (7 .11) for different values of Y are drawn in Figure 7 .2. 
First, due to a shock wave the variableu jumps to a higher value on the curve 'H(-, 1 ), 

called the von Neumann spike (vN spike) as in reactive gas dynamics. It is straightfor
ward to see that u.N = 2s - uu and thus, uu < s < u,.N. The von Neumann spike is 
the state immediately behind the shock wave and would be the final state if no reaction 
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/ 

CJ detonation// 
weak detoriation / 

Uu + Q 

Y=O 

Y=l 

-u 
Figure 7.2. The curves 1t (7.11) corresponding to the ZND theory (the analogue 
of Figure 2.4). 

would take place. It is clear that u.N > ub 2:: u;1111 • As the reaction proceeds the state point 
moves down the line 'R until the final state on the curve 'H(·, 0) is reached. At each point 
on the line 'R between the von Neumann spike and the final state there is a unique Y de
termined from the Rankine-Hugoniot equations. It can easily be verified that for a CJ or 
strong detonation 

u(Y) = s + J(s- Uu)Z- 2sQ(l - Y). (7.12) 

Suppose that at time t = 0 the precursor shock is located at x = 0. Hence, at time 
t the variable ~ x st measures the distance between the point x and the precursor 
shock. Therefore, u(~) = uu for all~ > 0. The dependence of Y on the distance~ is 
characterized by the following ordinary differential equation (see (7.2) and (7.3b)) 

d DaY(~) 
d~ Y(~) = - s , V~ < 0, 

Y(O) = l, 

(7.13a) 

(7.13b) 

where ~ = 0 corresponds to the position of the precursor shock. We can solve (7 .13) 
exactly and obtain the exact ZND solution of (7.1) (see (7.12)) 

Y( ) f(l:) { 1, ~ > 0, 
x,t ., exp(Da~/s), ~ :::=: 0, (7.14a) 

u(x,t) = u(~) = { ;"~ J<s-uu)2 -2sQ(l-Y(~)). ~ 
~ < 0. 

> 0, 
(7.14b) 
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Note that for the ZND model the final state is a strong or CJ detonation. Therefore, we 
are interested in techniques for describing strong or CJ detonations. The minimum speed 
for a detonation is the speed sc1 of a CJ detonation. We define the degree of overdrive 
I completely similar to (2.50), i.e. I := (sfsCJ) 2, from which it follows directly that 
1?:.1. 

Finally, the half-reaction length L 112 is introduced as the distance for half completion 
of the reaction starting from the front of the detonation wave. It is easy to see that (7 .14a) 
implies that L 112 is given by 

s 
L112 = Da ln(2). (7.15) 

Often Lt12 is given and (7 .15) is used to compute the corresponding Damkohler number 
Da. 

Example 7.1. As an example of the preceding theory we describe the ZND solution of 
the CJ detonation with 

Uu = 0, Q = 0.5, I = 1, Da = 0.6931. 

The half-reaction length is given by L 112 = 1. It follows from (7.8) that the CJ detona
tion is propagating with a speed s = Sc1 = I. The final state for the CJ detonation is 
given by ub = Uc1 = se~ = 1. In Figure 7.3 the steady ZND solution is drawn. The 
variable u reaches its maximum value right behind the precursor shock. As mentioned 
before this value is called the von Neumann spike, which in this particular case satisfies 
u.11 = u(l) = 2 (see (7.12)). D 
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Figure 7.3. ZND solution of (7.1) with Q = 0.5, f = 1 and Da - "'""~! 

(L112 = 1). 

Example 7 .2. As a second example we describe the ZND sol uti on of a strong detonation 
with 

Uu = 0, Q = 2, 1 = 1.265625, Da = 3.1192. 

The half-reaction length is given by Lt12 = O.l and the final state for this strong detona
tion is given by u0 6 (see (7.9)). The exact ZND solution is propagating with s = 4.5 
and u,11 = u(l) = 9 (see (7.12)). In Figure 7.4 the steady ZND solution (7.14) is drawn. 

D 
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Figure7.4. ZNDsolutionof(7.1)with Q = 2, f = 1.265625and Da = 3.1192 
(LI/2 = 1). 

7.2. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF STRONG 
OR CJ DETONATION WAVES 

In this section we want to compute the ZND solution of strong or CJ detonation waves 
propagating with a constant wave speed s > 0. In practice the time scale of the chem
ical reaction is very small compared with the time scale of the fluid dynamics (i.e. Da 
is large) and in many applications the detonation wave may be considered as a disconti
nuity. Moreover, we are rather interested in the global behaviour of the detonation wave 
(i.e. a correct capturing of the detonation wave) and not so much in the inner structure of 
the wave (like the von Neumann spike). Therefore, we consider numerical methods for 
spatial meshes and time steps appropriate to resolve the fluid dynamics but not for the 
rapid chemical reaction. If the propagation speed is correct, even on relatively coarse 
meshes, adaptive refinement of the spatial mesh may be used to describe any details of 
the detonation. 

To obtain an initial value problem we add initial data u 0 = (u0, Y0)T to differential 
equation (7.1). For the sake of simplicity, we assume that the initial data correspond to 
the exact ZND solution, i.e. (see (7 .14)) 

yo(x) = { !~p(Daxjs), ~ ~ g: (7.16a) 

uo(x) = { :u~ J(s- uu)2- 2sQ(l- fO(x)), : ; ~: (7.16b) 

Hence, the exact solution of (7 .1 ),(7 .16) is the strong or CJ detonation wave (7 .14) prop
agating with a constant wave speed s > 0. 

Let a time step l::.t and a mesh width t::.x be given. As in Section 4.1, we define dis
crete time levels tn : = n t::.t for n = 0, 1, 2, ... and discrete mesh points x; : = i t::.x for 
i = ... , -2, -1, 0, I, 2, .... The simplified detonation model (7.1) is solved numeri
cally using a method based on the first order splitting method (6.14). In this method the 
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numerical solution at each time level is derived by a two-step procedure. In the first step 
we assume that no reaction occurs (i.e. w = 0 in (7.1)) and approximate the solution 
of the remaining homogeneous equation, i.e. Burgers' equation. In the second step we 
assume no convection (i.e. au2 ;ax = 0 in (7.1)) and solve the corresponding ordinary 
differential equations numerically. For a detailed description of splitting methods we re
fer to Chapter 6. 

Let the numerical solution at time level t" be given. In the first step we have to ap
proximate the solution of Burgers' equation (the mass fraction Y remains constant during 
the first step) at time level t"+ 1 • We use Roe's conservative three-point method, described 
in Example 4.17. For later purposes it will be useful to denote the result by c;+t, so 

Cn+t ·- U" {F" F" } i .- i - '[ i+l/2 - i-1/2 ' (7.17) 

where the numerical flux function F is given by (4.50). For fast reactions the stability 
of an explicit method for the ordinary differential equation would imply a much more 
severe time step restriction than the usual CFL condition t' max; IUi I :5 1. Therefore, 
we solve the ODE in the second step by the backward Euler method. The complete finite 
difference scheme then reads 

u;+t = Ut - •{F/~t-t/2 - F/~ 112 } - L!J.tQw(Ut+t, Y;"+ 1
), 

rt+1 = Yt + L!J.tw(u;+t, rt+1
). 

(7.18a) 

(7.18b) 

Hence, using the notation of Section 6.3, .C~, is given by Roe's method and .C';,, is given 
by the backward Euler method. As usual, the time step L!J.t is restricted by the CFL sta
bility condition. 

Remember that due to a shock wave propagating into the unbumt gas, u increases 
above the ignition value u;11n and a reaction is started. Therefore, it seems reasonable to 
assume that no chemical reaction occurs in the cell [x;-112 , xi+112 ) during the (n + 1)st 
time step, if q+t < u;11n. After substituting (7.18a) into (7.18b), using (7.2) and (7.17), 
we can rewrite (7.18) as 

u~+l 
I 

n+l L!J.tDa n+l n 
C; + l + L!J.tDa QH(C; - U;gn)Y;, (7.19a) 

y_n+l = l yn (7 19b) 
I 1 D H(cn+t ) ; ' . + L!J.t a ; - Uign 

where H is the Heavyside function defined by H (x) = 1 if x > 0 and H (x) = 0 if 
X< 0. 

Next we present numerical results for method (7.19). In the first example it is shown 
that for small mesh widths L!J.x, the numerical solution approximates the exact solution 
very well. However, if L!J.x is increased to more practical values, then the numerical so
lution of method (7 .19) becomes totally wrong. 

Example 7.3. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 7.2. We 
increase Da to 31.192, so the half reaction length is given by L 112 = 0.1. The exact 
ZND solution of (7.1),(7.16) is given by (7.14) with s = 4.5. 
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Figure 7.5. Numerical results for method (7.19) (with t:..t = 0.01 and 
t:..x = 0.1 ); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(7.1),(7.16) at t = 4 of a strong detonation with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da = 31.192 (LI/2 = t:..x) and u;gn = 0.1. 

In Figure 7.5 the numerical results are compared with the exact solution. Due to nu
merical diffusion the peak in u is almost disappeared. However, the numerical ZND pro
file is essentially correct. However, the mesh width is relatively small (L1;2 = t:..x) and 
in most practical cases we cannot afford such fine meshes. Therefore, we increase t:..x 
and t:...t and keep i = t:..t I t:..x fixed. 
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Figure 7.6. Numerical results for method (7.19) (with t:..t = 0.08 and 
t:..x = 0.8); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(7.1),(7.16) at t = 4 of a strong detonation with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da = 31.192 (L112 = 0.125t:..x) and u;g11 = 0.1. 

Figure 7.6 clearly illustrates that the numerical solution is completely wrong. The 
(incorrect) numerical solution appears to be a weak detonation wave propagating with 
speed 10 (one cell per time step), followed by an ordinary shock wave, while the phys
ically correct solution is a strong detonation wave propagating with speed s = 4.5. In 
the weak detonation wave all heat is released and the gas is completely burnt. 

In the previous figures we choose a low and nonphysical ignition value u;811 ::::: Uu. 

As remarked before in practice U;gn » Uu and we increase u;gn to 1.5. In Figure 7.7 the 
solution is drawn. The numerical detonation wave solution is the correct strong detona-
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Figure 7.7. Numerical results for method (7.19) (with tit = 0.08 and 
t!.x = 0.8); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(7 .1 ),(7 .16) at t = 4 of a strong detonation with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da = 31.192 (LJ/2 = 0.125tu) and u;gn = 1.5. 

tion wave. The peak in the variable u has completely disappeared. This is caused by the 
combination of a large mesh width and a thin reaction zone (~x = 8L112). The reaction 
is so fast (relative to the mesh width) that even in the initial data U? = ii? no peak can be 
seen. Comparing the results in Figure 7.7 with the results in Figure 7.6, the difference is 
clear. 0 

Numerical detonation waves may propagate at nonphysical wave speeds (see Fig
ure 7.6). In the next section we will show that these "wrong solutions" are approxima
tions of nonphysical weak solutions of (7.1) (i.e. weak detonation waves). 

The basic explanation for the occurrence of nonphysical wave speeds is that the nu
merical propagation of the precursor shock wave always results in a smeared represen
tation of this shock wave including intermediate values Uu < u < ub in front of it (see 
Figure 7.8). If the ignition value u;gn is close to Uu, then, due to numerical diffusion, u 

is raised above the ignition value and an artificial reaction is started ahead of the shock 
wave (the light grey area in Figure 7 .8). If Da is large enough, then the gas is completely 
burnt in the next time step ~t and the discontinuity is shifted to a cell boundary. There
fore, it is not surprising that non physical wave speeds of one cell per time step may be 
observed for large Da [10, 16, 58]. 

We emphasize that the main goal of this thesis is to develop a numerical method that 
automatically captures the detonation wave. Clearly, in Figure 7.6 the detonation wave 
is captured completely wrong. Therefore, we like to study the occurrence of nonphysical 
solutions and especially their wrong wave speeds, in more detail. To this end, we define 
two quantities Sj and S2 at time tn by 

00 

Sjn~t(ub- uu) .- ~x L (ur - u?), (7.20a) 
i=-00 

00 

-S2.n~t := ~x L (Yr - Y;0). (7.20b) 
i=-00 

Since u0 is constant outside some finite interval so is Ui (see (7.19)). Hence, the right-
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Figure 7 .8. Global explanation of the occurrence of nonphysical solutions for the 
simplified detonation model (7.1); exact solution (solid line) and numerical solu
tion (dashed line). 

hand side of (7 .20) is finite and Si and Si are well defined. The quantity S~ may be 
interpreted as the average speed of the numerical detonation wave. Some other authors 
define the numerical wave speed for a finite difference method by an expression of the 
form mt:..xj(lll.t}, where I and m are relatively prime numbers [31]. In other words, 
Uj = U?.:~ for all i and for all n :::; l. However, in general m and l are hard to compute 
from numerical results. On the other hand, Sj and S~ can be computed easily by (7.20). 

Our numerical experiments show that the sequence Si always converges for n ~ oo. 
Therefore, we assume that there exists a positive constant S2 such that limn ..... oo Si = S2. 
To our knowledge, the influence of the ignition value on the numerical wave speed has 
not been studied so far. Considering the previous example, we expect that for a fixed 
Damkohler number, the speed S2 depends on the ignition value u;gn and the mesh width 
t:..x. This is illustrated in the following example. 

Example 7.4. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 7.2. We 
recall that the exact detonation wave is propagating with speeds= 4.5. In Table 7.9 the 
limit value S2 = limn-+oo Si is presented for several values of u;gn and t:..x. 

As expected, for low ignition values the average numerical wave speed S2 is only a 
good approximation of the exact wave speed for small mesh widths ( t:..x ~ L 1 12). If we 
increase ll.x and keep L112 (or Da) fixed, we observe completely wrong wave speeds of 
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Mesh width t:..x 

Uign L1;2 10 · L112 102 
• Lt;2 lW · Lt;2 Hr· Lt/2 

0.1 4.5000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 
0.2 4.5000 5.7143 10.000 10.000 10.000 
0.3 4.5000 5.0000 6.6666 6.6666 6.6666 
0.4 4.5000 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 
0.5 4.5000 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 
0.6 4.5000 4.5000 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 
0.7 4.5000 4.5000 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 
0.8 4.5000 4.5000 4.5455 4.6154 4.6154 
0.9 4.5000 4.5000 4.5000 4.5000 4.5000 
1.0 4.5000 4.5000 4.5000 I 4.5000 4.5000 

Table 7.9. Average numerical wave speed limn....,00 Si for method (7.19) with 
Q = 2, f = 1.265625, Da = 31.192 (Lt/2 = 0.1), t' = At/fix = 0.1 and 
initial data (7.16). 

one cell per time step. However, for more realistic values of U;gn. the numerical wave 
speed is correct, independent of the mesh width fix being used. The last two columns in 
Table 7.9 are the same, since in both cases the gas is completely burnt during a time step 
t:..t. Hence, Table 7. 9 shows the remarkable result that the wrong wave speeds are caused 
by using a nonphysical ignition value. Although the wrong wave speeds have been stud
ied in several papers (e.g. { 16, 58]), this result has not been noticed by other authors yet. 
In the next section we present theoretical insights assessing why a correct ignition value 
will exclude nonphysical weak detonation waves, even for relatively coarse meshes. 0 

Finally, we like to study the global error. We showed in Section 6.3 that method 
(7 .19) is consistent of order 1 in the L 1-norm. In Chapter 6 we have defined the global 
error EAt (or E~D for arbitrary x and t as (see (6.25)) 

EAt(x, t) := UA,(x, t) u(x, t), 

where u = (u, Y)T is the exact solution of (7.1),(7.16) and U At is given by (4.4). Since 
the 1-norm of this error is hard to compute in general, we consider the pointwise global 
error 

The corresponding norm is a discrete 1-norm which can be applied to the pointwise error 

00 

HE" Ill = fix L IV? - u(x;, tn)l. (7.21) 
i=-00 

Next we check for a particular detonation, whether the order of method (7 .19) equals 
one. 
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Example 7 .5. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 7 .2. Only 
the first component of the global error En = (Ej, Ei)T is considered, i.e. 

00 

IIEj lit = A.x L IU~ - u(x;, tn)l. (7.22) 
i=-00 

The results in Table 7.10 clearly illustrate the first order behaviour of method (7 .19). 0 

l dft global error IIE~1 II1 

0 1/25 . 1.7763. w+o 
1 1/50 1.o912. w+o 
2 1/100 3.6659. w-1 

3 1/200 1.8273. w-• 
4 1/400 9.1220. w-2 

5 1/800 4.5576. to-2 

Table 7.10. Global error for method (7.19) at t = 1 with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da = 3.1192(LJf2 = l),u;gn =I, Mt = (l/25Hl/2)1, ~Xt = (l0/25Hl/2)1, 

E~1 defined by (7.22) and initial data (7.16). 

7.3. DETONATION CAPTURING FOR STIFF 
COMBUSTION CHEMISTRY 

7.3.1. The Avoidance ofNonphysical Detonation Waves 

In this section we explain the strong influence of the ignition value on the numerical so
lution of the simplified detonation model (7 .1 ). In Example 7.3 the incorrect weak solu
tion appears to be a weak detonation wave followed by an ordinary shock wave, while 
the physically correct solution is a strong or CJ detonation wave propagating with speed 
s >0. 

For given states Uu at large distances corresponding to a strong or CJ detonation prop
agating with speeds, there is a whole family of nonphysical intermediate states. In this 
section we show that these intermediate states are parametrized by the speed S2 of the 
leading weak detonation [16]. The value of u between the leading weak detonation and 
the subsequent shock decreases with S2• The intermediate state with the highest possi
ble u-value of all nonphysical solutions in the family is attained when S2 = s. The value 
of u is then still smaller than the value of u in the burnt gas behind the correct strong 
detonation. Hence, fake numerical detonation waves will be excluded, if the value of 
u in the burnt gas directly behind the detonation wave (the intermediate value) is larger 
than the value of u he hind a weak detonation wave propagating with speed s. We use 
this to obtain the desired criterion, which ensures that the numerical wave speed equals 
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the physically correct wave speed. In the next chapter this criterion is extended to the 
reactive Euler equations. 

The extra criterion simply states that U;g11 should exceed a certain threshold value de
termined by the value of u behind a weak detonation wave propagating with speed s 
and by the heat release Q of the chemical reaction. Our numerical computations con
vincingly illustrate that the correct detonation speed is obtained, even if the Damkohler 
number is very large (i.e. L 112 ~ w-s .D.x). Certainly, in this situation any information 
about the detailed structure of the detonation wave is lost. However, the major flaw of 
the generation of nonphysical weak detonations is overcome and the detonation wave is 
captured correctly. 

Since we like to study detonation waves in which the thickness of the reaction zone 
occupies a tiny fraction of .D.x ( Da is very large), we may restrict ourselves to piecewise 
constant initial data, i.e. (7 .16) with Da ~ oo, 

X ::50, 
X> 0. 

(7.23) 

The following lemma gives a relation between S~ and S~. This relation may be in
terpreted as the numerical analogue of the reactive Rankine-Hugoniot equation (7 .5). 

Lemma 7 .6. Assume the finite difference method (7 .18) is used to approximate the sim
plified detonation model (7.1) with initial data (7.23). Let Uf = (Ur, Yt)r be a solution 
of (7 .18) with given initial values U? = ii?. as defined in ( 4.3). Then Sf and Si satisfy 
the relation 

(7.24) 

Proof. It follows from (7.23) that 

r F" t z ;_}~00 i-t/2 = 2ub and .lim F,."+t/~ - !u2 

1
...,.

00 
.. - 2 u• 

for all n ::::: 0. First we replace n + 1 by j in (7.18). After multiplying the resulting 
scheme by .D.x, summing over i and using the limits above we obtain 

00 

.D.x L (u/- ut') 
i=-oo 

00 

= .D.t {!u~- tu~} - .D.t.D.x Q L w(U/, Yj), 
i=-00 

00 

AX .L (Y/ - Y/-') = 
•=-oo 

00 

.D.t ..1.x L w(U/, Y/). 
i=-00 

Summing the equations above over all j with I :::; j :::; n, gives 

n oo 

i=-oo 
n.D.t {ku~ - ~u;} - .D.t.D.x Q?: .L w(U/, Y/), 

J=l •=-00 

00 n oo 

.D.x L (Yr- Y?} = At ..1.x L L w(U/, Y/) . 
i=-00 j=l i=-oo 
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After substituting the second equation into the first we obtain (see (7.20)) 

S~niit(ub- U 11 ) = niit Bu~ - 4u!} + SiniitQ. 

Finally we divide the latter equation by niit and the result (7.24) follows immediately. 
This completes the proof. 0 

As shown in Section 7.2, for large Da it is possible to obtain numeri(!:al solutions that 
approximate a nonphysical weak solution of (7 .1 ), i.e. a weak detonation wave followed 
by an ordinary shock wave (see Figure 7.6). In order to approximate the correct weak 
solution, the final state of the burnt gas directly behind the numerical detonation wave 
should be equal to ub for n -l> oo. Let v;: > 0 be given such that 

(7.25) 

where we assume that Si ;::: Se~> since otherwise v;; will not exist (see Section 7.1.2). 
Furthermore, it follows from V:: > 0, Si > 0 and (7.25) that v;: > u11 + Q. The constant 
v;: is the final state of a detonation wave propagating with speed Si. If Si > Sc1 , there are 
two possible values for v;: satisfying (7 .25), namely: v;: > Si for a strong detonation and 
v;: < Si for a weak detonation. The wrong weak solutions mentioned earlier, consist of 
a detonation wave linking the state (u 11 , l)r to (v;:, O)r, followed by an ordinary shock 
wave linking the state ( v;:. Ol to (ub. 0) T. Let sn denote the speed of this shock wave, 
i.e. 

(7.26) 

The existence of numerical solutions approximating this nonphysical weak solution is 
illustrated by the following theorem. 

Theorem 7.7. Let all assumptions of Lemma 7.6 be fulfilled and let Ur;,1 = (UAt• YAr)T 
be given by (4.4). Furthermore, let n > 0 and assume that Si 2:: sc1 (i.e. there exists a 
v;: > 0 such that (7.25) holds). Then the function ii11

(·, t 11
) defined by 

satisfies 
00 

X < S11 f 11
, 

S11 t11 <X < Sit11
, 

X > Sit11 

I (UAt(X,t11 )-ii11 (X,t11 ))dx = 0. 

-00 

(7.27) 

(7.28) 

Furthermore, for given Si and v;: satisfying (7.25), ii11
(·, t 11

) is the only piecewise con
stant function consisting of at most three constant states (et. O)r, (c2, Ol and 
(c3, or, such that (7.28) holds. 

For homogeneous conservation laws we have discrete conservation with respect to 
the exact solution (see (4.22)). However, Theorem 7.7 shows that for problem (7.1) we 
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have discrete conservation with respect to the function u" given in (7.27). Unfortunately, 
u" is not equal to the exact solution in general. If the numerical solution consists of three 
constant states (c1, O)T, (c2, O)T and (c3, l)T, then Theorem 7.7 implies that any shock 
we compute at timet" must, in a sense, have the same location as the shocks in u11 (see 
Section 4.2). Moreover, if vZ < ub. then (7 .27) consists of a detonation wave followed 
by an ordinary shock wave and ii" is the nonphysical weak solution observed in our nu
merical experiments. Furthermore, vz = Ub implies S~ =sand (7.27) is the physically 
correct weak solution. 

Proof. Since u 0 is piecewise constant, U ~::. 1 is constant outside some finite interval. Fur
thermore, since (7.18) is a three-point method, initial data (7.23) are used, S" > 0 and 
S~ < Axfll.t, 

00 (n+l/2)t:.x I (U~::. 1 (x, t")- ii"(x, t"))dx = I (U~::.1 (x, t")- ii"(x, t"))dx. (7.29) 

-oo -(n+l/2)b.x 

Note that (7.28) consists of two equations, one equation for U and one equation for Y. 
First we prove the second equality in (7.28). After replacing the summation in (7.20b} 
by an integral, using (4.4), and subsequently applying (7.29), we arrive at 

(n+J

2

)t:.x Y~::.1 (x, t") dx = (n + !>Ax - S~t". 
-(n+l/2)b.x 

(7.30) 

The second equation in (7.28) directly follows from (7.27), (7.29) and (7.30). We now 
replace the summation in (7.20a) by an integral and obtain, using (7.23) and (7.29), 

(n+ l/2)t:.x I U~::.,(x, t") dx = (n + 4>Axub + S~t"(ub- Uu) + (n + !>Axuu. (7.31) 

-(n+l/2)t:.x 

Using (7.5), (7.24), (7.25) and (7.26), we deduce 

S~t"(ub- u,.) = st"(ub- u,.- Q) + S~t" Q 

t"(!u~- !<vZ)2
) + t"(4(vb}2

- tu;) + S~t"Q 
= S"t"(ub- v;;) + Sit"(vZ- Uu}. 

Using this together with (7.27) and (7.31) gives 

(n+l/2)t:.x 

J U~::.,(x, t") dx = (n + !>Axub + S"t"ub + (Si- S"WvZ 
-(n+1/2)t:.x 

= 
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This completes the proof of (7.28). It remains to prove that ii"(·, tn) is the only piece~ 
wise constant function consisting of at most three constant states, satisfying (7 .28). Two 
constant states are given by (u ... or and (ub. O)T (see (7.23)). Denote the third constant 
state by (c, O)T and let the function w"(·, tn) = (wf(·, 111

), w~(·, t 11 ))T be defined by 

x <a, 

a < x < b, 

X> b, 

where 0 < a :::b. We have to show that a = S11 t 11
, b = S~tn and c = vj! (see (7.27)). 

It follows from (7.30) and the definition of wn that b = S~tn. Since w11 satisfies (7.28) 
and (7.29) holds, it follows from (7.31) and a = i<ub + c)t" that 

= Sft11 (UIJ- Uu) + a(c- ub) + Sit 11 (Uu- c) 

= S!J.t"Q + t"(iu~- !u:) + t"(!c2
- !u~) + S!J.t"(u11 - c) 

= S!]t11 (-c + Uu + Q) + t"(ic2 - tu=). 

Using this and (7 .25) we obtain c = vi; and, subsequently a = sn t 11
• This completes the 

proof. 0 

The main goal of this section is to derive a criterion which excludes non physical weak 
solutions. So, numerical approximations of (7.27) should be excluded, except for the 
case vj! = Uv and S!J. s. Recall that numerical experiments show that the sequence S!J. 
always converges for n -+ oo. Therefore, we assume that there exists a positive constant 
s2 such that Jim,.-+00 Si = s2. It follows from {7 .25) that limn-oo vb = V/) for some V/) 

and hence, Sz and vb are related by 

(7.32) 

An important question is whether the piecewise constant solution {7.27) is stable as time 
evolves. Here by stability is meant that ii" remains a piecewise constant function {for 
n -+ oo) consisting of the three constant states (u 11 , l)r, (vj!, O)r and (ub, O)r with 
limn-+oo vi; = VIJ. This is important since an apparently wrong solution u" might con~ 
verge to the correct weak solution for n -+ oo. For convenience's sake, we replace vb• 
S!J. and S" in (7.27) by the corresponding limit values, vb. S2 and S := !<vb + ub). 
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Theorem 7.8. Let uu. s and S2 be given and assume that u0 is the final state of a strong 
or CJ detonation wave propagating with speeds and V0 is the final state of a detonation 
wave propagating with speed S2, i.e. (7.5) and {7.32) hold. Suppose the initial data u 0 

are given by (see (7.27)) 

x <a, 

a< x < b, 

X> b, 

(7.33) 

wherea < baregivenconstants. Letu = (u, Yf beaweaksolutionof(1.I)withinitial 
data (7.33) and suppose that u consists of at most three constant states for all t. Then 
for t sufficiently large the following holds , 

(i) ifvo > u,e, then the weak solution u consist of two constant states separated by a 
strong or Cl detonation wave propagating with a speeds, i.e. 

T I (uo, O)T, 
u(x,t) = (u(x,t),Y(x,t)) = T 

(uu, 1) , 

for some constant d > a; 

or, 

x < d + st, 

x > d +st, 
(7.34) 

(ii) if Vb :::; Uwe• then the weak solution u consist of a weak detonation wave propagat
ing with speed S2 ?: s, followed by an ordinary shock wave propagating with speed 
S = (ub + Vb)/2 < s, i.e. 

u(x, t) 

x < a+ St, 
a+ St < x < b + S2t, 

b+ S2t <X. 
(7.35) 

Here u we denotes the final state of the weak detonation propagating with speed s (see 
(7.10)). 

Note that if Vb = Ub (i.e. s2 = s) and b = 0, then (7.33) reduces to (7.23) and the 
physically correct weak solution is given by (7.34) with d = 0. If Vb > uu..,. then (7.33) 
converges to the correct weak solution for t - oo. This property is used to derive a 
criterion which excludes the weak solutions described by (ii). In Theorem 7.8 we have 
assumed that the solution consists of at most three constant states for all t. In other words, 
there are no "new" constant states created as time evolves. This assumption is not very 
restrictive, since in numerical experiments we have never observed these "new" constant 
states. Moreover, we believe that Theorem 7.8 also holds without this assumption, since 
"new" constant states, not equal to uu, vb or u0, will probably not remain constant as time 
evolves. 
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Proof. As noted before, the minimum speed for a detonation wave is the speed Sc1 of 
a CJ detonation. It will be useful to consider u31 and Uwe as a function of s. Therefore, 
we define two functions g_., : [sc1 , oo) ~ IR and gwe : [se1 , oo) ~ IR as (see (7.9) and 
(7.10)) 

gs,(S) .- S + .../(s- U11 )
2 - 2sQ, 

gwe(S) .- S - .../(s- Uu) 2 - 2sQ. 

Note that Se1 = uCJ = gs1(sCJ) = gwe(sCJ). From s- Uu- Q > .../(s- Uu) 2 - 2sQ 
it follows that g~,.(s) < 0 for all s > Se1 and, subsequently, g11,.(s) :::; gwe(sCJ) = Uc1 • 

Using this together with gs1(s) ::: s ::: Se1 = Ue" we derive 

Clearly, (7.5), (7.32) and vb = ub imply S2 = s, i.e. (i) holds and u is given by (7.34) 
with d =b. The remainder of the proof (vb 'I ub) is given in two steps. In step 1 it is 
shown that if Vb > ub, then fort sufficiently large the weak solution of (7.1),(7.33) is 
given by (7.34) with d > b. In step 2 it is shown that for vb < ub, we must distinguish 
between two cases. If S2 < s, then the weak solution of (7.1),(7.33) is given by (7.34) 
with a < d < b. On the other hand, if S2 ::: s, then (7.35) describes the weak solution 
of (7.1),(7.33) (i.e. (ii) holds). 

Step 1. In this step we assume vb > ub. It follows from this, ub ::: s ::: se1 = ue1 and 
Uu~e :5 Ue1 :5 U.vt that Vb is the final State Of a strong detonation and therefore, Vb > S2. 
Furthermore, vb > ub implies that the detonation wave, which connects the state (uu, ll 
with (vb, O)T, is followed by a rarefaction wave consisting of a smooth transition from 
(vb, Q)T to (ub, O)T. However, this solution is unstable, since the head of the rarefaction 
wave is propagating with a speed Vb > s2. Hence, as t increases the rarefaction wave 
will overtake the detonation wave and slows it down until the propagation speed is equal 
to sand the state behind the detonation wave becomes Ub (see left figure in Figure7.11). 
Hence, the weak solution of (7.1),(7.33) is given by (7.34) with d > b fort sufficiently 
large. 

tl 

t 
Step 1: Vb > ub Step 2: Vb < Ub and s2 < s 

t 

t 

a b -x a b -x 
Figure 7.11. Characteristics corresponding to the fonnation of the solution 
(7.34) as described in the proof of Theorem 7.8. 
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Step 2. Suppose Vb < Ub and s2 < s. In this case the detonation wave is followed 
by a shock wave, which connects (vb, O)T with (ub. Q)T. LetS denote the speed of this 
shock wave, i.e. S := (ub + vb)/2. Using this together with (7.5) and (7.32), we obtain 

S(ub- Vb) = !u~- !v~ = !u~- !u;- S2(vb- Uu- Q) 

= s(ub- Uu - Q)- S2(vb- Uu- Q) 

> S2(Ub - Uu - Q) - S2(Vb - Uu - Q) = S2(Ub- Vb). 

Hence S > S2 and therefore this solution is also unstable, since the shock wave will 
overtake the detonation wave and will accelerate it until the detonation is propagating 
with speed s and the state behind the detonation wave is equal to ub (see right figure in 
Figure 7.11). Therefore, fort sufficiently large, the weak solution of(7.1),(7.33) is given 
by (7.34) with a < d < b. 

Step 2: Vb < Ub and s2 :::: s 
t 

f 

a b -x 
Figure 7.12. Characteristics corresponding to the solution (7.35) as described in 
the proof of Theorem 7.8. 

Finally we consider the case Vb < Ub and s2 :::: s. Suppose Vb :::: s2. Since 8st is 
increasing and S2 2: s, we have Vb = 8sr(S2) 2: 8s1(s) = Ub. This is in contradiction 
with vb < ub, so vb < S2 and the detonation wave is a weak detonation wave (see Section 
7.1.2). This weak detonation wave is followed by a shock wave, which connects (vb. Q)T 

to (ub, O)T. Again we denote the speed of the shock wave by S, i.e. S = (ub + vb)/2. In 
a similar way as the previous case ( S2 :::: s ), we can prove that S :::;: S2 and the shock will 
not overtake the detonation wave as time evolves (see Figure 7.12). This is the stable 
solution described by (ii). Obviously, in this case the weak solution u is given by (7.35). 
Since 8we is decreasing and s2 :::: S, we obtain Vb = 8we(S2) :::: g,.(s) = Uwe• This 
completes the proof. D 

Hence, weak detonation waves will not occur or disappear as time evolves, if 
Vb > Uwe· Consider method (7.19) and suppose that in some cell [x;o-t/2• X;0+t/2) the 
gas is burnt during the (n + l)st time step, i.e. cz+t 2: U;gn and Y;~ = 1. Then (7.19a) 
implies that 

l:ltDa 
> U;gn + Q I+ l:ltDa . 

(7.36) 
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Note that u~+ 1 is the state immediately behind the detonation wave and therefore may be 
interpreted as the quantity v: defined in (7.25). Using Theorem 7.7 and Theorem 7.8 we 
should require that v;; > Uwe in order to exclude nonphysical weak detonations. Hence, 
using u~+l ~ v;; > Uwe and (7 .36) it seems useful to require that the following inequality 
holds 

!J.tDa 
Uign + l + !J.tDa Q > Uwe• (7.37) 

If (7 .37) is satisfied, we expect v;: > Uwe and thus, S!J. ~ Sc1 • In general !J.t Da will be 
very large and (7.37) reduces to u;11n + Q > Uwe· It appears that the nonphysical weak 
detonation waves are only observed if u;11n is close to Uu. Since Uu + Q < Uwe (see (7.5) 
and s > 0), inequality (7.37) is not satisfied and due to numerical diffusion, u is raised 
above the ignition value and an artificial reaction is started (see Figure 7.8). 

However, our numerical experiments in the next section illustrate that for physically 
more realistic values of u;11n, (7.37) is satisfied and vh = uh. We emphasize that crite
rion (7 .37) is only useful for stiff combustion chemistry (i.e. the gas is completely burnt 
during a time step !J.t). Therefore, it may be used as a criterion on the ignition value but 
not on the time step !J.t. 

7.3.2. Numerical Results 

In this section we show that criterion (7.37) is a useful one to exClude nonphysical so
lutions. In Example 7.3 and Example 7.4 it has been shown that for small mesh widths, 
the numerical solution is correct. However, if the mesh width is increased to more prac
tical values, then the solution becomes a nonphysical weak detonation wave. Moreover, 
in Figures 7.5 and 7.6 we have used a nonphysical ignition value u;11n (close to uu) and 
(7.37) is not satisfied. However, in practice the ignition value is much higher and (7.37) 
will be satisfied. Naturally, we consider fast reactions (or large mesh widths), since then 
the wrong solutions occur. 

Example 7.9. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 7.2. In 
order to investigate the practical use of (7.37), we choose initial data corresponding to 
the nonphysical solution (7 .27). Then we examine whether this solution has a temporally 
constant profile or transforms into the physically correct detonation wave as time evolves. 
Let the initial data be given by 

X < -30, 
-30 <X < 0, 

X> 0, 
(7.38) 

where Us1 = 6, u.,, = 3 and u11 0. Analogously to Theorem 7.7, v;; denotes the 
value of u behind the numerical detonation wave, so initially vg Uwe· Furthermore, 
M 0.125, Da = 3.1192· 105 and Q = 2, so (7.37) is rewritten as U;gn +2 > Uwe = 3. 
It follows from (7.15) that L 1;2 = w-s. 
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U;gn s2 Vb (7 .37) satisfied 

0.2 9.0000 2.2917 no 
0.4 5.5800 2.6017 no 
0.8 4.5000 3.0000 no 
1.0 4.5000 3.0000 no 
1.1 4.5000 6.0000 yes 
1.2 4.5000 6.0000 yes 

Table 7.13. Numerical results for method (7.19) with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da = 3.1192-105 (L112 = (9/8)·10-5-!lx), Llx = 1.125, Llt = 0.125and initial 
data (7 .38). 

In Table 7.13 we have printed the limit values s2 = limn-->00 s~ and Vb = limn-->00 vj!. 
The results clearly show that if (7 .37) is satisfied, the weak detonation wave is unstable 
and after some period (7 .19) will approximate the correct strong detonation wave. D 

Example 7.10. In the last example of this section we consider the CJ detonation of Ex
ample 7.1. We increase the Damkohler number to Da = 6.9315 · 105 and use ini
tial data (7.23). The exact ZND solution propagates with speeds = 1. Furthermore, 
M = 0.25, !!.x = 1 (i.e. Llx = I06L 112) and (7.37) is rewritten as u;gn + 0.5 > 1. In 
Figure 7.14 the numerical results are compared with the exact solution for u;gn = 0.51. 
In this case (7.37) is fulfilled, since u;11n + 0.5 = 1.01 > 1. The results in Figure 7.14 
clearly illustrate that the numerical detonation wave approximates the correct CJ det
onation wave. So method (7 .19) captures the detonation wave correctly, even for fast 
reactions (!!.x = 106 L 112). 

u 

l 
The variable u Mass fraction 

2 y 1 

1.5 l 0.8 
0.6 

0.4 

0.5 0.2 

0 '------ 0 

-40 -20 0 20 40 -40 -20 0 20 40 
-x -x 

Figure 7.14. Numerical results for method (7.19) (with Llt = 0.25 and 
Llx = 1.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(7.1),(7.23) at t = 16 of a CJ detonation with Q = 0.5, f = 1.0, 
Da = 6.9315. 105 (Ll/2 = w-6 -!lx) and Ujgn = 0.51. 

In Table 7.15 we present the corresponding limit values S2 = lirnn ..... oo S~ and 
vb = liffin_,00 vj!. The results in Table 7.15 convincingly illustrate that (7 .37) is a suf
ficient condition to obtain the correct 0 detonation wave. D 
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Uign s2 Vb (7.37) satisfied 

0.01 4.0000 0.5359 no 
0.1 1.6000 0.6202 no 
0.2 1.1429 0.7388 no 
0.3 1.0286 0.8571 no 
0.4 1.0000 1.0000 no 
0.51 1.0000 1.0000 yes 
0.6 1.0000 1.0000 yes 

Table 7.15. Numerical results for method (7.19) with Q = 0.5, f = 1.0, 
Da = 6.9315 · 105 (L112 = w-6.6.x), .6.x = 1.0, .6.t = 0.25 and initial data 
(7.23). 

For stiff combustion chemistry (i.e. the gas is completely burnt during a time step 
L\t), method (7 .19) captures the detonation wave correctly, provided the correct ignition 
value uign » u. is used. Due to the chemical reaction we observe a sharp resolution 
of the detonation wave without excessive smearing or oscillations. Finally, we like the 
method to be second order accurate in smooth parts of the flow (see Section 1.3). To this 
end we develop a high resolution method for the simplified detonation model in the next 
section. 

7.4. A HIGH RESOLUTION METHOD 

In this section we describe a high resolution method for the simplified detonation model 
(7 .1 ), i.e. a method which achieves second order accuracy in smooth parts of the flow 
(except perhaps near extrema). The method is based on the second order splitting method 
of Strang (6.17). First we describe method (6.29) in the present context. Suppose the 
numerical solution at time level tn is known. The numerical solution at the next time 
level rn+l = tn + L\t is computed in three steps (corresponding to C'/:,.,12, C~, and C'/:,.,12). 

Step 1. In the first step the convection is neglected. The remaining ODE with initial 
data Uj is solved exactly. Denote the result at time tn+l/2 t 11 + L\t /2 by 
U~+l/2 = (U~+I/2 yn+l/2)T. 

I l ' I 

Step 2. In the second step we assume that no reaction occurs and approximate the so-
lution of the remaining homogeneous equation, i.e. Burgers' equation (Y remains con
stant in the second step). In this approximation initial data U7+'12 are used, as results 
from step 1. The numerical solution at time t 11 + L\t is computed usin~ the slo:r; Urn
iter method of Example 5.17. The result is denoted by f:r7+1/ = (iJ';"+1 

• Y;n+l/ )T (i.e. 
y.n+l/2 = y."+l/2). ' 

I I 

Step 3. Finally, in the last step we obtain the numerical solution un+J at time level 
tn+l by applying step l again (i.e. no convection) with initial data f:r7+1

/
2

• 
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Using the notation of Section 6.3, £~1 is given by the slope limiter method and 
.C'j.,_,12 = SX,12 is the exact solution operator. As usual, the time step 6.t is restricted 
by the CFL stability condition, i.e. t" max; IUr I :::; I. 

In the following examples numerical results are presented for the method above. It 
turns out that the behaviour of the high resolution method corresponds very much with 
the behaviour of method (7 .19). Again, we observe nonphysical wave speeds for large 
mesh widths and low ignition values. 

Example 7 .11. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 7 .2. Fur
thermore, we use Roe's superbee limiter (5.23) in the computation of the numerical flux 
function in step 2. 
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Figure 7.16. Numerical results for the high resolution method (with l:!.t = 0.01 
and tu = 0.1 ); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) 
of (7 .1 ),(7. 1 6) at t 4 of a strong detonation with Q = 2, f = 1 .265625, 
Da = 31.192 (LI/2 = Ax) and u;11n 0.1. 

In Figure 7.16 the numerical results are compared with the exact solution. The mesh 
width 6.x = L1;2 = 0.1 and the time step 6.t 0.01. The numerical ZND profile is 
essentially correct. Comparing the results with those in Figure 7.5, no important differ
ences are observed. 

For larger mesh widths (L 112 = 0.125.Ax ), the numerical solution should still propa
gate with a wave speeds = 4.5. However, Figure 7.17 clearly illustrates that the numer
ical solution is completely wrong. Again, we observe a weak detonation wave propagat
ing with a wave speed 10 (one cell per time step). Since the slope Iimiter method also 
introduces intermediate states Uu < u < ub ahead of the leading shock wave, the global 
explanation described in Figure 7.8 still holds. Comparing the results with those of Fig
ure 7.6, we clearly observe a sharper resolution of the ordinary shock wave. However, 
this improvement is irrelevant, since the solution remains totally wrong. 

As expected, for a physically more realistic value u;11n = 1.5 (see Figure 7.18), the 
numerical solution is the correct strong detonation wave. However, there is no clear im
provement noticeable with respect to Figure 7. 7. 0 
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Figure 7.17. Numerical results for the high resolution method (with /:;,t = 0.08 
andl:;.x = 0.8); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) 
of (7 .1 ),(7 .16) at t = 4 of a strong detonation with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da 31.l92(LJ;2=0.125/:;,x)andu;11n =0.1. 
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Figure 7.18. Numerical results for the high resolution method (with /:;,t = 0.08 
and l:;.x = 0.8); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) 
of (7.1),(7.16) at t = 4 of a strong detonation with Q = 2, f = 1.265625, 
Da 31.192 (LJ/2 = 0.125/:;,x) and u;gn = 1.5. 

Now we consider Example 7.5 again, and investigate whether the order of accuracy 
of the high resolution method is larger than one. 

Example 7.12. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 7.2 and 
use initial data (7.16). Again Roe's superbee limiter (5.23) is used in the computation of 
the numerical flux function in step 2. We only consider the first component of the global 
error En, as defined in (7 .22). 

It follows from Table 7.19 that the accuracy of the high resolution method is far less 
than satisfactory. The results are only slightly better than those of Table 7.10 (method 
(7 .19) ). This should be expected, however, since the use of a slope limiter tends to clip 
the extreme point (the vN spike) behind the ordinary shock wave. Moreover, the method 
is in fact first order accurate around extreme points (see Chapter 5). 0 
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l D.tt global error 11 E': lit 
0 1/25 1.5778 . JO+O 
I 1/50 7.6731. w-1 

2 1/100 2.1002. w-• 
3 1/200 1.0120. w-1 

4 1/400 5.2625 . w-2 

5 1/800 2.6427 . w-2 

Thble 7.19. Global error for the high resolution method at t = 1 with Q = 2, 
f = 1.265625, Da = 3.1192 (Lt/2 = 1), Uign = 1, Aft = (1/25) · (1/2)1, 
t::.x1 = (10/25) · (1/2)1, E': defined by (7.22) and initial data (7.16). 
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There are several reasons for the absence of real differences between the results for 
method (7 .19) and the high resolution method described in this section. First, due to the 
limiter, the high resolution method is modified around discontinuities, thereby increas
ing the amount of numerical diffusion (see Chapter 5). Moreover, almost every numeri
cal method for homogeneous conservation laws spreads the shock over a couple of mesh 
points (except, for example, front tracking methods). Hence, the numerical solution al
ways contains intermediate values uu < u < ub altead of the detonation wave (see Fig
ure 7.8). If the ignition value u;gn is close to Uu, then (also for the high resolution method) 
an artificial reaction is started. Therefore, it is no surprise that for low ignition values and 
large Damkohler numbers, the wrong wave speeds occur. 

Secondly, if u > u;11n and Da is large enough, the gas is completely burnt in the 
next time step and u is shifted to the equilibrium state Ub. So, even with the first order 
method (7.19) a sharp resolution of the detonation wave is obtained (see Figure 7.7 and 
Figure 7.14). Obviously, nonreactive discontinuities are represented better by the high 
resolution method (see Chapter 5). This is illustrated in Figure 7.6 and Figure 7.17. The 
resolution of the reactive shock (i.e. detonation) in both figures is the same. However, 
we observe a sharper resolution of the nonreactive shock in Figure 7.17. 
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8 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF 

THE REACTIVE EULER 
EQUATIONS 

In this chapter we consider detonation waves for the reactive Euler equations. As noted 
before, the reactive Euler equations are a system of first order hyperbolic conservation 
laws. Since detonation waves have a discontinuous structure, including a strong leading 
shock front, we consider weak solutions of hyperbolic differential equations. A difficulty 
is that weak solutions turn out to be non unique (see Chapter 3) and we have to characterize 
the unique "physically relevant" weak solution. In case of the ZND model for detonation 
waves, this unique solution is derived by considering strong or Chapman-Jouguet deto
nation waves only (see Chapter 2). 

As for the simplified detonation model, also for the reactive Euler equations stable 
numerical solutions may occur, which are yet completely wrong, because the discontinu
ities have the wrong locations. Thus the numerical reaction waves are propagating with 
nonphysical wave speeds. These "wrong solutions" turn out to be approximations of non
physical weak solutions(i.e. weak detonation waves) [16]. 

In general the nonphysical weak detonation waves are observed only if the ignition 
temperature is close to the temperature of the unburnt gas. For these relatively low values 
of the ignition temperature, numerical experiments show that only on very fine meshes the 
computed solution will approximate the correct weak solution. In most practical cases we 
cannot afford such fine meshes and therefore we want to exclude the nonphysical weak 
detonation waves also on relatively coarse meshes. 

In practical applications the ignition temperature is much higher than the temperature 
of the unburnt gas and our numerical results illustrate that for these ignition temperatures 
the nonphysical weak solutions will not occur. To our knowledge, this result has not been 
noticed before. Moreover, our study appears to be the first attempt to study the inHuence 
of the ignition temperature on the numerical solution. In this chapter we extend the theory 
of Chapter 7 to the reactive Eulerequations and explain why a correct ignition temperature 
will exclude the wrong solutions. 

This chapter is organized as follows. In the first section, we present a numerical method 
based on the first order splitting method (6.14). In this method the fluid dynamical part 
is solved by Roe's first order method and the chemistry is solved exactly using a fixed 
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temperature approximation. Numerical results show the occurrence of wrong solutions 
(weak detonation waves) for low ignition temperatures and correct solutions (strong or 
CJ detonation waves) for realistic ignition temperatures. In Section 8.2 we extend the 
criterion (7 .37) to the reactive Euler equations in order to explain the influence of the ig
nition temperature on the numerical solution. Furthermore, we present numerical results 
supporting our claim that a correct ignition temperature excludes the nonphysical weak 
solutions. In Section 8.3 we describe a high resolution method based on the second order 
splitting method (6.17) and present some numerical results for this method. For the sake 
of completeness, in Section 8.4 we make some remarks on front tracking. Front tracking 
methods are often used to solve the numerical difficulty of approximating incorrect weak 
solutions [I 0, 76]. 

8.1. NUMERICAL COMPUTATION OF STRONG 
OR CJ DETONATION WAVES 

In this chapter we consider the reactive Euler equations (2.26). As in Chapter 7 we as
sume that the initial data correspond to the exact ZND solution of a strong or CJ deto
nation wave, where the ordinary shock wave is located at x = 0. To obtain the exact 
ZND solution at t = 0, we have to solve (2.49). In general (2.49) cannot be solved ex
actly and the solution Y must be obtained numerically. If we have computed Y, then all 
other variables can be determined from (2.48). Hence, the exact solution is the strong 
or CJ detonation described in Section 2.5. If u, f and q are defined by (3.6), then the 
reactive Euler equations (2.26) can be written in the general form (3.2a). The reaction 
rate w depends on the temperature T via the Arrhenius' law (see (2.29) and (2.30)) 

l 0, 
w = 1 1 

-Da pYexp(Ea(-- ...-)), 
T.N T 

T < 1ign. 

T > 1ign• 
(8.1) 

Detonation waves are characterized by a shock heating tbe gas above a certain temper
ature (the von Neumann temperature) and a subsequent rapid heat release. In practi
cally all realistic cases 1ign is much higher tban the temperature of the unburnt gas, i.e. 
Tu « 1/gn :5 T•N· From a mathematical point of view, this is a consequence of a charac
teristic exponential (Arrhenius-type) behaviour of the reaction rate laws, which guaran
tees the rates to be exponentially small for low temperatures. On the other hand, from a 
chemical point of view, this can be thought of as being caused by a kinetic competition 
for radical species, which for low temperatures is completely on the side of tbe radical 
consuming reactions. In other words, at low temperatures the reactions are kinetically 
quenched, due to a lack of radicals. 

We choose a time step At and a mesh width Ax to define discrete time levels 
tn := nAt for all n ?: 0 and discrete mesh points x; := iAx for all i. We are rather inter
ested in detonation capturing and do not want to describe all physical details. Therefore, 
we consider mesh widths Ax and time steps At appropriate to resolve the fluid dynamics 
but not for the chemical reaction. What we should demand is that our method produces 
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a sharp representation of the detonation wave at the correct location. The reactive Euler 
equations {2.26) are solved numerically using a method based on the first order splitting 
method (6.14). In this method the numerical solution at each time level is derived in two 
steps. In the first step we assume that no reaction occurs (i.e. (3.2a) with q = 0) and ap
proximate the solution of the remaining homogeneous system, i.e. the nonreactive Euler 
equations. In the second step we assume no convection (i.e. (3.2a) with af tax = 0) 
and solve the corresponding ordinary differential equations numerically. For a detailed 
description of splitting methods we refer to Chapter 6. 

Next we describe in more detail the method used in this section. Let the numerical 
solution at time level 111 (i.e. U7 for all i) be given. In the first step we solve the non
reactive Euler equations numerically by Roe's first order method for gas dynamics (see 
Example 4.18). Let us denote the result by Cf+' E Hr, so 

Cf+l := U7 - <{P;'+I/2- F7-1/2}, 

where the numerical flux function Ff+112 is given by (4.49). Let gf+l denote the result 

in the ith cell after the first step, for all variables g, i.e. the vector c7+ 1 is given by 
c~+l = (p'/+1

' Pi+' uf+l' pj+l Ef+l' Pi+' rr+')T. Recall that a leading shock wave ini
tiates a chemical reaction. Therefore, we assume that no chemical reaction occurs in the 
cell [X;-t/2•Xi+t/2) during the (n + l)st time step, if T;n+l < T;gn· Furthermore, since 
the first th.!ee equations in (3.2a) are independent of q, P'/+1 = Pi+'' ui+' = ui+l and 
E'/+1 = Ef+'. Hence, in the second step we have to solve the following scalar initial 
value problem (see (8.1)) 

d 
d/(x;,t) = 

-n+l 1 1 
DaH(T; -T;g,.)Y(x;,t)exp(Ea(-- (Y(. )))),(8.2a) 

T.N T XI, t 

Y(x;, t*) = Yt+', (8.2b) 

for all i, where H is the Heavyside function and T (Y) is given by (see (2.27) and (2.28)) 

T(Y) = (y- I)(Ef+' - !<ui+1
)

2
- QY). 

Furthermore, t• is some fixed initial time, which is equal to t 11 or 111 + !:t.t /2 in general. 
As remarked before, we don't want to resolve the chemistry in detail and an explicit 

method for the ordinary differential equation (8.2) would imply a severe time step restric
tion (compared with the usual CFL condition). Therefore, we have to solve the ODE in 
the second step by an implicit method. However, the Arrhenius' law is complicated and 
even the backward Euler method for (8.2) results in a nonlinearequation for Y;n+l with 
no unique solution. Therefore, we replace T(Y) by f;n+I/2 in (8.2a) and integrate the 
resulting linear ODE for Y over [t*, t* + i\t] exactly, i.e. 

{ 

- .. +1 
yn+l _ Y; • 
; - Yt+1 exp(-ri\t Da), 

T-.n+l < T. 
1 ign• 

T-.n+l > T. 
1 ign• 

(8.3a) 

where for shortness of notation r > 0 is given by 

I 1 
r := exp(Ea(-T. - -,.+1 )). 

•N 1'; 
(8.3b) 
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Since Ea is large in general, r is large when t;n+l is sufficiently high and negligible for 
low t;n+t. At first glance (8.3) may appear to be less satisfactory than an implicit nu
merical method for (8.2a), since in practice the temperature is not constant. However, 
in our applications a detailed description of the chemistry is not necessary and the fixed 
temperature approach produces satisfyin; results. 

Using the notation of Section 6.3, Ct::., is given by Roe's first order method and C~, 
is the exact solution operator of a modified problem (obtained by a fixed temperature 
approximation). 

Next we present numerical results for method (8.3). In the first example it is shown 
that also for the reactive Euler equations, nonphysical wave speeds may occur. For sim
plicity, only the pressure and mass fraction are drawn. 

Example 8.1. In this example we approximate the ZND solution of a strong detonation. 
Initially the preshock state is given by 

Pu I, Pu = 1, Uu = 0. 

Furthermore, we choose the following parameter values: 

Ea = 10, Q = 10, f 1.1, y = 1.4 Da = 66.201. 

The half-reaction length is given by L 112 = I0-2 (see (2.51)). The final burnt state for 
the strong detonation is given by (see (2.45)) 

Pb = Pst = 13.481, Pb = Pst = 2.0741, Ub = Ust = 2.5423, 

where the strong detonation is propagating with a speeds = 4.9093. For this particu
lar example the von Neumann pressure and the von Neumann temperature are given by 
PvN = 19.918 and TvN = 4.2838, respectively. 
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Figure 8.1. Numerical results for method (8.3) (with !J.t = 0.01 and 
!J.x = 0. t ); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a strong detonation with Ea = 1 0, Q 10, f = 1.1, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (LI/2 = O.t!J.x)and T;g11 = 1.01. 

In Figure 8.1 the numerical results are compared with the exact solution. The pres
sure peak has completely disappeared, since we are using a large mesh width 
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(.dx = 10L11z), on which the chemical reaction cannot be solved. Since we are inter
ested in the global behaviour only, the results in Figure 8.1 are satisfying. The ignition 
temperature in Figure 8.1 is unrealistic (too low). However, the small time step and the 
exponential term in (8.1) guarantee a negligible reaction rate for low temperatures. This 
will be explained in the next section. We observe a sharp resolution of the detonation, 
since the chemical reaction shifts all intermediate values (with sufficiently high temper
atures) to the equilibrium state ub. 
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Figure 8.2. Numerical results for method (8.3) (with !!it = 0.2 and 
l!ix = 2.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) att = 20 of a strong detonation with Ea = to, Q = 10./ = 1.1, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (LI/2 = 5 · 10-3/:!ix) and T;gn = 1.01. 

We increase !::..x to 2.0 (i.e . .dx = 200L1/2) and keep T = !::..x f !::..t fixed. The numer
ical solution should still propagate with a wave speeds = 4.9093. However, Figure 8.2 
clearly illustrates that the numerical solution is completely wrong. As in Figure 7.6, there 
is a weak detonation wave propagating faster than the exact detonation wave. In this 
weak detonation wave all energy is released and the gas is completely burnt. 
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Figure 8.3. Numerical results for method (8.3) (with At = 0.2 and 
l!ix = 2.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a strong detonation with Ea = 10, Q = 10, f = l.l, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (LJ/2 = 5 ·10-3/:!ix) and T;gn = T.N = 4.2838. 
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As remarked before, in practice Tu « T;gn :5 T.N. In Figure 8.3 the solution is drawn 
for T;gn = T.N· Although we observe some noise behind the detonation wave, the numer
ical solution approximates the global behaviour of the exact detonation wave very well. 
The disturbance behind the pressure jump is caused by the splitting method. This will 
be explained later on. D 

The previous example shows the possible occurrence of nonphysical solutions. We 
like to draw attention to the fact that the reactive Euler equations and the simplified det
onation model have a similar numerical behaviour {compare the results of Example 7.3 
with those of Example 8.1). As in Section 7.2 (see Figure 7.8), the basic explanation 
for the occurrence of nonphysical wave speeds is the smeared representation of the lead
ing shock wave, which includes intermediate temperatures Tu < T < Tb in front of it. 
If 1ign ~ Tu, due to numerical diffusion, the temperature is raised above the ignition 
temperature and an artificial reaction is started in front of the shock wave. Apparently, 
r M Da is large enough to burn a substantial part of the gas (see (8.3a)) and cause an 
increase of the numerical wave speed. 
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Figure 8.4. Global explanation of the occurrence of small disturbances in the 
pressure profile behind the detonation wave. 

In Figure 8.3 we observe a small disturbance in the numerical solution behind the 
detonation wave. Often, we observe a lot of disturbances behind the detonation wave 
{see Figure 8.7). They are caused by the splitting method. Suppose the fluid dynamics 
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and the chemistry are solved exactly and consider the Riemann problem at the bound
ary of two adjacent cells separating the constant states Ub and Uu. In the first step of the 
splitting method we derive the exact solution of the Riemann problem at the cell bound
ary. Suppose the solution consists of a simple wave, a contact discontinuity and a shock 
wave, respectively (see Figure 8.4). For the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the 
pressure. Note that in the first step Y is simply propagated along the contact discontinu
ity. In the second step, the gas is burnt in the grey area and the pressure jumps to a higher 
value in this region. Since in the rest of our computational domain the pressure remains 
constant, it is obvious that we may observe oscillations in the pressure behind the react
ing shock wave. In order to avoid these oscillations it is necessary to know the position 
of the front accurately. One possibility is to use a front tracking method in the first step. 
In the front tracking method the piecewise constant profile is simply propagated in the 
positive x -direction, without creating simple waves or contact discontinuities. 

In Example 8.1 the activation energy is relatively low, so the reaction rate is not domi
nated by the exponential term. In the following example we consider a strong detonation 
wave with high activation energy. 

Example 8.2. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 2.2. We use 
initial data corresponding to the exact ZND profile and increase the Damk<:>hler number 
to 6.3293 · 103 (i.e. L 112 = 10-5). The exact detonation wave is propagating with speed 
s = 9.1359. The results in Figure 8.5 illustrate the correct propagation speed of the 
numerical detonation wave. Again, no pressure peak can be seen and the pressure jump 
is smeared over a couple of mesh points. Although we use a low ignition temperature, 
the numerical solution represents the global behaviour of the exact solution very well. 
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Figure 85. Numerical results for method (8.3) (with At = 0.05 and 
Ax = 1.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 15 of a strong detonation with Ea = 150, Q = 50, f = 1.8, y = 1.2, 
Da = 6.3293 · toJ (Ll/2 = w-5/ix) and T1gn = l.OL 

To observe nonphysical wave speeds, we must increase Da to 6.3293 · 10+15• In this 
extremely stiff case, the reaction rate (8.1) is no longer dominated by the exponential 
term. 0 

The numerical experiments in this section show that for high ignition temperatures 
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we obtain the correct solution. This is explained in the next section. On the other hand, 
for low ignition temperatures the Damkohler number, the activation energy and the time 
step play a crucial role in obtaining the correct solution. Therefore, in the next section 
we also study the influence of these parameters on the numerical solution (and especially 
the location of the reaction zone). Naturally, we restrict ourselves to stiff combustion 
chemistry (i.e. the gas is completely burnt during a time step t.t), since then the wrong 
numerical solutions occur. 

8.2. THE AVOIDANCE OF NONPHYSICAL 
DETONATION WAVES 

As shown in Example 8.1, it is also possible to obtain a numerical solution with a reaction 
zone at the wrong location for the reactive Euler equations. As remarked before, these 
"wrong solutions" are nonphysical weak detonation waves. In this section we study the 
occurrence of nonphysical wave speeds. To this end we define a quantity sn at time t" 
as (see (7.20b)) 

00 

-S11nt.t = t.x L (Yr - Y;0) • (8.4) 
i=-00 

where Y is the mass fraction of the unbumt gas. Again, S" may be interpreted as the 
average speed of the numerical detonation wave at time level t". 

For the simplified detonation model we have developed a criterion which explains 
the occurrence of nonphysical weak solutions for low ignition temperatures. Next we 
extend this criterion (7.37) to the reactive Euler equations. Suppose that in some cell 
[x~o-1/2• Xio+l/2) the gas is burnt during the (n + l)st time step, i.e. f;;+l 2:: 1i8n and 
Y;~+ 1 > 0. Contrary to the simplified detonation model, y~+t =f. 1 in general for the 
reactive Euler equations. In the first step of the splitting method Y is simply propagated 
along the contact discontinuity and therefore in some "unbumt cells" Y will decrease to 
values below 1. Hence, we only know that 0 ::; Y~ ::; I. It follows from (2.27) and (2.28) 
that 

j,n+l = (y _ l)(E?+I _ l(u~+1)2 _ Qr.n+l) 
IO IO 210 IO' 

Using this, it is easy to see that (see (8.3)) 

r;;+• = fi:+~ + (y- 1) Q er;:+ I- y~+l) 

=:::: 7i11n + (y -l)QY;:+I(l-exp(-rt.tDa)), 

where r is given by (8.3b). As in (7.37) we require the following inequality to hold 

- +I 1i8n + (y -l)QY;: (1-exp(-rt.tDa)) > Twe• (8.5) 

where T we = Pwel Pwe is the final temperature of the corresponding weak detonation 
wave propagating with speeds (see (2.46)). 
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We expect that for higher ignition temperatures T;8n (8.5) will be satisfied and the 
non physical weak detonations will not occur. Moreover, we show that (8.5) may also be 
used to study the influence of !l.t Da and Ea on the numerical wave speed. Obviously, it is 
not a desirable situation if the method produces the correct wave speed for one particular 
ignition temperature only. Considering the theory in Section 7.3, we expect that this is 
not the case. We now present some numerical results supporting this statement. 

Example 8.3. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 8.1. In 
Table 8.6 the limit value S = limn-..oo sn is presented for several values of T;8n and !l.x. 

Mesh width !l.x 

T;gn 10L112 102 · L112 103 
• L112 104 

• L112 105 
• L112 

1.01 4.9093 5.3404 7.5000 10.000 10.000 
1.5 4.9093 5.1520 6.6666 7.5000 7.5000 
2.0 4.9093 5.0000 5.0388 5.0388 5.0388 
2.5 4.9093 4.9093 5.0000 5.0000 5.0000 
3.0 4.9093 4.9093 4.9093 4.9093 4.9093 
3.5 4.9093 4.9093 4.9093 4.9093 4.9093 

Table 8.6. Average numerical wave speed limn-+oo sn for method (8.3) with 
Q = 10, f = 1.1, y = 1.4, Da = 66.201 (LJ/2 = 0.01), r = !l.tf !l.x = 0.1 and 
initial data corresponding to the exact ZND profile. 

For low ignition temperatures the average numerical wave speedS is a good approx
imation of the exact wave speed for small mesh widths only (!l.x ~ 10£112). If we 
increase !l.x and keep L 112 (or Da) fixed, we observe completely wrong wave speeds. 
However, if T;8n ?:: 3.0 the numerical wave speed is correct, independent of the mesh 
width used. This interesting observation can be explained by (8.5). If T;8n = 3.0, (8.5) 
becomes approximately 3 + 4f;~+l > 5.4506, since exp(-r!l.tDa) is negligible. This 

inequality is satisfied as f;:+l > 0.61265. Our numerical results illustrate that (8.5) is 
satisfied in general if T;gn ?:: 3.0. 0 

We present a second example illustrating that for high ignition temperatures the cor
rect solution is obtained. 

Example 8.4. In this example we consider the CJ detonation of Example 2.1. We use 
initial data corresponding to the exact initial profile (see Figure 2.5) and increase the 
Damkohler number to Da = 6.4880 · 1if (L112 = 10-5). The numerical solution should 
propagate with speeds = 5.4419. Note that T,N = 5.0509. Furthermore, !l.t = 0.1 and 
!l.x = 1 (i.e. L112 = 10-5 !l.x). For T;gn = 4.0, (8.5) becomes 3 + 5.6f;:+l > 7.6921, 

which is satisfied as f;~+l > 0.6593. 
The results in Figure 8.7 show that (for T;8n = 4.0) the numerical solution approx

imates the physically correct detonation wave. As noted before, in the first step of our 
method in some "unbumt cells" Y will decrease below 1. However, long before Y reaches 
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Figure 8.7. Numerical results for method (8.3) (with At = 0.1 and 
Ax = 1.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a CJ detonation with Ea = 14, Q = 14, f = 1.0, y = 1.4, 
Da = 6.4880 · 10" (L112 = Io-5 Ax) and T;g11 = 4.0. 

0.6593, the temperature increases above T;g11 and the gas is burnt. So, (8.5) is satisfied 
in general, as is clearly illustrated by the results in Figure 8.7. The reaction zone has 
the correct location. The small disturbances behind the pressure jump are caused by the 
splitting method as explained in Figure 8.4. 0 

Hence, for realistic ignition temperatures (8.5) will be satisfied and nonphysical so
lutions will not occur. Some other authors call the nonphysical weak detonation waves 
a purely numerical artifact, since they disappear as the mesh is refined. We claim that 
the occurrence of wrong solutions is caused by using an unrealistic ignition tempera
ture. The question that remains is why for low ignition temperatures, the correct solu
tion is obtained for !:t.t __. 0. This may not be expected, since we are using a wrong 
physical model. Suppose T;g,. ~ Tu and recall that the wrong wave speeds are caused by 
the numerical diffusion in front of the leading shock wave (see Figure 7 .8). Due to this 
diffusion the temperature increases above the ignitit:m temperature and an artificial reac
tion is started ahead of the shock. Moreover, if rAt Da is large for this artificial reaction, 
then it follows from (8.3a) that during a time step At a substantial part of the gas is burnt 
and the numerical wave speed increases (see (8.4)). Hence, for low ignition tempera
tures, we expectS" to depend on r!::.tDa. To study for which temperatures r!::.tDa is 
large, we normalizer !:t.t Da such that it reduces to an exponential term only (multiplied 
by one). Therefore, let the quantity Da* be defined by 

1 1 
Da* := !::.t Da exp(Ea{-T. - -)), 

vN T* 
where Tu < T* < Tb. Then r !::.t Da can be rewritten as 

* 1 1 
r!::.tDa = Da exp(Ea(T* - j;n+l )). 

I 

Subsequently, we choose T* E [Tu. Tb] such that Da* = 1, i.e. 

T* . (1i ( T.NEa T.)) 
= nun b' max Ea+ T.N 1n(!::.tDa)' " ' 

(8.6) 
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where we assume l:!..tDa "I exp(-Ea/T.N). If t;n+t < T*, then rl:!..tDa is small and 
y!'+1 ~ f.n+t. However, if t..n+t > T*, then rl:!..tDa is large and Y!'+1 « Y!'+l. Hence, 

I I I - J I 

T* may be interpreted as the effective "ignition temperature" of the chemical reaction. 
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Figure 8.8. The "ignition temperature" T* (8.6) with T.N = 4.2838, Tu = 1.0, 
Tb = 6.4997, Ea = 10 (solid line), Ea = 50 (dashed line) and Ea = 100 (dashed
dotted line). 

In Figure 8.8 we have drawn T* as a function of l:!..t Da for several values of Ea. If 
Ea is small (solid line) and l:!..t Da is large, then T* ~ Tu. On the other hand, if Ea is 
large (dashed-dotted line) and l:!..t Dais small, then T* ~ Tb (see Figure 8.8). Therefore, 
if we decrease M (and thus l:!..t Da), then (8.6) implies that T* increases (see Figure 8.8). 
Hence, if we identify T* with T;gn. then for l:!..t sufficiently small, we expect that (8.5) 
is satisfied and therefore, the wrong wave speeds will not occur. This illustrated by the 
following example. 

Example 8.5. First, we consider the strong detonation of Example 8.1. Table 8.6 shows 
that the correct wave speeds are obtained if T;gn ~ 3.0. In other words, we like to choose 
M such that T* ~ 3.0. Subsequently, since Ea = 10 and T.N = 4.2838, (8.6) implies 
that M:::: 2.7155/ Da. In Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2 we have chosen Da = 66.201, and 
thus l:!..t :::: 0.0410. As the results clearly illustrate this time step restriction is fulfilled in 
Figure 8.1. On the other hand, in Figure 8.2 the time step is too large, as we expected. 

Secondly, we consider the strong detonation of Example 8.2. Numerical experiments 
of method (8.3) show that we obtain the correct wave speed, if T;gn ~ 2.9. Using, 
Ea = 150 and T.N = 7.8801, we obtain the time step restriction M :::: 1.6 · 1014

/ Da. 
Clearly, this is not very restrictive except for very large Darnkohler number. In Figure 8.5 
Da = 6.3293 · 103 and l:!..t = 0.05. As expected for these values the time step restriction 
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is satisfied. 0 

In this section we showed that (8.5) can be used to explain the influence of !:J.t Da, Ea 
and T;g, on the numerical solution. If we identify T* with T;lf"' then for low activation 
energies and large Damk.Cihler numbers we have to take very small time steps to satisfy 
(8.5). Moreover, we emphasize that these low ignition temperatures are not very realistic. 
For low T;g,.. we have to decrease the time step to increase T* and to be close to the real 
physics. Obviously this is not very satisfying. 

Method (8.3) captures the detonation wave correctly and produce satisfying results 
(even for stiff combustion chemistry), provided the correct ignition temperature is cho
sen. In order to obtain second order accuracy in smooth parts of the flow, we develop a 
high resolution method in the next section. 

8.3. A HIGH RESOLUTION METHOD 

In this section we present a high resolution method for the reactive Euler equations (2.26). 
The numerical method is based on the second order splitting method of Strang ( 6.17). Let 
the numerical solution at time level t" be given. The numerical solution at the next time 
level tn+l = t" + ll.t is computed in three steps (corresponding to c~t/2• c~, and c~t/2). 

Step 1. In the first step we neglect convection (i.e. o/ox = 0 in (2.26)). As for the 
first order method in Section 8.1, we have to solve the ODE (8.2a) for all i with initial data 
Y (x;, t*) = Y;". Again, we assume a constant temperature (i.e. we replace T (Y) by T;" in 
(8.2a)) and integrate the resulting linear differential equation over 
[t*, t*+M/2] exactly. Denote the result by Y;n+l/l anddefinep~+l/2 := pf, u7+112 := u? 

and E~+t/2 := E'!. 
I I 

Step 2. In the second step we assume that no reaction takes place and solve (2.26) 
with w = 0 (the nonreactive Euler equations). We use initial data U7+112 as results from 
step 1 and compute the numerical solution after a time step ll.t of the nonreactive Euler 
equations by the slope limiter method of Example 5.18. The final result is denoted by 
iJ~+l/2. 

I 

Step 3. Finally, in the last step we obtain the numerical solution un+l at time level 
t"+l by applying step 1 again (i.e. no convection) with initial data iJ?+I/2

• 

Using the notation of Section 6.3, £~1 is given by the slope limiter method and 
C"a,12 = S~1;z is the exact solution operator for problem (8.2a) with constant temper
ature. As usual, the time step !:J.t is restricted by the CFL stability condition. 

Next results are presented for the method above. In the first example we show that for 
low ignition temperatures also with the slope limiter method nonphysical wave speeds 
may occur for large mesh widths. 

Example 8.6. In this example we consider the strong detonation of Example 8.1. Recall 
that the detonation wave propagates with speeds = 4. 9093. We use the parameter values 
of Figure 8.2 and apply the slope limiter method described above with Roe's superbee 
limiter (5.23). In Figure 8.9 the numerical results are compared with the exact solution. 
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Figure 8.9. Numerical results for the high resolution method (with !J.t = 0.2 
and !J.x = 2.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t 20 of a strong detonation with Ea = 10, Q = 10, I = 1.1, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (L1;2 = 5 · I0-3 !J.x) and T;gn = l.ol. 
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As in Figure 8.2, the numerical solution is totally wrong. Although the superbee lim
iter suppresses the numerical diffusion, the temperature will increase ahead of the deto
nation wave and a fake detonation wave is started. The fact that we are using a high res
olution method is clearly illustrated by the sharp resolution of the ordinary shock wave 
(compared with the resolution in Figure 8.2). 
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Figure 8.10. Numerical results for the high resolution method (with !J.t = 0.2 
and !J.x 2.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a strong detonation with Ea 10, Q = 10, I = 1.1, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (LI/2 = 5. w-3 !J.x) and T;gn = r.N = 4.2838. 

For a physically realistic ignition temperature T;gn = T.N = 4.2838, the numerical 
solution is correct (see Figure 8.10). Comparing the results with those in Figure 8.3 we 
observe a slightly better representation of the detonation wave. 0 

Example 8. 7. As the last example of this section we consider the CJ detonation of Ex
ample 2.1. We apply the high resolution method with Roe's superbee limiter, using the 
parameter values of Figure 8. 7. 
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Figure 8.11. Numerical results for the high resolution method (with M = 0.1 
and t:.x = 1.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a CJ detonation with Ea = 14, Q = 14, f = l.O, y = 1.4, 
Da = 6.4880 · 10" (L112 = t0-5 Ax) and T;gn = 4.0. 

The results in Figure 8.11 clearly show that (for T;gn = 4.0) the numerical solution 
approximates the physically correct detonation wave. As expected we observe a better 
resolution of the detonation wave (compared with Figure 8. 7). Furthermore, the pressure 
peak is resolved slightly better. However, for a good resolution of the pressure peak one 
needs a finer grid or a front tracking method (see Section 8.4). Finally, also for the high 
resolution method we observe small disturbances behind the pressure jump caused by 

. the splitting method (as explained in Figure 8.4). 0 

Hence, the global behaviour of the first order method (8.3) and the high resolution 
method described in this section is the same. For both methods nonphysical wave speeds 
may occur for low ignition temperatures. The only real distinction is that the high res
olution method represents the possible discontinuities sharper. However, in general this 
improvement is very small for detonation waves (with stiff combustion chemistry). If 
T > T;g11 and the reaction is fast enough, the gas is completely burnt in the next time step 
and u is shifted to the equilibrium state ub. So, often the first order method represents the 
detonation wave very well. Naturally, nonreactive discontinuities are represented much 
better (sharper) by the high resolution method (as is shown in Chapter 5). 

In Section 1.3 we have mentioned that the main goal of this thesis is to develop a 
numerical method with the following properties 

• at least second order accuracy in smooth parts of the How; 

• a sharp resolution of the discontinuities without excessive smearing or oscillations; 

• numerically stable with the usual time step and mesh width restrictions; 

• approximating the physically relevant weak solution. 

The theory and the results in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 show that the last property is the 
most interesting one. However, the high resolution method presented in this section has 
all the desired properties, provided we use a correct ignition temperature. 
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In this chapter we derived a criterion on the ignition temperature which guarantees 
that the numerical solution approximates the physically relevant weak solution. Further
more, this criterion is used to study the influence of !J.t Da and Ea on the numerical wave 
speed. We believe that the analysis presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 gives a better 
insight in the behaviour of detonation capturing methods for the reactive Euler equations. 

For the sake of completeness we make some remarks on front tracking methods in 
the next section. 

8.4. SOME REMARKS ON FRONT TRACKING 

In Section 8.2 we have shown that a correct ignition temperature will exclude nonphysi
cal weak solutions. Another way to enforce the correct wave speed (even for low ignition 
temperatures) is to approximate the solution by a front tracking method. The basic idea 
behind any front tracking method is to follow the front position in some way. Often, one 
adds a new mesh point to the computational mesh, which follows the front position. An
other approach is to consider the front as a level set of the scalar field G(x, t) [64, 77, 86] 
and update this level set as time evolves. If we model the detonation wave as a gas dy
namic discontinuity, we may consider to track the detonation wave instead of the leading 
shock wave (77]. However, we restrict ourselves to cases where the leading shock wave 
of the detonation is tracked. 

If we are capable to compute the shock position accurately, the front tracking method 
has many advantages compared to the previous methods. For instance, the leading shock 
is spread over at most two mesh cells. Furthermore, if we like to describe the chemical re
action in detail and we know the front position, then we also know where the spatial grid 
should be refined. Here we consider the problem of nonphysical wave speeds only. The 
previous methods automatically capture possible discontinuities. The jumps in the solu
tion are replaced by sharp transitions over a few mesh cells, using a sufficient amount of 
numerical diffusion. In the front tracking method, all discontinuities are captured indeed 
except for the leading ordinary shock of the detonation wave, which is tracked explicitly. 

Suppose the detonation wave propagates into an undisturbed, unbumt, uniform gas. 
Since the position of the leading shock is known, the numerical solution is not smoothed 
around the shock and equal to Uu ahead of the detonation wave. So, in contrast to the 
previous methods, even for low ignition temperatures, no artificial reaction is started. 
Hence, the front tracking method will always produce the physically correct detonation 
wave, provided the front position is computed accurately. 

The major disadvantage of tracking methods is that they are difficulty to generalize 
to higher space dimensions. For instance, in one space dimension it is sufficient to add 
a point to the grid, which follows the front position. However, in two dimensions the 
front becomes a curve. Representing this curve on a two-dimensional spatial grid and 
updating its position as time evolves, may be very complicated [13, 76, 87]. The level 
set approach is much easier in higher space dimensions and allows the representation 
of complex front topologies [64, 77]. However in many applications a front tracking 
method is too complicated and methods on fixed grids are to be preferred. 
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In [ 1 0] a method is developed for detonation waves, which uses the front tracking 
method of Chem and ColeJla [ 13] in combination with the piecewise parabolic method. 
Furthermore, the stability properties of ZND solutions for detonation waves are stud
ied. In [76] a front tracking method is introduced, based on Roe's linearization. Also 
in [76] the front tracking method is successfully applied to the reactive Euler equations, 
to study stability properties ofZND solutions. Finally, we refer to [64, 77, 78] where a 
new algorithm for the tracking of detonation waves is presented, which uses the level set 
approach. 

For the sake of completeness we present some numerical results for a front tracking 
method. In the present context we use the second order splitting method (6.17) as de
scribed in Section 8.3. Only the second step is changed. Here, we solve the nonreactive 
Euler equations in the second step by the front tracking method described in [ 13] in corn-

. bination with the slope limiter method (see Example 5.18). The front tracking method 
in [13] has the important property to be globally conservative and the time step !:l.t is 
restricted by the usual CFL stability condition. 

Example 8.8. In this example we consider again the strong detonation of Example 8.1. 
In Figure 8.12 the numerical solution is compared with the exact solution. The numerical 
solution approximates the exact ZND profile very well. Comparing the results with those 
in Figure 8.1, the resolution of the pressure peak is much better. This is caused by the 
tracking of the leading shock wave. 
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Figure 8.12. Numerical results for the front tracking method (with t::.t = 0.01 
and t::.x = 0.1 ); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a strong detonation with Ea = l 0, Q = l 0, f = 1.1, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (LJ/2 = 0.1 t::.x) and Tign = 1.01. 

Figure 8.13 dearly illustrates the strength of the front tracking method. We use a low 
ignition temperature (T;g11 1.01 ~ Tu), a low activation energy (Ea = 10) and a large 
mesh width (!:l.x = 200Lit2)· Contrary to the results of Figure 8.2 (and Figure 8.9), the 
numerical solution in Figure 8.13 is correct. The numerical reaction zone is larger than 
the exact reaction zone, since the fast reaction cannot be resolved very well on the large 
me• 0 
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Figure 8.13. Numerical results for the front tracking method (with !::..t = 0.2 
and t::..x = 2.0); numerical solution (solid line) and exact solution (dashed line) of 
(2.26) at t = 20 of a strong detonation with Ea = 1 0, Q = 10, f = 1.1, y = 1.4, 
Da = 66.201 (L112 = 5 · w-3 !::..x) and 1ign = 1.01. 
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For low ignition temperatures the front tracking method behaves better than the pre
vious methods. However, in this thesis we have shown that for realistic ignition temper
atures all methods produce similar wave speeds. Sometimes an accurate representation 
of the leading front (especially the von Neumann spike) is necessary. For instance, the 
front interface plays an important role in the stability mechanism of the ZND solution. 
Excessive numerical diffusion around the front can modify the stability properties of the 
detonation sometimes to the extent of transforming a physically unstable detonation into 
a numerically stable one. For this kind of problems a method which tracks the front ex
plicitly seems unavoidable [10, 76, 78]. However, in general the major flaw of, namely 
the generation of nonphysical detonation waves, can be overcome by using a correct ig
nition temperature. Hence, we have shown that for approximating the correct weak so
lution, one does not need complex methods like front tracking. 
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symbol 
A 
B 
c 
Cp 

Cp,i 

Cu 

Cv,i 

D 
D;i 
Da 
e 
E 
Ea 
I 
/; 
h 
h; 
h? 
H 
k 
L112 
m 
p 
q 
Q 
R 
s 

NOMENCLATURE 

description 
frequency factor ( s 1) 

constant in frequency factor (s-1K-a) 
speed of sound (m/s) 
specific heat at constant pressure of the gas mixture (J/(kg K)) 
specific heat at constant pressure for species M; (J/(kg K)) 
specific heat at constant volume of the gas mixture (J/(Kg K)) 
specific heat at constant volume for species M; (J/(kg K)) 
constant binary diffusion coefficient for all pairs of species (m2/s) 
binary diffusion coefficient for species M; and M i (m2/s) 
Damkohler number 
specific internal energy per unit mass for the gas mixture (Jikg) 
specific total energy per unit mass for the gas mixture (Jikg) 
activation energy (J/mol) 
degree of overdrive 
external force per unit mass on species M; (Nikg) 
specific enthalpy of the gas mixture (Jikg) 
specific enthalpy of species M; (Jikg) 
standard heat of formation per unit mass for species M; at temperature To (Jikg) 
stagnation enthalpy of the gas mixture (Jikg) 
specific rate constant (s-1) 

half-reaction length (m) 
mass flux (kgl(m2 s)) 
hydrostatic pressure (N/m2 ) 

heat flux for the gas mixture (J/(m2 s)) 
heat release of the chemical reaction per unit mass (Jikg) 
universal gas constant (J/(mol K)) 
propagation speed of the combustion wave (m/s) 
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symbol 
s 
T 
To 
Tian 
u 
U; 

U; 
V 

W; 
w 
W; 
X; 
Y; 
a 
A. 

JL 
y 
p 
Pi 
a 
r 

description 
specific entropy of the gas mixture (J/(kg K)) 
absolute temperature of the gas mixture (K) 
fixed reference temperature (K) 
ignition temperature of the chemical reaction (K) 

NOMENCLATURE 

mass weighted average velocity of the gas mixture (m/s) 
flow velocity of species M; (m/s) 
diffusion velocity of species M; (m/s) 
specific volume of the gas mixture (m31kg) 
reaction rate of species M; (kgl(m3 s)) 
average molecular weight of the gas mixture (kg/mol) 
molecular weight of species M; (kg/mol) 
mole fraction of species M; 
mass fraction of species M; 
constant determining the temperature dependence of the frequency factor 
thermal conductivity of the gas mixture (J/(m s K)) 
viscosity coefficient (kg!( m s)) 
specific heat ratio 
mass density of the gas mixture (kglm3) 

mass density of species M; (kglm3) 

stress of the gas mixture (N/m2) 

viscous stress of the gas mixture (N/m2) 
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SAMENVATTING 

Het doel van dit proefschrift is de ontwikkeling van een betrouwbare numerieke methode 
voor het simuleren van eendimensionale detonatiegolven. Detonatiegolven zijn zeer snel 
voortbewegende verbrandingsgolven (vlammen) waarin explosieve reacties optreden en 
grote hoeveelheden energie omgezet worden. Deze eigenschappen maken detonaties ge
makkelijk te onderscheiden van andere verbrandingsprocessen. 

In veel toepassingen worden detonaties gemodelleerd door de Euler-vergelijkingen 
met daaraan toegevoegd balansvergelijkingen voor de verschillende stoffen in het gas
mengsel. De balansvergelijkingen bevatten brontermen die de chemische reacties be
schrijven. Het totale stelsel vergelijkingen wordt de reagerende Euler-vergelijkingen ge
noemd. De chemische reacties worden beschreven door een Arrhenius-model. Dit mo
del bevat een ontbrandingstemperatuur T;gn, zodanig dat voor temperaturen boven T;8n de 
reactiesnelheid groot is en voor temperaturen beneden T;gn de reactiesnelheid nul is. In 
bijna alle praktische toepassingen is de ontbrandingstemperatuur veel huger dan de tem
peratuur van het koude gas Tu, omdat bij lage temperaturen de detonatie uitdooft door 
een tekort aan radicalen. 

In dit proefschrift beschrijven we detonatiegolven met het ZND-model (een model 
ontwikkeld door Zel'dovich, von Neumann en Daring). Het ZND-model neemt aan dat 
de detonatiegolf bestaat uit een schokgolf ( een compressieschok) gevolgd door een reac
tiezone die allebei met dezelfde snelheid voortbewegen. Dus, door een schokgolf stijgt 
de temperatuur boven de ontbrandingstemperatuur en wordt er een chemise he reactie ge
start. 

De reagerende Euler-vergelijkingen zijn een stelsel eerste orde hyperbolische 
behoudswetten met bronterm. In dit proefschrift beschrijven we enkell~ karakteristieke 
eigenschappen van hyperbolische behoudswetten. Aangezien detonatiegolven discon
tinu zijn (ze bevatten een sterke compressieschok), beschouwen we zwakke oplossin
gen. Een probleem is echter dat deze zwakke oplossingen niet uniek zijn. In het alge
meen worden de unieke fysisch relevante zwakke oplossingen gekarakteriseerd door een 
zogenaamde entropieconditie. Bij het ZND-model bepaalt "Jouguet's rule" de unieke 
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zwakke oplossing. "Jouguefs rule" impliceert dat de stroming in een met de detonatie
golf meebewegend assenstelsel supersonisch is met betrekking tot het niet verbrande gas 
( voor de detonatie) en subsonisch of sonisch met betrekking tot het verbrande gas ( achter 
de detonatie). De detonatie beet een Chapman-Jouguet (CJ) detonatie bij een sonische 
uitstroming en een sterke detonatie bij een supersonische uitstroming. 

In dit proefschrift lossen we de reagerende Euler-vergelijkingen numeriek op. We 
doen dit met behulp van een "time splitting method". In de "time splitting method" be
naderen we in iedere discrete tijdstap de stroming (de gewone Euler-vergelijkingen) en 
de chemie apart. Omdat we vooral gei'nteresseerd zijn in het globale gedrag gebruiken 
we maaswijdten en tijdstappen die geschikt zijn om de stroming te beschrijven maar niet 
de veel snellere chemie. Om de chemie ook goed te beschrijven moeten we het rooster 
(lokaal) verfijnen. Belangrijk is dat de numerieke detonatie met de goede snelheid voort
beweegt {"detonation capturing"), zonder dat we de locatie van de detonatie expliciet 
volgen ("detonation tracking"). 

De stroming lossen we numeriek op met een Godunov-methode. In deze methode 
wordt de ruimte verdeeld in discrete cellen en veronderstellen we de oplossing constant 
in iedere eel. Op deze manier wordt een rij Riemann-problemen gedefinieerd die exact 
( ofbenaderend) opgelost worden. Deze oplossing wordt vervolgens gebruikt om een be
nadering op het volgende tijdstip te bepalen. Dit is een eerste orde methode en tweede 
orde wordt bereikt door de oplossing stuksgewijs lineair te veronderstellen ("slope 
limiter methods"). We beschrijven de chemie dooreen gewone differentiaalvergelijking. 
Deze wordt opgelost door haar te vereenvoudigen en vervolgens exact te integreren. 

Door nu alternerend de "chemie-solver" en de "stromings-solver" (de "slope limi
ter method") toe te passen ("Strang splitting") krijgen we een "high resolution method". 
Deze methode is tweede orde nauwkeurig voor gladde oplossingen, geeft een scherpe 
representatie van eventuele discontinui'teiten en is numeriek stabiel onder de gangbare 
CFL-conditie. De belangrijkste vraag is of deze methode ook altijd de fysisch relevant 
zwakke oplossing benadert (de sterke of CJ-detonatie). 

Bij snelle reacties kan de numerieke methode een niet-fysische oplossing benaderen 
(de verkeerde zwakke oplossing). Er is in de literatuur dan ook veel aandacht besteed 
aan het ontwikkelen van nieuwe en vaak complexe methoden om dit probleem op te Ios
sen. In dit proefschrift bestuderen we de invloed van verschillende numeriekeen fysische 
parameters op de numerieke oplossing. Uit onze analyse volgt dat de ontbrandingstem
peratuur een cruciale rol speelt. We laten zien dat de niet-fysische oplossingen alleen 
voorkomen bij een onrealistisch lage T;gn· Verder laten we zien dat bij een correcte T;g,., 
onze relatief eenvoudige "detonation capturing method" altijd de fysisch correcte deto
natie benadert en dat het niet nodig is om (complexe) "detonation tracking methods" te 
ontwikkelen. 
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Stellingen 

behorende bij het proefschrift 

CAPTURING DETONATION WAVES FOR 

THE REACTIVE EULER EQUATIONS 

door 

A.C. Berkenbosch 

l. Beschouw een beginwaarde probleem voor een stelsel hyperbolische behoudswetten met 
bronterm 

a a ot u(x, t) + ox f(u(x, t)) = q(u(x, t)), 

u(x, 0) = u0(x), V x e JR. 

Stel dat we de oplossing numeriek benaderen met het conservatieve differentie schema 

un+t U" I:J.t 'IN! Fn ) Qn-i 
i = i - I:J.x (J.' i+l/2- i-1/2 + I:J.t i ' 

waar Ff+tt2 := F(Uf+t• ... , U7-H1), Q7-i := Q(U~, ... , U7~/). k,l E lY en 
j e {0, 1}. Stel dat F een Lipschitz continue functie is en Q een continue functie is en 
neem aan dat F(u, ... , u) = f(u) en Q{u, ... , u) = q(u). 

Dan geldt: als de numerieke oplossing convergeert in L~oc -zin voor I:J.t -+ 0, dan conver
geert zij naar een zwakke oplossing van de behoudswet. 

2. Het verkrijgen van een numerieke detonatiegolf met de fysisch correcte snelheid wordt 
ten onrechte gebruikt als reden om geavanceerde (en vaak complexe) methoden als 'front 
tracking' of 'subcell resolution' te gebruiken. 

3. Bij hetZND-model voordetonatiegolvenkan 'Jouguet'srule' alsentropieconditiegebruikt 
worden om de fysisch relevante zwakke oplossingen te karakteriseren. 

4. Zij r > 0 en beschouw n getallen Z; e C met lz;l < 1 voor i = 1, .•. , n en Z; ¥:. Zi als 
i ¥:. j. Dan is den x n-matrix A met matrixelementen a;i gedefinieerd door 

O;j = (1- i;Zj)-r, 

positief defi.niet. 



5. Laat de afbeeldingen S : C(/R) -+ C(JR) en T : C(IR) -+ C(IR) gedefinieerd zijn door 

I 

(Sf)(t) = f j(t')dt' en 
0 

t 

(Tf)(t) = f j(t')dt'. 
I 

Dan geldt R(Sk) s;; Ck(JR), R(T") s;; C"(JR) en R(S1) + R(T") = C"(JR) voor alle 
keN. 

6. Een tekort aan zuurstof in de inademingslucht heeft naast een stimulerende ook een de· 
primerende werking op de longventilatie (zie [1]). 

[1] A. Berkenbosch, A. Dahan, J. DeGoede en I.C.W. Olievier, The ventilatory response 
to C02 of the peripheral and central chemoreflex loop before and after sustained hy· 
poxia in man, J. Physiol. 456 (1992), pp. 11·83. 

7. Er zijn in Nederland te veel universiteiten waar een studie wiskunde gevolgd kan worden. 

8. Bij de aanstelling van een promovendus dient een vast bedrag gereserveerd te worden voor 
het bezoeken van (inter)nationale congressen. 

9. Het gebrek aan daadkracht bij parlementariers komt tot uitdrukking in de exorbitante be· 
dragen die bij grootschalige projecten zoals de Betuwelijn worden uitgetrokken voor mi· 
tigerende maatregelen. 

10. De komst van e·mail heeft de drempel voor communicatie te laag gemaakt. 

11. De belofte in een reisgids dat men na een reis in een slaapbus uitgerust op de vakantiebe
stemming arriveert, ontstijgt alleen het niveau van een ftauwe grap wanneer deze belofte 
vergezeld gaat van een 'niet goed geld terug garantie'. 


